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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
This study is an attempt to evaluate the effect of two
types of planned exercises for Improving recall in grade five*
"Since life demands quick recall of one’s best experiences
immediately to solve situations that come unannounced"
1
the
ability to reproduce ideas obtained from silent reading is an
important skill if a child is to be successful* Unaided re-
call is the skill which the child must have in school and In
later life* Many tests and materials available at present,
measure recall using recognition through multiple choice
items. Therefore it is important that an effective means be
found by which this ability may be acquired as early as
possible in our elementary schools*
Symonds2 has stated that: "The process of recall is one
that comes in again and again in the consideration of the
higher tht-ought process." Therefore, the purpose of this
study is to evaluate two types of graded exercises as they
affect
:
1* Children’s ability to reproduce orally ideas
gained from silent reading and
2. Children’s ability to reproduce in writing ideas
gained from silent reading.
1* Myers, gT C., ^Recall in Relation to Retention", Journal
of Educational Psychology , 5:123, March, 1914.
2. Symonds, P. M., Education and the Psychology of Thinking .
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1936)
. p. 185*
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CHAPTER I
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

4CHAPTER I
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Retent ion
Gates 1 states that no one has found a way in which a
person* s native retentiveness may he increased, hut that re-
gardless of the degree of native retentiveness, the perman-
ence of his retention is influenced in these three ways:
1* By the way in which he learns
2. By the time he spends in practice
3. By the way the time is spent
He cautions that children may become so dependent on exer-
cises that their retention is less efficient when such exer-
cises are not provided. Yet he does suggest that properly
employed, practice with such exercises paves the way for
establishing independent skills in study and thinking.
2
Gates furthermore suggests that the methods of asking
and answering questions of fact, skimming the reading ma-
terial which expressed the facts in outline are the simpler
devices for gaining the necessary fluency.
In an experiment designed to measure recall of observed
material, McGeoch and Whiteley tested eight groups of
1. Gates, Arthur I., "Correlation of Immediate and Delayed
Recall", Journal of Educational Psychology, 9:489-496,
November, 1§18.
2. Ibid.
3. McGeoch, J.A. and Whiteley, P.L., "The Recall of Observed
Material", Journal of Educational Psychology, 17:419-425,
November 192b
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college sophomores on their observation of Binet object cards
Four groups described the objects seen in written narrative
and the other four groups reported by answering fifty ques-
tions. The results indicated that the curve of forgetting
was greater when measured by narrative reproduction than by
answers to questions.
In 1937, using adults as subjects, Curran and Schilder^
conducted an experiment whereby they read a short story to
the subjects and had them repeat it until they were exhausted
They found an outstanding tendency to substitute the more
common words for rare and specific words,
o
Watson using seven groups of college freshmen varying
in size from thirteen to twenty-six, studied the relationship
between intelligence and retention of materials taught in an
introductory psychology course. He found a substantial de-
gree of relationship to exist between intelligence and imme-
diate recall (r equal to .48 plus or minus .05) and between
intelligence and delayed recall (r equal to .63 plus or
minus .06). The relationship 3eemed to increase as the
periods of delayed intervals increased.
1. Curran, Frank J., and Schilder, Paul, "Experiments in Repe
tition and Recall", Pedagogical Seminary and Journal of
Genetic Psychology
, 57:163-187, September 1937.
2. Watson, R. I., "Relationship Between Intelligence and the
Retention of Course Material in Psychology", Journal of
Educational Psychology , 30:265-279, April 1939.
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In 1914, Myers
1
questioned the value of recall in rela-
tion to retention. After the lesson is learned what effect
has recall in retaining it? The study consisted of the
learning of two selections: one a short selection which was
not recalled for seven weeks and a longer selection which was
recalled each of the seven consecutive weeks* At the end of
the seven weeks period the short selection was more than half
forgotten, and the longer selection was recalled perfectly*
2
Good reported an investigation which he conducted on
the value of a second reading of material. With secondary
students he reported that a rereading is not profitable in
terms of the additional information secured in preference to
spending the same amount of time in reading new material*
Children’s Interests
Since material was to be written it seemed expedient to
review some of the research in reference to children's in-
terests*
Bruner studied the interests of boys and girls in the
middle grades as revealed by their preference for certain
1. Myers', C. G. , opT~cltT
2* Good, Carter V., "The Effect of a Single Reading versus
Two Readings of a Given Body of Material", Journal of
Educational Method
, 5:325-327, April 1926*
3. Bruner, H. B., "Determining Basal Reading Materials
Through a Study of Children's Interests and Adult
Judgment”, Teachers College Record
. 30:285-309,
January 192^*
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stories and then compared the preferences with the judgment
of adults as to their merits* He concluded that children’s
interests could not be used as a dependable basis for curri-
culum guidance*
In a study reported by Gates, Peardon, and Sartorious1
of 2332 pupils in twenty-four different schools on choices of
types of reading material it wa^ found that 72*3 per cent
favored narrative material and 27*7 per cent were interested
in the informational material* Since this was conducted in
the first three grades it is a good showing for the informa-
tional material*
In 1932 Johnson2 investigated children's reading in-
terests in relation to sex and grade among 1856 pupils dis-
tributed from grades five to eleven* The boys at all levels
preferred stories of adventure to any other type* Girls en-
joyed stories of home, school, and children* Both boys and
girls preferred fiction to any other form.
Witty and Kopel recognize that interest is the greatest
motivating factor in remedial reading. They report that the
1* Gates, A.I*, Peardon, C. C., and Sartorious, I*C*, "Studies
of Children’s Interests in Reading", Elementary School
Journal , 31:656-670, April 1931.
2. Johnson, B. L., "Children's Reading Interests as Related
to Sex and Grade in School", School Review
, 40:256-272,
April 1932*
3* Witty, P. A*, and Kopel, David, "Motivating Remedial
Reading: The Interest Factor", Educational Administration
and Supervision , 22:1-19, January 1936.
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interest in animal stories begins to dwindle with the boy of
eleven and switches to science and invention while the girls
are still enjoying stories of home and school life. Both
sexes show some preference for biography. History has small
appeal to boys and girls. The eleven year old begins to
appreciate humor. Superior children enjoy informational
stories more than do the average. The preferences of dull
children appear to differ little from those of average or
superior children. The findings indicate diversified inter-
ests in the 5B.
Improvement of Recall
In the research pertaining to the problem of how recall
may be improved few studies can be found. Yoakam^ studied
the effects of a single reading. For materials, he used
selections of different character and length; viz. language,
agriculture, civics, history, narrative, hygiene, geography.
The material varied in length from 110 words to 1900 words.
The number of pupils examined at one time varied from 16 to
475.
In some of the experiments Yoakam tested three times,
once for previous knowledge, once for immediate recall and
once for delayed recall. Some of his conclusions are
1. Yoakam, G. A.
,
wThe Effect of a Single Reading"
,
University
of Iowa Studies
.
Vol. 2, No. 7, State University of Iowa,
Iowa City, 1922.
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pertinent to this study and are:
1. Scores made on factual material run lower than
on narrative material.
2. The effects of a single reading vary with the
type of test used.
5. If a single reading takes place without any im-
mediate recall of the ideas, it is doubtful that
the reading will leave any impression in the mind
of the learner after a lapse of twenty or thirty
days, unless the material is very interesting or
striking •
4. The effect of a single reading varies in effi-
ciency with the grade taking the test. Pupils
in the lower grades show much less ability than
do those of the upper grades.
5. The consistent advantage of giving an initial
test to determine the previous knowledge of the
pupil suggests that the preliminary test before
reading may be an excellent method of teaching
pupils to read efficiently because it directs
the reading.
Yoakam*s study emphasizes the need for the determination
of the relative difficulty of different types of materials
under varying conditions, and for devising methods to secure
better retention than can be possible after a single hasty
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reading*
The percentage of material remembered increased from
grade to grade. The same selections were used from grades
four to eight*
Keneally^ constructed tests to determine the order of
difficulty of six study skills for grades 4, 5, and 6. Her
conclusions were that due to the wide range of reading levels
within a classroom it would be necessary to teach all six
skills in order to provide for individual differences within
the classroom* These study skills are as follows:
1* Finding minor ideas with major ideas supplied
2* Selection of best summary
3* Retention of order of ideas
4* Matching headlines and paragraphs
5. Finding major ideas with minor ideas supplied
(idea line)
6. Writing original headlines
College sophomores were the subjects of a study conducted
2by Peterson concerning the difference in the ability to re-
tain and recall when the students knew that they would be
1* Keneally, K. B., ’’llie Relative Order of Difficulty of
Several Types of Study Skills in the Intermediate Grades”,
(Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Boston University, Boston,
1939) .
2. Peterson, Joseph, ’’The Effect of Attitude on Immediate and
Delayed Reproduction; A Class Experiment,” Journal of
Educational Psychology , 7:523-529, October 1915
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expected to recall. The results indicated that the students
who knew that they would have the opportunity of recalling
the list of twenty words dictated did 48.4 per cent better in
the delayed recall than did the group who were unaware of the
experiments
•
Meyer‘S studied the examination set as a basis for
learning in a college psychology class. To study the most
effectively he recommended that all learning should take
place with the set of an essay type of examination in mind.
He concluded that if a recognition type of examination is ex-
pected by students only memorization of facts takes place.
p
In the Salisbury study which was carried out by pre-
senting thirty planned lessons to 474 high school students,
it is demonstrated that a conscious use of outlining as a
method of study when taught through practice with materials
of a general nature, will transfer to specific study situa-
tions and will tend to improve the mastery of content sub-
jects.
1 . Meyer'i'G.
,
hE?f'ect of Recall and Recognition of the Exam-
ination Set in Classroom Situations,” Journal of Educa -
tional Psy chology , 27:81-99, February l£)36.
2. Salisbury, Rachel, "A Study of the Transfer Effects of
Training in Logical Organizations," Journal of Educa-
tional Research, 28:241-251, December 1934.
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Techniques for the study of oral language activities was
the basis for a study reported by Greene and Betts.
3 This
was conducted with eighty-three pupils of the University
Demonstration School in grades 4, 5, and 6. They found the
most accurate reproduction was that obtained on the dicta-
phone which proved to be 99.8 per cent accurate. Other means
of recording were the court reporter with 94.6 per cent
accuracy, the shorthand reporter with 64.0 per cent accuracy,
and the longhand record which was only 38.1 per cent correct.
In this same study it was reported that the children up
through the fifth grade were not so sensitive as were adults
to the microphone.
On selections of 350 to 800 words children in grades
4, 5, and 6 will do as well in recalling what they read as
2
what they hear. Young studied the relationship between
hearing comprehension and reading comprehension. He advo-
cated that the skill of retention be definitely provided for
in all reading programs. He also found that as the child
matures reading comprehension is more accelerated than
hearing comprehension.
1. Greene, H. A., and Betts, E. A., "A New Technique for the
Study of Oral Language Activities," Elementary School
Journal
, 33:753-761, June 1933.
2. Young, William E., "The Relation of Reading Comprehension
and Retention to Hearing Comprehension and Retention,"
Journal of Experimental Education
, 5:30-59, September
1936.
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Methods of study for their effectiveness in immediate
and delayed recall were the problems investigated by Mathews.
3
He used 735 high school pupils with the following three
methods
:
1. Underlining important concepts as one reads
2. Taking outline notes
3. Not taking notes of any kind
He found no statistical differences in the three methods and
recommended that more research is needed for discovering the
most effective means of study. The length of time for the
delayed recall was one month.
Immediate recall in the form of a test is advocated for
2
the retention of factual material by Spitzer. The material
used in his study consisted of an article of 577 words in
length. Retention was measured by a multiple choice test
containing twenty-five items of five responses each. The
subjects of the study being 3605 sixth grade pupils in the
state of Iowa. He found that immediate recall is an effective
method of aiding the retention of learning and should there-
fore, be employed more frequently in the elementary school.
1. Mathews, C. 0., "Comparison of Methods of Study for Imme-
diate and Delayed Recall,” Journal of Educational Psy-
chology , 29:101-106, February 1938.
2. Spitzer, Herbert F., ’’Studies in Retention,” Journal of
Educational Psychology, 30:641-656, December 193§
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In a comparison of oral recall and written recall of
silent reading made by Potter,
1
she reported that children in
grades three through six reproduced easy material in writing
as well as and better than they reproduced it orally* When
these same children were given material more difficult than
their reading level their oral recall was superior to their
written recall*
p
Torrant studied the relationship between unaided oral
recall and recall as measured by multiple choice questions
over the same selection. In the fourth grade it was found
that a correlation of *49 existed between rate of recall and
number of ideas recalled. Those recalling the more rapidly
recalling more ideas. She found a significantly greater num-
ber of ideas recalled by multiple choice than by unaided oral
recall*
Courtney3 compared written recall by reproduction with
recall by recognition. He had a group of seventy-two ninth
grade pupils which he reported were somewhat superior in
intelligence* The mean number of ideas recalled by recogni-
1* Potter, Ruth, "Comparison of Oral Recall and Written Re-
call in Middle Grades, " (Unpublished Master* s Thesis,
Boston University, Boston, 1940)*
2. Torrant, Katherine E., "Fluency in Oral Expression," (Un-
published Master *s Thesis, Boston University, Boston,
1940)*
3. Courtney, Paul Douglas, "Recall by Reproduction versus
Recall by Recognition," (Unpublished Master* s Thesis,
Eoston University, Boston, 1941).
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tion was 64*3 with a S.D. of 9.1 while that of the recall by
reproduction was 37.1 with a S.D. of 13.7. This difference
was statistically significant. These two measures were corre-
lated one with the other and the result was r equal to .28 with
P.E.afplus or minus .07. Thus he concluded that a ninth grade
student could reproduce in writing after a single reading
about one half of the material that he can successfully identi-
fy. He said that:
The multiple-choice test obscures from the
teacher one of the most important elements of true
comprehension of things read; namely: The orderly
mental organization of the material read, without
reversals in sequence, divisions in sequence nor
previously existing, coalitions of unrelated facts,
and other general errors in the correct classifi-
cation of the material for accurate and complete
mastery.^
2
It was reported by Bucknam that the difference in the
fluency of unaided oral recall and written recall of geo-
graphical material in grade five was greater for short than
for long selections. In a group of 122 pupils a mean differ-
ence of 25.52 in total number of ideas recalled in unaided
written recall and multiple choice questions was reported.
1. Courtney, op. cit.
2. Bucknam, Margaret E., "Comparison of the Fluency of Oral
Recall with Written Recall in Silent Reading in Geography
in Grade Five," (Unpublished Master ! s Thesis, Boston
University, Boston, 1941).
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In an investigation conducted with 158 fifth grade pupils^
Howe*1- found no statistical difference between total recall
from memory and the total recall from text. She found a
correlation of *78 plus or minus *22 between reading ability
and recall from memory*
The relation of oral and written recall is high enough
(r equals *695 plus or minus .0317) in the group of 122 fifth
o
grade pupils according to the research reported by Elliot*
to prove that the two types of recall correspond. In this
same study it was reported that a favorable relationship
(r equals .862 plus or minus .016) existed between reading
achievement and written recall.
The purpose of Tiedeman's 3 study was to discover the
effect of review tests on retention of geography material
which was studied in a typical classroom situation. The data
was collected on 1055 pupils who were in 42 fifth grade class-
rooms •
1. Howe, Elizabeth”, ‘'Measurement of Recall With and Without
Text," (unpublished Master*s thesis, Boston University,
Boston, 1943).
2. Elliot, Vera W., "Comparisons of the Factors Related to
Oral and Written Recall," (unpublished Master's thesis,
Eoston University, Boston, 1943).
3. Tiedeman, Herman R., "A Study in Retention of Classroom
Learning," Journal of Educational Research
.
41:516-531,
March 1948.
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Tiedeman 1 s findings justify the following facts:
1* Review tests are an effective means of aiding re-
tention of materials learned in the classroom and
should he employed as one of the tools of learn-
ing.
2. Review tests should be administered immediately
after learning and at less frequent intervals as
time elapses in order to secure the most effec-
tive results.
3. Review tests may aid the retention of erroneous
concepts. Consequently, provision should be
made for correcting wrong impressions.
Burke-*- studied the effect of planned lessons on both
oral and written recall among sixth grade pupils. With the
eighty students a mean gain of 14.58 plus or minus .81 was
made by the experimental group, while in the written recall
tests showed only 1.25 ideas more than in the first tests.
The materials used in her investigation included stories,
poems, and pictures. No attempt was made to evaluate the
specific types of material used in the practice.
This research indicates that oral and written recall can
be improved and therefore this study is an attempt to provide
1. Burke, Marie Louise, "An Evaluation of Workbook Exercises
for Developing Oral Recall in Grade Six,” (unpublished
Master*s thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1946).
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two types of practice for improving recall in grade five and
to evaluate their effectiveness*
.
CHAPTER II
PREPARATION OF MATERIALS

CHAPTER II
PREPARATION OP MATERIALS
A general plan was evolved whereby the interests of
middle grade pupils would serve as the nucleus for the story
material* Prom investigations which have been made by Witty^
and others it was found that certain interests were common
among the age group that one would expect to find in the
fifth grade. Prom these interests basic areas were arbi-
trarily chosen around which the material was to be written*
These areas were transportation, childhood experiences of
heroes, origins of sports, hobbies, holiday customs, and
animals. Table I shows the distribution of these stories.
Pacts for the construction of the stories were gleaned from
newspapers, periodicals, books, and encyclopedia*
The first draft of the stories took into account only
the control of the vocabulary which was governed by the
2
Rinsland study, words which would not be found in the fifth
grade or below being rejected*
1. Witty and Kopel, op*' cit *
2. Rinsland, Henry D.. A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary
School Children
,
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1945,
636 pp
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The second step was to fit the stories into a pattern so
that they might he graded somewhat as to difficulty* First
the number of running words was used as a basis; thus two
groups of stories were formed, one consisting of long selec-
tions and the other of short selections. Examination of the
material arranged according to this pattern revealed that a
wide variation of length still existed in each group. It
seemed better to divide the stories into three groups ac-
cording to length. They were either in the short, medium or
long categories.
Stories of fifty-five to ninety words were chosen as
short, those of ninety-one to one hundred fifty medium, and
those of more than one hundred fifty as long. Each of these
three groups were examined for the number of ideas they con-
tained. Those which had the fewer number of concepts were
considered easy and those with many concepts were called hard.
There was no hard and fast rule; yet an attempt was made to
keep each respective category somewhat equal in difficulty.
It was planned to have easy material at the beginning and
that the material should increase in difficulty as the lessons
progressed
•
The plan evolved into six categories of difficulty and
six areas of interest. The experiment had been planned to
last seven weeks, which meant that thirty-five lessons would
be needed. It appeared that it would be expedient to fit the
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stories into such a simple plan as Table I. There were two
stories for each type of lesson in the plan*
The practice material was planned to be used by the
children without the assistance of the classroom teacher. In
order that the pupils could check one another* s recall, it was
necessary to build two 3ets of materials for use in each
classroom. One set is called the alpha and the second the
beta series. The stories served as the basis for the practice
exercises which were built into four sets of workbooks*
The purpose of this investigation being to evaluate two
methods of practice, it was necessary to build two practice
exercises for each story shown in Table I*
The two methods of practice to be measured were the out-
line analysis approach and the graduated direct question
approach* For each method nine types of lessons were planned*
Types of Outline Analysis Practice Exercises
1. Choosing the best headline for a single paragraph
2* Matching paragraphs with headlines
3* Rearranging in proper sequence headlines which
are out of order
4* Choosing a main topic from a list of main topic
sentences and supporting details
5* Choosing from an unorganized list of major and
minor ideas
6. Filling in the minor ideas of an idea line
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7 • Pilling in the major ideas of an idea line
8. Pilling in alternately the major and minor ideas
of an idea line
9. Unaided oral recall
Nine types of exercises were developed for the experi-
mental group who were to secure practice by direct questions.
Types of Direct Question Practice Exercises
1* Questions were read to pupil before he read his
story. Recall wa3 checked by multiple choice.
2. Recall was checked by multiple choice.
3. Questions were read to pupil before he read his
story. Recall was checked by true and false
statements •
4. Recall checked by true and false statements.
5. Questions were read to pupil before he read hi3
story. Recall was checked by asking direct
questions on specific details.
6. Recall was checked by asking direct questions on
specific details.
7. Questions were read to pupil before he read his
story. Recall was checked by direct questioning,
not asking for specific detail.
8. Recall was checked by direct questioning, not
asking for specific detail.
9. Unaided oral recall.
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A sample of each type of lesson follows* The complete
workbooks can be found in the Appendix*
Choosing the best headline for a single paragraph
Lesson 1 Ice Hockey
The game of ice hockey is played on ice and the players
wear skates. Each team has six players. Ice Hockey is
nearly always played by men. It can be played outdoors and
on indoor rinks.
The sport is chiefly played in Canada, but it is also
played in the northern and eastern parts of the United States.
The first game was played at McGill University about 1875. It
remained an amateur game until 1908 when professional teams
were organized. The speed and daring action attracts many
people.
Lesson 1 Ice Hockey
Have your partner read the first paragraph and then ask him
to choose the best heading from these that you will read to
him.
Hockey Players
Cold Weather Pun
Ice Hockey
answer: Ice Hockey
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Now have your partner read the second paragraph and then you
read these headings. Ask him to choose the best*
Where Hockey is Played
A Short History of Hockey
The First Hockey Game
answer: A Short History of Hockey
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Matching paragraphs with headlines
Lesson 2 Beetles
The Japanese beetle likes to eat everything from an
apple orchard to a zinnia. Recently five girls were hired
at LaGuardia Airport to see that no beetles were attached to
the clothing of passengers.
The beetle cannot live at a temperature of fifteen de-
grees below zero. Thus the beetle does not live in the
northern states.
Lesson 2 Beetles
Have your partner read his story and then have him tell you
which paragraph goes with each of these headings.
New Job for Girls
Beetles Freeze in Cold Weather
answers
:
New Job for Girls goes with the paragraph beginning
"The Japanese beetle likes to eat everything--
Beetles Freeze in Cold Weather goes with the
paragraph beginning "The beetle cannot live—
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Rearranging in proper sequence , headlines which are out of
order
Lesson 7 St. George 1 s Day
The twenty-third of April is a red-letter day for chil-
dren in Roumania. It marks the beginning of spring and is
called St. George 1 s Day*
On St. George's eve the doors and the windows of the
houses and stables are covered with willow branches, ivy, and
honeysuckle which has been brought in from the neighboring
forests. These green decorations are to prevent the evil
spirits from hurting men and beasts, so they believe*
Early in the morning of St. George's Day the girls put
on their finest clothes and carry wooden pails to the well
to get fresh water. The boys meet them when they return and
of course they have a contest. Each side throws handfuls of
water. The fight usually ends with the girls running home to
get ready for the most important part of the day. A merry
folk dance on the village green which lasts until late into
the night*
Lesson 7 St. George ' s Day in Roumania
Have your partner read his story and then when he finishes it
read him these paragraph headings and have him tell you which
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came first in the story, second, and then third*
answer:
How the Day is Observed
The Date of St* George* s Day
Decorating for St. George's Day
The correct order should be:
1* The Date of St. George's Day
2. Decorating for St. George's Day
• How the Day is Observed5
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Choosing a main topic from a list of main topic sentences
and supporting details
Lesson 14 Ash Wednesday
In our country. Ash Wednesday, the beginning of Lent is
a church holiday when the sign of the cross is placed upon
the forehead of members by the priest* The ashes come from
the turning of the palms of the previous year.
We find that there is a quaint custom which is cele-
brated in Iceland on Ash Wednesday* Many days before Ash
Wednesday the children are very busy making small bags* Of
course the boys ask their mothers or big sisters to help them.
The bags are made of every color you could think of and the
material may be silk, wool or cotton. They run drawstrings
in the edges of the bags and on the ends of these they fasten
bent pins
•
The bags are filled with ashes from the stove and with
small stones. The ashes are intended for the boys and the
stones for the girls.
When the bags are filled the fun begins. As you would
expect the boys oppose the girls. Grown-ups often enter the
spirit of the fun, too. The idea is to see how many bags
they can pin on each other. Sometimes as many as thirty bags
may be pinned on some grown-up who has joined in the spirit
of the game*
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Lesson 14 Ash Wednesday in Iceland
Ask your partner to read one paragraph at a time and then read
to him these major and minor ideas* Have him pick out the
main idea after reading each paragraph*
Read these after the first paragraph.
The beginning of Lent is Ash Wednesday
Celebrating Ash Wednesday in Iceland
A church holiday
answer: Celebrating Ash Wednesday in Iceland
Your partner is to read the second paragraph*
The bags are all colors
All kinds of materials are used
What the bags look like
answer: What the bags look like
Have the third paragraph read and then read to your partner
these headings*
The bags are filled with ashes
Filling the bags
The girls use stones
answer: Filling the bags
Have the fourth paragraph read and then read to your partner
these headings.
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answer
:
How the bags are used
Pinning the bags
The boys oppose the girls
How the bags are used
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Choosing from an unorganized list of major and minor
ideas the major ideas
Lesson 15 Basketball
Back in 1891, a young teacher at the Y.M.C.A* College in
Springfield, Massachusetts wanted an indoor sport for the
winter months. His name was James Naismith. He nailed a
peach basket on the wall and divided his class into two teams,
and started a contest to see how many times each side could
throw a soccer ball into the basket in a given amount of time.
Today the game of basketball is watched by more people
than any other. Last year in the United States over ninety
thousand people attended high school and college games. In
such arenas as the Chicago Stadium and New York City*s Madi-
son Square Garden as many as nineteen thousand people have
seen a single game. The season lasts from October to early
April*
The games is played by girls and boys of all ages. Every
high school and college maintains courts in gyms, in field
houses, and out of doors.
From its beginning basketball has been a swift, scienti-
fic game, played between teams of five players who have speed
of foot, good vision, and a high degree of muscular coordina-
tion. The swiftness of the action, and the fact that move-
ment is almost continuous is one of the reasons for the popu-
larity of the game*
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Lesson 15 Basketball
When your partner finishes reading have him pick out the
major or general ideas that he finds in this list which you.
will read to him.
The first game was played with a peach basket.
James Nai smith invented the game.
Thousands of people attend basketball games.
Nineteen thousand people attended a game in Madison Square
Garden.
Most gyms have a basketball court.
Boys play basketball.
Five men make up a team.
What a good player needs.
Reasons for the popularity of basketball.
answers: James Naismith invented the game.
Thousands of people attend games.
Reasons for the popularity of basketball.
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Filling in the minor ideas of an idea line
Lesson 9 Cricket
Cricket is an outdoor game played between two teams. It
is the national game of England, and is popular in other
British lands. Cricket is also played in some parts of the
United States.
The game is played on a level field of grass on which
stand two wickets, twenty-two yards apart. Each wicket con-
sists of three stumps, twenty-seven to twenty-eight inches in
height. Two pieces of wood rest across the tops of the stumps.
The stumps stand near enough together to prevent the ball from
passing between them.
The rules of cricket demand that the game be played with
the utmost courtesy and ceremony. Many have wanted to change
the rules so as to quicken the game, but without success.
One noted player remarked, ”lt would not then be cricket.”
That remark has come to refer to any unfair or unethical act.
Lesson 9 Cricket
Use the idea line to help j^ou tell your partner what you have
been reading.
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Cricket is the national
game of England
Equipment needed for
Cricket
kules for
Cricket
1. 1. 1.
2. 2. 2.
3. a. 3.
a. (1) 4.
b* (2)
Lesson 9 Cricket
Have your partner read his story and when he finishes it have
him turn to 16 and use the idea line to help him tell you
about what he has read. Check the answers he has given you.
Cricket is the national game of England
outdoor game
two teams
Played in
United States
British Isles
Equipment for cricket
level field of grass_
two wickets
three stumps each
27 or 28 inches hlgh_
Rules for cricket
courtesy "It would not then
ceremony be cricket."
do not change rules
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Filling in the ma
.1 or ideas of an idea line
Lesson 4 Louis XIII
When Louis XIII was a little boy he was asked to take
his father 1 s place at a ceremony which occurred on Thursday
of Holy Week. The king was supposed to wash the feet of
thirteen old beggars. The king was ill, people said the
little prince should do it. Louis refused, and it was neces-
sary for the clergyman to do it. The king felt sorry for the
little prince so he was not punished for refusing to do it.
Later the king was killed and the prince did not want
to become the king, because he was afraid he too would be
killed. Poor little King] He did not want to put away his
toys and become a man.
Lesson 4 Louis XIII
Use the idea line to help you tell your partner what you
have been reading.
WHAT WHAT
On Holy Thursday
Thirteen old men
King was 111
King was killed
Louis was afraid
Louis refused
Louis was not punished
Didn’t want to put away his
toys
Didn t want to become a man
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Lesson 4 Louis XIII
Have your partner read his story and when he finishes tell
him to turn to page 16 in his book and use the idea line
there to help him tell you the story he has read*
Washing of the feet
on Holy Thursday
Thirteen old men
King was ill__
Louis refused
priest had to do it
Louis not punished
Didn’t want to be king
King was killed
Louis was afraid
didn’t want to put away his toys
didn’t want to become a man
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Filling in alternately the major and minor ideas of an
idea line
Lesson 10 Doing Things
Doing things is one of the most common hobbies* Some
of the others are games, sports, dancing, gardening, photo-
graphy, amateur radio operating, and even rope tricks and
magic
.
Many hobbies in this class cost little or nothing.
Sports such as ping pong or baseball may require a little
inexpensive equipment. Still others as polo, aviation,
yachting, and big game hunting are for the people who have
more money to spend.
Many people enjoy doing things that require action, such
as tennis, baseball, football, or basketball.
Some people get a dog and train him. This gives the
owner both physical and mental exercise. There are many
books written for pet owners. Animals often require as much
care as children, and some owners do not know how to care for
them.
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Lesson 10 Doing Things
Use the idea line to help you tell your partner what you have
been reading*
Common hobbies
r
Action hobbies
1 . Cheap hobbies 1 . physical
2. ping pong 2 « exercise
3 . baseball <3 • mental
4. Expensive hobbies 4* exercise
5. aviation
polo
yachting
big game hunting
5 • reading
books
Lesson 10 Doing Things
Have your partner read his story and when he finishes it have
him turn to page 16 and use the idea line to help him tell you
about what he has read. Check these answers as he tells them*
Common hobbies
game^
sports
dancing
gardening
photography
radio
rope tricks
magid
Cost of hobbies
cheap hobbies
ping pong,
baseball
expensive hobbies
aviation
polo
yachting
big game hunting
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Action hobbies
tennis
baseball
football
basketball
Training a do
i
physical exercise_
mental exercise
reading of books to learn

Unaided oral re call
Lesson 12 The Automobile
The automobile has changed in appearance many times in
the past one hundred years. It has had legs—and lost its
legs. It once had a boiler. At one time pipes stuck up from
its roof; now there are no pipes. In the beginning the auto-
mobile looked like a locomotive. Next it looked like a buggy.
Now it doesn f t look like anything else. It looks like what
it is—an automobile.
Lesson 12 The Automobile
Ask your partner to read the story and then to tell you all
he can remember of it. Check the things he tells you.
The automobile has changed itself
many times
in the past
one hundred years.
It has had legs
and lost its legs.
It once had a boiler
and lost it.
Once a pipe stuck up from its roof;
now there are no pipes.
In the beginning
the automobile looked like a locomotive.
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Then it looked like a buggy*
Now it doesn*t look like anything else.
It looks like what it is—
an automobile*
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Questions were read to pupil before he read his story
Recall was checked by multiple choice
Lesson 1 Bowling
Bowling is one of the oldest indoor sports. It is
played by rolling a ball down a highly polished wooden runway
toward ten wooden pins set up in the form of a triangle#
The Dutch originally brought the game of nine pins to
New Amsterdam about 1800. It was popular, so a blue law was
passed to prevent playing nine pins. The people got around
it by adding a tenth pin#
There are several kinds of bov/ling in the United States.
Duckpins are played mainly along the eastern coast while
candlepins are played around Boston#
Lesson 1 Bowling
Ask your partner these questions and then have him read his
story#
1# How is bowling done?
2. Who brought it to America?
3. How many kinds of bov/ling are there?
When he finishes, read these questions to him and then check
his answers
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Bowling is one of the (newest, oldest, fastest) indoor sports*
answer: oldest
Bowling was introduced to the Americas' by the (French,
English, Dutch)*
answer: Dutch
Bowling is done with (several kinds of pins, candlepins,
duckpins)
•
answer: several kinds of pins
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Recall checked by multiple choice
Lesson 18 Julia Ward Howe
At the age of six Julia Ward Howe was taken to the opera
by her parents. Her teacher thought she should hear good
music. It was a bitter cold night in New York City. Long
lines of carriages pulled up before the opera hou.se and the
ladies wearing velvets and furs alighted. The men were
wearing high silk hats and opera capes. That night there was
a famous singer and the people came from Boston, Providence,
and Albany to hear him.
Julia was excited by the jewels in the ladies' hair, and
by the lights and decorations of the theater.
At home she acted out the opera, and taught her brothers
some of the songs. Her parents took her many times to the
opera. People thought it strange for a little girl to enjoy
the opera, and said surely she must be ill and would probably
die. They were surprised to see her rosy cheeks and bright
eyes •
Lesson 18 Julia Ward Howe
Your partner is to read his story and when he finishes ask
him these questions.
The story takes place when Julia was (4, 6, 8,).
answer: 6
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Julia was taken to the (theater, circus, opera),
answer: opera
The night was (cold, warm, rainy),
answer: cold
The people arrived in (cars, carriages, buses),
answer: carriages
The ladies wore (silks, velvets, furs),
answers: velvets furs
The men wore (straw hats, caps, silk hats),
answer: silk hats
Julia was excited by the (jewels, noise, music),
answer: jewels_
She taught her brother the (songs, dances, tricks),
answer: songs
Julia (despised, enjoyed, disliked) the opera,
answer: enjoyed
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Questions were read to pupil before he read his story
Recall checked by true and false statements
Lesson 7 Independence Day in Costa Rica
Here In the United States we celebrate our Independence
Day on July 4th. In Costa Rica they too celebrate an Inde-
pendence Day which takes place on September 15th.
We often celebrate with a patriotic parade, while their
parade is one of gaily painted ox carts. Every ox man tries
to make his cart as bright as possible.
Our friend, Don Pedro went to the paint shop and bought
four cans of paint. The colors were green, purple, yellow,
and red.
First he painted the cart all over a lovely green, and
then he decorated the two wheels, the sides, and the shaft as
well as thecxen^ yoke with stars, stripes, and scallops.
When the ox carts came to the city they formed a huge
parade and passed before two sets of judges. The first set
judged the pretty carts and the second set judged which yoke
of oxen were the finest.
Lesson 7 Independence Day in Costa Rica
You are to read these questions to your partner before he
reads his story.
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1. How do the people in Costa Rica celebrate Independence
Day?
2. How many colors did Don Pedro use?
3. How did he decorate his cart?
4. What do the judges do?
Now have him read the story. When your partner finishes it
ask him these questions and have him answer yes or no.
Yes People in Costa Rica celebrate Independence Day.
No They celebrate on July 4th.
No They have a patriotic parade.
Yes
_JThey have a parade of ox carts.
No _Don Pedro botight green, orange, blue, and red paint.
No _He painted the entire cart blue.
No The parade is judged by three sets of judges.
Yes The oxen and the carts are judged separately.
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Recall checked by true and false statement s
Lesson 3 Yuletid e in Russ ia
A pretty custom at the yuletide season in Russia is the
blessing of the house and household* The priest visits each
house in the neighborhood, accompanied by boys carrying a
dish of holy water. The priest sprinkles each room with the
water, and each person present then kisses the cross that he
carries. He pronounces the benediction as he proceeds from
room to room.
The people do not greet one another with "Merry Christ-
mas" in Russia. One hears "Greetings for the Lord’s birth",
to which the one addressed replies, "God be with you."
Lesson 3 Yuletide in Russia
Have your partner read his story and then as you read these
sentences have him tell you whether they are true or false.
No The story is about New Year's.
Yes The priest visits each house.
Ye 3 Boys go with him.
No Each person kisses his ring.
No In Russia they say "Merry Christmas".
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Questions were read to pupil before he read his story
Recall was checked by asking dire ct questions on specific
details
Lesson 9 Lacros se
Lacrosse is a game which the Canadians took from the
northern Indians and changed slightly. The Indians played it
in grand style. Warriors of two tribes in full war paint
played. As many as a thousand played at one time.
The object of modern lacrosse is to drive a small ball of
sponge rubber between the enemies 1 goal posts. The goal posts
are from 100 to 120 yards apart. The field is from 60 to 70
yards wide. The ball is thrown or carried with a cross which
is a curved pole much like a hockey stick with a loose net
fastened to it. Each team of ten players tries to send the
ball through the enemies* goal posts as many times as possible
in the four periods of play.
Lesson 9 Lacrosse
Read these questions to your partner before he reads his 3tory.
1. How did we get the game of lacrosse?
2. What is the object of the game?
3. How is the game played?
B^ton University
School of Educator*
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Now have the story read. When your partner finishes ask him
these questions.
How did the Indians play lacrosse?
answers: with war paint
before thousands
What kind of a ball is used?
answers: small of sponge rubber
How far apart are the goal posts?
answers: 100 yards 120 yards
How is the ball carried?
answer: with a cross
How many are on a team?
answer : 10
How many periods of play?
answer: 4
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Recall was checked by asking; direct questions on specific
details
Lesson 22 Twelfth Night in England
January 6th in England is Twelfth Night, Three things
are celebrated at that time. The coming of the three wisemen
to Bethlehem, the changing of the water into wine at the
marriage feast, and the baptising of Jesus in the Jordan by
John the Baptist.
There are many sweets to buy and while the people are
looking in the shop windows, the children on the streets pin
the coat and tails and capes of different people together.
At the parties they have many contests. Grinning matches
whistling matches, and a yawning match are the most liked.
The yawning match takes place at midnight and the prize, a
Cheshire Cheese goes to the man who can yawn the widest yawn.
Lesson 22 Twelfth Night in England
Your are to have your partner read his story and then you will
ask him these questions.
When is "Twelfth Night"?
answer: January 6th
What three things are celebrated?
answers; coming of the wisemen
changing water into wine
baptizing of Christ
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Where was Christ baptized?
answers in the river Jordan
What happens on the street?
answers: sweets to buy
people look in windows
coat tails are pinned together
What kinds of contests do they have?
answers: grinning matches
whistling matches
yawning matches
When does the yawning match take place?
answer: at midnight
What is the prize?
answer: a Cheshire Cheese
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Questions were read to pupil before he read his story
Recal 1 was checked by direct quest! oning without specific
detail
Lesson 16 John Paul Jones
John Paul Jones was sleeping on a rock when the tide was
out. When he did not come home on time a young officer was
sent out to look for him* When he found the boy, he dis-
covered that young John Paul was very much excited because he
had had a most unusual dream* He thought he was the captain
of a ship out in the midst of a great sea fight. The ship was
afire, and they were afraid it would sink*
The officer said that he hoped some day that the boy
would have the opportunity of being a captain of a ship*
John said, "This strange ship in my dream did not fly
the English flag* At the masthead was the strangest flag I
have ever seen. It was red and white with a blue field filled
with stars in the corner* What country*s flag is that?"
The officer said, "No such flag; I know them all, there^
none like that* The rest of your dream may come true, but
not that about the flag."
Do you think the dream came true?
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Lesson 16 John Paul Jones
Read these questions to your partner before he reads the
story*
1. What did the young officer say?
2. What was the strangest part of the dream?
3. Did the dream come true?
Now tell him to read the story and when he finishes ask him
these questions.
Why was John Paul excited?
answers: dream ship afire captain
sea fight fear it would sink
What did John Paul say about the flag?
answers: not English red and white
blue field white stars
What did the officer say?
answers : dream may come true
but not about the fla^
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Recall by direct questioning without specific detail
Lesson 28 Motherla
Each year one day is set apart to honor our mothers. But
since mothers are such wonderful people we should honor them
everyday.
The idea of a day to be set apart to honor mothers started
in a Sunday School in Philadelphia, In 1914 the Congress of
the United States passed an act saying that the President
should set apart a special day on which to honor mothers.
May 9, 1914 President Woodrow Wilson said that all flags
should fly on public buildings the second Sunday in May in
honor of mothers everywhere.
On Mother’s Day you see many store windows filled with
many things to buy as gifts for mother. In these same win-
dows there are many carnations because they are the flower
chosen to represent Mother's Day#
Lesson 28 Mother 1 s Day
Ask your partner to read his story and then ask him these
questions.
Why do we have Mother ' s Day?
answers to honor Mother
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How did it start?
answers: Sunday School
Philadelphia
1914
Congress passed an act
_
President should set a day to honor mothers
What president set it?
answers: Woodrow Wilson
second Sunday in May
May 9, 1914
Why are carnations used?
answer: to honor William McKinley
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Unaided oral recall
Lesson 24 Doll Collections
Thousands of people in all parts of the world collect
dolls as a hobby. Some collectors own a thousand or more.
There are big dolls the size of grown-ups and there are tiny
ones smaller than a sugar lump. One doll is small enough to
hide in a thimble.
Doll collections are often taken about the country and
shown in libraries, schools, clubs, and museums.
Many famous people have had doll collections. Emperor
Montezuma amused himself with such a collection. Queen Vic-
toria owned dozens and dozens of dolls. Her favorites were
small jointed wooden dolls. Another famous collection was
owned by Eugene Field, the poet, who wrote "Little Boy Blue"
Lesson 24 Doll Collections
Ask your partner to read his story so that he can tell you
what he has read.
Thousands of people
in all parts of the world
make a hobby
of collecting dolls.
Some collectors
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own a thousand or more.
There are big dolls
the size of grown-ups
and there are tiny ones
smaller than a sugar lump.
One doll is small enough
to hide in a thimble*
Doll collections
are taken about the country
and shown in libraries,
schools
clubs, and
museums
•
Many famous people
have had doll collections.
Emperor Montezuma
amused himself
with a collection*
Queen Victoria owned
dozens of dolls*
Her favorites
were small wooden dolls
with joints.
Another famous collection
was owned by Eugene Field,
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the poet
who wrote
"Little Boy Blue".

The prepared materials were now set up in the following
forms
;
I# Two hooks of stories
A. Alpha series
B. Beta series
II. Four workbooks
A. Two workbooks for use with alpha stories
1. Workbook with outline analysis practice
2. Workbook with direct questions practice
B. Two workbooks for use with beta stories
1. Workbook with outline analysis practice
2. Workbook with direct questions practice
Table II gives a comprehensive picture of the material
and order of presentation for the outline analysis practice.
TABLE II
LESSON PLANS FOR OUTLINE ANALYSIS PRACTICE
First Week
1st day
2nd day
3rd day
4th day
5th day
Choosing the best headline for a single
paragraph
Matching paragraphs with headlines
Choosing a main topic from a list of main
topic sentences and supporting details
Filling in the major ideas of an idea line
Filling in alternately the major and minor
ideas of an idea line
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Second Week
6th day
7th day
8th day
9th day
10th day
Third Week
11th day
12th day
13th day
14th day
15th day
Fourth Week
16th day
17th day
18th day
19th day
20th day
Fifth Week
21st day
22nd day
23rd day
24th day
25th day
Matching paragraphs with headlines
Rearranging in proper sequence headlines
which are out of order
Choosing from an unorganized list of major
and minor ideas the major ideas
Filling in the minor ideas of an idea line
Filling in alternately the major and minor
ideas of an idea line
Choosing the best headline for a single
paragraph
Unaided oral recall
Rearranging in proper sequence headlines
which are out of order
Choosing from an unorganized list of major
and minor ideas the major ideas
Choosing the major idea from a list of
major and minor ideas
Filling in the minor ideas of an idea line
Filling in the major ideas of an idea line
Choosing the best headline for a story
Matching paragraphs with headlines
Choosing the main topic from a list of main
topic sentences and supporting details
Filling in the minor ideas of an idea line
Filling in alternately the major and minor
ideas of an idea line
Matching paragraphs with headlines
Unaided oral recall
Matching paragraphs with headlines
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Sixth Week
26th day
27th day
28th day
29th day
30th day
Seventh Week
31st day
32nd day
33rd day
34th day
35th day
Pilling in the minor ideas of an idea line
Filling in the major ideas of an idea line
Pilling in alternately the major and. minor
ideas of an idea line
Matching paragraphs with headlines
Rearranging in proper headlines which are
out of order
Choosing the main topic sentence from a list
of main topic sentences and supporting details
Pilling in the minor ideas of an idea line
Pilling in the major ideas of an idea line
Pilling in alternately the major and minor
ideas of an idea line
Unaided oral recall
Table III gives a comprehensive picture of the material
and order of presentation for the graduated direct question
practice
•
TABLE III
LESSON PLANS FOR GRADUATED DIRECT QUESTION PRACTICE
First Week
1st day Guide questi ons—Multiple choice
2nd. day Multiple choice
3rd day True and false
4th day Direct questions on specific detail
5th day Guide que st ions --Direct questions on specific
detail
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Second Week
6th day
7th day
8th day
9th day
10th day
Third Week
Guide questions --True and false
Guide questions—
T
rue and false
Direct questions on specific detail
Guide questions--Direct questions on specific
detail
Direct questions without detail
11th day
12th day
13th day
14th day
15th day
Fourth Week
Guide questi ons—Multiple choice
Unaided oral recall
True and false
Guide que st ions --Direct questions on specific
detail
Direct questions without detail
16th day
17th day
18th day
19th day
20th day
Fifth Week
Guide questions--Direct questions on specific
detail
Direct questions asking for specific detail
Multiple choice
Guide quest ions --True and false
Guide questi ons—Direct questions asking
for specific detail
21st day
22nd day
23rd day
24th day
25th day
Sixth Week
Guide questions—Direct questions asking
for specific detail
Direct questions asking for specific detail
Guide questions—Multiple choice
Unaided oral recall
Guide questions—True and false
26th day
27th day
28th day
29th day
30th day
Direct questions without details
Guide questions—Direct questions without
detail
Direct questions asking for specific detail
Guide questions—Multiple choice
Multiple choice
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Seventh Week
31st day
32nd day
33rd day
34th day
35th day
Guide quest ions—Direct questions without
detail
Direct questions asking for specific detail
Guide questions—Direct questions without
detail
Direct questions without detail
Unaided oral recall
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CHAPTER III
PLAN OP THE STUDY

CHAPTER III
PLAN OP THE STUDY
This study measures the effect of a planned program for
improving recall. In order to complete it, these steps were
necessary:
1. To develop the practice material,
2. To set up a testing program for measuring the
results of the practice, and
3# To obtain the cooperation of a school system
for carrying on the work.
Tests
The pre-testing program was made up of four tests given
by the writer. The testing material consisted of selections
from the Reading Paragraphs , Durrell Analysis of Reading
Difficulty .-*- Reading paragraphs 4, 5, and 6 of the oral re-
call of oral reading were used for pre-testing oral recall,
and paragraphs 4, 5, and 6 of the comprehension of oral
reading served for the written recall, copies of which are in
the Appendix.
Mental age was determined on the California Test of
2Mental Maturity , Elementary Form . The Paragraph Meaning
section of the Stanford Langua ge Arts Battery^ provided a
1. Published by World Book 'Company, 1937.
2. Published by California Test Bureau, 1947.
3. Published by World Book Company, 1941.
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means for deriving a reading age* Copies of these tests are
in the Appendix.
Method of Conducting the Test ing Program
When plans were completed the writer administered the
tests which made up the pre-testing program. The group tests
were administered in the classrooms to each class as a group.
The oral tests were given in an office or an unused classroom.
In the administration of the oral recall tests all re-
sponses were recorded on the Sound Scriber. This is a re-
cording device which made it possible to replay and recheck
the number of items recalled as many times as was thought
necessary.
The examiner used the following procedure with each child
as he worked alone with him:
1. The child was shown the Sound Scriber and the records
and was told tiiat he would be able to hear himself talk after
the reading lesson.
2. The pupil was given the test booklet, Reading Para -
graphs
,
Durrell Analysis of Read ing Difficulty and asked to
read the first paragraph of the series to himself.
3. The booklet was then set aside, and the pupil was
asked to tell all that he could remember of the story that
he had read.
4. The two remaining stories were read and recorded in
the same way.
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5* The pupil's responses were checked against the list
of memories on the individual sheets prepared for that purpose.
The checking was done as the record was played back, in ac-
cordance with the procedure described in the Manual of Direc -
tions
,
pages 8 and 9, accompanying the Durrell of Analysis of
Reading Difficulty .
It was thought necessary to recheck on the scoring of the
oral recall tests. Miss Avis Marden, a member of the faculty
of the Henry Barnard Laboratory School, and one who was fami-
liar with the procedure undertook to make a sampling of seven-
ty-five cases. A correlation was made of her scoring and that
of the writer. It revealed a reliability coefficient of
r equal to .99 between the first and second scoring of the
oral recall records of 75 pupils.
The tests for written recall were administered in the
following manner:
1. The purpose of the test and its procedure were pre-
sented to the group.
2. The mimeographed test sheet and writing paper were
given to each pupil.
3. The papers on which the pupils had written their re-
call were collected by the examiner immediately as they were
finished
•
The procedure was explained as follows:
1. Read the first paragraph in the test one time.
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2. Turn the paper face down on your desk. Take a sheet
of writing paper and write all you can remember.
3. When you finish place the paper on the corner of
your desk.
4. The same procedure was used with the remaining two
paragraphs
•
5. The pupils were told that they were to take as much
time as they desired and that they might spell any unknown
word the way it sounded to them. This was done in an attempt
to relieve any anxiety that they might have about the writing.
6. The number of responses was checked, against a list
of memories built like the one used in checking oral recall.
The California Test of Mental Maturity
,
Elementary Form
was used to obtain the mental age for each pupil.
To measure reading comprehension, the Stanford Language
Arts Battery , Interme diate Form , Paragraph Meaning was ad-
ministered.
The purpose of giving the preliminary tests was to dis-
cover the recall ability of the pupils prior to the use of
the practice lessons.
After the workbook exercises had been completed by each
of the experimental groups, the pupils in all three groups
were given the check tests for oral and written recall. The
identical procedure was used for these check tests as had been
used in the pre-testing program. The purpose in administering
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the final tests was to measure the effect of the lessons upon
recall ability in each of the experimental groups as compared
with growth in recall as observed in the control group*
The final tests were on oral and written recall. Again
paragraphs from the Analysis of Difficulty were used; para-
graphs 4, 5, and 6 of the oral recall of silent reading were
used for checking oral recall and paragraphs 4, 5, and 6 of
the written recall of silent reading were used for checking
written recall.
Teaching Procedure
After permission had been granted to carry out the ex-
periment, a call was made to each principal and the teachers
involved. Plans for carrying out the program were laid. It
was explained that following the preliminary testing a con-
ference would be held with each teacher to explain the actual
classroom teaching.
During the conference the materials were examined, thus
giving the teacher an opportunity to ask questions. The tea-
chers were urged to call the writer if they needed help at
any time. It was also agreed upon and understood that a re-
turn visit would be made in a week or two to check on the
program and to see how the children were enjoying the practice
materials. The later visits were made and the feeling seemed
to be that the materials were proving interesting and that
many children were begging to do more than one lesson per day.
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To those teachers who were using the experimental mater-
ials the following plan was shown:
1. Divide your class into two groups*
2* Choose one child from each group* These children
will now he in pairs*
3* To one member of the pair give the alpha stories and
the beta workbook*
4. To the second member of the same pair give the beta
stories and the alpha workbook*
5* The first lesson begins by having the first child
read his story from the alpha story book* This is checked by
his partner in the alpha workbook.
6* The second member of the pair now reads his story
frcm the beta book of stories and the first child checks his
recall by means of the beta workbook.
A conference was also held with those teachers who had
the control groups. The purpose of this conference was to
determine how much direct or incidental practice would take
place during the time the experimental study was in progress.
Hence questions such as the following were asked:
1* What kind of a skills program are you developing
with your pupils?
2. What manual are you following?
3* Do your pupils use workbooks which accompany the
basal readers?
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4* Do you use workbooks which are independent of the
basal readers?
5* Do you prepare job sheets for use with your reading
program?
6. What are you doing to improve the recall of your
pupils?
The usual answer to the above questions was no* Very
few of the teachers were acquainted with the term recall * and
did not recognize it as a skill. Some said that they fre-
quently asked questions in an effort to find out how well the
pupils comprehended what they read. It would appear if a
significant improvement occurs in recall that it will not be
the result of planned practice in the control group.
Completion of the lessons required from ten to fifteen
minutes a day for thirty-five days.
Selection and Status of the Population of the Experiment
The subjects of this investigation were 587 children who
were in the second half of the fifth grade in the public
schools of a large southern New England industrial city. They
represented tw'enty-two individual classrooms located in twelve
different schools. The classrooms were chosen by the city
supervisors of the intermediate grades as being representative
of the city at large.
The social and economic status of the children as re-
presented by the appearance of the neighborhood would indicate
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that they came from homes ranging from underprivileged to
definitely privileged.
The racial background of the subjects as reflected in
the family names indicated that there were many stocks re-
presented—Italian, Armenian, Jewish and Irish predominating.
To determine which of the twenty-two classrooms would
make up the three needed groups, advice from supervisors and
principals was sought. The method used was a combination of
geographical location and the judgment of principals.
Eight classrooms were selected for the first, experimental
group. This group was to use the material prepared under the
outline analysis practice. Experimental group two was com-
posed of seven different classrooms. The pupils in this group
would pursue the practice material made up of graduated direct
questions. This left seven classrooms to be used for control
purposes •
An analysis of the data compiled in this study is
presented in Chapter IV
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OP DATA

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The data were analyzed to study the effect of planned
exercises for improving the fluency of unaided oral and
written recall.
The data were further analyzed and studied in light of
the following:
1. What sex differences, if any, were found,
2. What affect did mental age have on the improvement
of recall, and
3. What affect did reading age have on the improvement
of recall •
Preliminary Study
Throughout this analysis the term experimental group I
refers to those pupils who used practice material based upon
the outline analysis procedure, and experimental group II
refers to the group who used the graded question technique.
In order to find the relationship existing between the
inital and final tests of oral recall a separate study was
made. Sixty students in grades 5B, 5A, and 6B in the Henry
Barnard School were given the tests in the following order:
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Pupil 1 Paragraph I
Paragraph I
Paragraph II
Paragraph II
Paragraph III
Paragraph III
Initial Test
Pinal Test
Initial Test
Final Test
Initial Test
Final Test
Pupil 2. Paragraph I
Paragraph I
Paragraph II
Paragraph II
Paragraph III
Paragraph III
Final Test
Initial Test
Final Test
Initial Test
Final Test
Initial Test
This plan of alternating the order of presenting the para-
graphs was continued until each of the sixty pupils had taken
the two tests. Copies of the tests are in the Appendix.
The oral recall responses were recorded and later scored
by the writer in the manner previously described. The total
sum of memories for each test was then computed and it was
found that the mean number of memories for the initial test
was 34.23 with a standard error of 1.09 compared to 31.06 for
the final test which also had a standard error of 1.09. An
r equal to .69 with a P E equal to .04 was found to exist be-
tween the initial and final tests.
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TABLE IV
PRELIMINARY COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL
ORAL RECALL TESTS
Test
No.
Cases Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Dlff
.
C.R.
I 60 34.23 8.47 1.09
3.17 1.54 2.05
II 60 31.06 8.51 1.09
While a critical ratio of 2.05" does not meet the terms
of statistical significance it does reveal that there are 98
chances in 100 that the obtained difference is significant
and that the final test was a bit more difficult than the
initial test.
1. Garrett, rienry E. , Statisil'cs In Psychology and Education
.
New York, Longmans, Green and Co., 1938. pp. 210-215.
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Status of Groups
Table V shows the status of the groups at the end of the
initial testing program#
TABLE V
RESULTS OF INITIAL TESTS
Group No.
Chrono.Age Mental Age Reading Age No.
Oral Mem.
No .
~
Writ .Men*
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D# Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Con* 187 150.52 8.97 123.78 15.02 122.76 33.65 23.07 30JO 2436 6.52
Exp. I 186 127.79 7.78 122.76 15.36 116.82 11.00 22.03 9.09 24.99 7.72
Exp. II 175 131.28 8.27 118.80 14.66 316.02 13.08 22.46 30.07 25.83 7.53
A battery of tests were administered to the twenty-two
classroom participating in the study. Mental age was deter-
mined by the California Test of Mental Ability ,^ Elementary
Form and reading age was determined from the Stanford Reading
2
Test# For testing recall paragraphs from the Durrell
p
Analysis of Reading Difficulty were used#
1# Published by California Test Bureau.
2# Published by World Book Co#
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Individual pupils were matched in each group. The number
of memories recalled orally and reading age were matched first
because in the opinion of the writer these appeared to be the
most important variables* Three months leaway was allowed in
matching the chronological and mental ages*
Table VI shows the mean chronological, mental, and
reading ages of the children in the three matched groups as
well as the number of memories recalled .orally by these groups.
TABLE VI
INITIAL TESTING OP MATCHED GROUPS
(125 in each group)
Group No.
Chrono • Age Mental Age Reading Age Number oral
memories
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Con. 125 130.02 7.90 122.64 14.91 121.14 14.52 22.68 8.52
Exp. I 125 129.06 7.11 123.48 15.75 117.30 22.32 22.95 8.73
Exp. II 125 130.02 7.59 119.64 25.48 117.84 23.08 22.86 9.27
The mean chronological ages of the control group and
experimental group II were identical. Experimental group I
was .96 of a month lower than the others. The mean mental
ages were 119.64 for the experimental group II, 122.64 for
control group and 123*48 for experimental group I* The mean
reading ages for the two experimental groups were almost
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identical, experimental group I being 117.50 and experimental
group II, 117.84. The mean for the control group was higher,
121.14.
The number of memories recalled orally for the three
groups was almost identical. Experimental group I was 22.95,
experimental group II was 22.86, and the control group was
slightly lower, 22.68.
Comparison of Gains
Figure I shows the mean number of memories recalled
orally in the initial and final tests by the three matched
groups
•
Table VII shows the result of using the practice material
built on the outline analysis plan as compared with the controL
TABLE VII
ORAL RECALL GAINS MADE BY
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP I AND CONTROL GROUP
Test Group No. Mean S.D. S . K .
m
Diff
.
m S . E » Diff. C.R.
I
I
Exp .1
Con.
125
125
22.95
22.68
8.73
8.52
.78
.76
.27 1.37 .20
II
II
Exp. I
Con.
125
125
39.93
26.28
8.67
7.92
.78
.71
13.65 1.06 12.89
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
.27
S ' E
'Dif.
1.37
Final Dif.
Mean Scares
13.65
3.E. Dif .
1.06
Gain
13.38
S
*"’Dif.
1.73
C.R.
7.74
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Table VII shows that the mean number of memories recalled
for experimental group I was 22.95 compared to 22.68 for the
control in the preliminary test of oral recall. The critical
ratio of .20 showed that there was no statistical significance
in this difference. There are 58 chances in 100 that this
difference is significant.
The mean score for experimental group I was 39.95 com-
pared to 26.28 for the control in the final test. The criti-
cal ratio of 12.89 was of statistical significance in the
difference.
The actual difference in gain of the two groups was
13.38 with a critical ratio of 7.74 which was statistically
significant
•
Table VIII shows the result of the practice material
built on the graded question procedure compared with the
control
•
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Test Group No. Mean S.D. s .E.m Diff • m. S * E *Diff
.
C.R.
I Exp. II 125 22.86 9.27 .83
.18 1.12 .16
I Con. 125 22.68 8.52 .76
II Exp* II 125 34.50 9.54 • CO cn
8.22 1.06 7.75
II Con. 125 26.28 8.52 .76
TABLE VIII
ORAL RECALL GAINS MADE BY
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP II AND CONTROL GROUP
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
S.E. ^Dif. Final Dif.Mean Scores
S .E.
Dif. Gain S.E.-, ,Gain
.18 1.12 8.22 i>pfe 8.04 cum
j
C.R.
Table VIII shows that the mean number of memories re-
called orally by experimental group II was 22*86 compared to
22*68 for the control in the preliminary test* The critical
II
ratio of *16 showed that this difference was not statistically
'
\ n \"K aJ
significant on the finral test. There are 56 chances in 100
that it is greater than zero*
The mean score on the final test for experimental group
II was 54.50 compared to 26*28 for the control. The critical
ratio of 7.75 showed statistical significance in favor of the
experimental group II*
The actual difference in gain of the two groups was 8*04
with a critical ratio of which was statistically signi-
ficant •
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Table IX shows the gains made by the two experimental
groups •
TABLE IX
ORAL RECALL GAINS MADE BY EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS
Test Group No. Mean S.D. S . E
.
m
Diff.
m
S . E
.
Diff. C.R.
I Exp. I 125 22.95 8.73 .78
.09 1.14 COo.
I Exp. II 125 22.86 9.27 toCO.
II Exp. I 125 39.93 8.67 .78
5.43 1.15 4.74
II Exp .11 125 34.50 9.54 .85
Inital Dif.
Mean Scores
S »E •
Dif Final Dif.
Mean Scores
S,E,
Dif. Gain S.E. ,Gain C.R.
.09 1.14 5.43 1.15 5.34 1.62 3.24
Table IX shows that the mean number of memories for ex-
perimental group I recalled orally was 22.95 compared to
22.86 for experimental group II in the preliminary test. The
critical ratio of .08 showed that there was no statistical
significance in this difference. There are only 53 chances
in 100 that the difference is significant*
The mean score for experimental I was 39.93 compared to
34.50 for experimental group II in the final test. The criti-
cal ratio of 4*74 was of statistical significance in this
difference.
The actual difference in gain of the two groups was 5.34
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with a critical ratio of 3.24 which was statistically signifi
cant •
Sex Differences in Gains on Oral Recall
The groups were divided on the basis of sex*
Table X compares the gain made by the boys and girls of
experimental group I.
TABLE X
ORAL RECALL GAINS MADE BY BOYS AND GIRLS IN
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP I
Test Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S . . C.R.
m m Diff.
I Boys 54 26.33 7.86 1.06
5.41 1.43 3.78
I Girls 71 20.92 8.81 1.04
II Boys 54 40.67 8.01 1.08
4.29 1.50 2.86
II Girls 71 36.38 8.76 1.04
Initial Dif. S.E.
Mean Scores
5.41
Dif.
1.43
Final Dif. S.E.
Mean Scores
4.29
Dif.
1.50
Gain
1.12
S.E.
Gain
2.07
C.R.
.54
Table X shows that the mean number of memories for the
boys of the experimental group I in oral recall was 26.33
compared to 20.92 for the girls of the same group in the pre-
liminary test. The critical ratio of 3.78 indicated statisti-
cal significance in favor of the boys.
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The mean score for the boys was 40*67 compared to 36.38
for the girls in the final test. The critical ratio of 2.86
indicated that there was only a slight chance that difference
is not significant statistically. There are 99.8 chances in
a 100 that the obtained difference is significant.
The mean difference between the initial and final tests
was 1.12 in favor of the boys. The ratio of the difference
to its standard error was .54 which, while not statistically
significant, means that 71 chances in a 100 there is a signi-
ficant difference in favor of the boys.
Table XI compares the gain made by the boys and girls of
experimental group II.
TABLE XI
ORAL RECALL GAINS MADE BY BOYS AND GIRLS IN
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP II
Test Sex No. Mean S.D. S .E •
m
Diff •
m
S . E •
Diff. C.R.
I
I
Boys
Girls
56
69
24.80
21.30
10.89
7.66
1.45
.91
3.50 1.70 2.06
II
II
Boys
Girls
56
69
36.70
32.22
10.08
8.64
1.18
1.04
4.48 1.57 2.86
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
S.E.
Dif. Final Dif.Mean Scores
S.E.
Dif.
Gain S.E.
Gain
C.R.
3.50 1.70 4.48 1.57 .98 2.30 .43
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Table XI shows that the mean number of memories recalled
orally by the boys of experimental group II was 24.80 compared
with 21.30 for the girls at the time of the initial test. The
critical ratio of 2.06 while not significant statistically,
nevertheless is high as there is only two chances out of a
hundred that it is a chance difference.
In the final test the boys with a mean of 36.70 were
superior to the girls whose mean score was 32.22 with a
critical ratio of 2.86 which virtually assures a difference
which is significant statistically.
The actual difference in gain was .98. The critical
ratio was .43 which was not statistically significant. There
are only 66 chances in a hundred that a true difference exists.
Table XII compares the gain made by the boys and girls
of the control group.
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Table X-a shows the mean mental ages of the boys and girls
in experimental group I*
TABLE X-a
MENTAL AGES BOYS AID GIRLS OF EXPERIMENTAL I
Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E. dif.
G.R.
Boys
Girls
54
71
126.60
120.96
15.39
16.05
2.09
1.91
5.64 2.83 1.99
The boys are somevnhat superior to the girls but the dif-
ference of 5*64 showed not statistical significance since the
critical ratio of 1*99 indicates that there are 98 chances in
100 that the true difference is greater than 100*
Table Xl-a shows the mean mental ages of the boys and
girls in experimental group II*
TABLE Xl-a
MENTAL AGES BOYS AND GIRLS OF EXPERIMENTAL II
Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R.
ra m dif.
Boys 56 121.23 15.42 2.04
2.88 2.75 1.05
Girls 69 118.35 15.39 1.85
The boys are somewhat superior to the girls but the dif-
ference of 2*88 months was not statistically significant since
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the critical ratio of 1.05 indicates that there are 85 chances
in 100 that the true difference is greater than zero.
Table Xll-a shows the mean mental ages of the boys and
girls in the control group.
TABLE XII -a
MENTAL AGES BOYS AND GIRLS OF CONTROL
Sex No. Mean S.D. S . sh •m Biff-in s,s *dif.
C.R.
Boys
Girls
58
67
124.29
121.29
12.57
16.65
1.65
2.03
3.00 2.62 1.15
The boys are somewhat superior to the girls but the dif-
ference of 3.00 was not statistically significant since the
critical ratio of 1*15 indicates that there are 87 chances in
100 that the true difference is greater than zero.
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TABLE XII
ORAL RECALL GAINS OP BOYS AND GIRLS IN CONTROL GROUP
Test Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E, m Diff
.
m
S.E.
Diff. C.R.
I
I
Boys
Girls
58
67
24.15
21.40
8.40
8.46
1.53
1.03
2.75 1.85 1.48
II
II
Boys
Girls
58
67
27.42
25.29
7.97
7.74
1.05
.93
2.13 1.09 .95
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
S . xii
.
Dif.
Final Dif.
Mean Scores
S . s •
Dif. Gain S.E. Gain C.R.
2.75 1.85 2.13 1.09 .62 2.32 .27
Table XII shows that the mean number of memories recalled
orally by the boys of the control group to be 24.15 compared
to 21.40 for the girls in the initial test. The critical
ratio of 1.48 was not statistically significant. There are
93 chances in a hundred that it is significant.
The mean score for the final test for the boys was 27.42
compared to 25.29 for the girls. The critical ratio was .95
which was not statistically significant. There are 83 chances
in a hundred that the difference is significant. The actual
difference in gain of the two groups was .62 with a critical
ratio of .27 which was not statistically significant, since
there are 61 chances in a hundred that a true difference
exists
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IIn all three groups we find that the boys are slightly
superior to the girls in the mean number of memories recalled
orally*
Table XIII compares the gains made in mean number of
memories recalled orally by boys in experimental group I and
control group*
TABLE XIII
COMPARISON OP EXPERIMENTAL I AND CONTROL (BOYS)
Test Sex Group No
.
Mean S.D. S *E •m Diffm C.R.
I Boys Exp . I 54 26.33 7.86 1.06
2.18 1.86 1.17
I Boys Con. 58 24.15 8.40 1.53
II Boys Exp. I 54 40.67 8.01 1.08
13.25 1.50 8.50
II Boy3 Con. 58 27.42 7.97 1.05
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
S.S
• . _Dif. Final Diff.Mean Scores
S#E
*Dif. Gain S .E • Gain
2.18 1.86 13.25 1.50 11.07 2.38
Table XIII shows that the mean number for memories re-
called orally by the boys of experimental group I was 26*33
compared with 24*15 for the control in the preliminary test.
The critical ratio of 1.17 showed that there was no statisti-
cal significance in this difference. There are only 83 chances
in 100 that the difference is significant*
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The mean score for the boys of experimental group I was
40*67 compared to 27.42 for the control in the final test.
The critical ratio of 8.50 was of statistical significance
in this difference.
The actual difference in gain of the two groups was
11.07 with a critical ratio of 4.63 which was statistically
significant. The boys of the experimental group I were
definitely superior to the control group at the time of the
final testing.
Table XIV compares the gain made in mean number of
memories recalled orally by boys in experimental group II
and control group.
TABLE XIV
COMPARISON OP EXPERIMENTAL II AND CONTROL (BOYS)
Test Sex Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S . it*
.
Diff. C.R.
I
I
Boys
Boys
Exp .II
Con.
56
58
24.80
24.15
10.89
8.40
1.45
1.53
• 65 2.11 .31
II
II
Boys
Boys
Exp. II
Con.
56
58
36.70
27.42
10.08
7.97
1.18
1.05
9.28 1.58 5.89
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
S . .
Dif
«
Pinal Diff.
Mean Scores
S.E •
Dif. Gain S.E. .Gam C.R.
.65 2.11 9.28 1.58 8.63 2.63 3.27
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Table XIV shows that the mean number of memories recalled
orally by the boys of experimental group II was 24.80 compared
with 24.15 for the control in the preliminary test. The
critical ratio of .31 showed that there was no statistical
significance in this difference. There are only 62 chances
in 100 that the difference is significant.
The mean score for the boys of experimental group II was
36.70 compared to 27.42 for the control in the final test.
The critical ratio of 5.89 was of statistical significance.
The actual difference in gain of the two groups was
9.28 with a critical ratio of 3.27 which was statistically
significant, the difference being in favor of experimental
group II.
Table XV compares the gain made in the mean number of
memories recalled orally by boys in experimental group II and
experimental group I.
..
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Test Sex Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.m S.E.Diff .
—
C.R.
_ . !
I Boys Exp. I 54 26.33 7.86 1.06
1.53 1.82 . 84
I Boys Exp. II 56 24.80 10.89 1.45
II Boys Exp. I 54 40.67 8.01 1.08
3.97 1.50 2.65
II Boys Exp .11 56 36.70 10.08 1.18
TABLE XV
COMPARISON OP EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (BOYS)
Pinal Diff. S.E
»
GainDif. Mean Scores Dif.
1.82 3.97 1.50 2.44
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
1.53
S.E.
Gain
2.36
C.R.
1.04
Table XV shows that the mean score for number of memories
recalled orally by the boys of experimental group I was 26.33
compared with 24.80 for the experimental group II in the pre-
liminary test. The critical ratio of .84 showed that there
was no statistical significance in this difference. There are
80 chances in a hundred that it is significant.
The mean score for the boys of experimental group I was
40.67 compared to 36.70 for experimental group II in the final
test. The significance in this difference being 99 chances
in a hundred.
The actual difference in gain of the two groups was 2.44
with a critical ratio 1.01 which was not statistically signi-
ficant. There being only 84 chances in a 100 that a true
difference does exist. The difference being in favor of the
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experimental group I.
Table XVI compares the gain in number of memories re-
called orally by the girls In experimental group I and the
control group*
TABLE XVI
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL I AND CONTROL (GIRLS)
Test Sex Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E. Diff. C.R.
I
I
Girls
Girls
Exp. I
Con.
71
67
20.91
21.40
8.81
8.46
1.04
1.05
.49 1.46 .54
II
II
Girls
Girls
Exp. I
Con.
71
67
56.58
25.29
8.75
7.74
1.04
.95
11.09 1.40 7.92
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
S.E.
Dif. Final Diff.Mean Scores
S.E.
Dif.
Gain S.E.
Gair:
.49 1.46 11.09 1.40 11.58 2.02
j
C.R.
5.75
Table XVI show's that the mean number for memories recalled
orally by the girls of experimental group I was 20.91 compared
with 21.40 for the control in the preliminary test. The
critical ratio of .34 showed that there was no statistical
significance in this difference. There were only 64 chances
in a hundred that it was significant.
The mean score for the girls of experimental group I was
56.58 compared, to 25.29 for the control in the final test.
The critical ratio of 7.92 was of statistical significance
=4=

in this difference*
The actual difference in gain of the two groups was
11*58 with a critical ratio 5*73 which was statistically
significant. The difference was in favor of the experimental
group
•
Table XVII compares the gain in number of memories re-
called orally by the girls in experimental group II with the
girls in the control.
TABLE XVII
COMPARISON OP EXPERIMENTAL II AND CONTROL (GIRLS)
Test Sex Group £5O • Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff.
m
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
I
I
Girls
Girls
Exp. II
Con.
69
67
21.30
21.40
7.66
8.46
.91
1.03
•
.10 1.37 .07
II
II
Girls
Girls
Exp. II
Con.
69
67
32.22
25.29
8.64
7.74
1.04
.93
6 .93 1.39 4.98
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
.10
S.E.
Dif.
1.37
Pinal Diff.
Mean Scores
6.93
S.E.
Dif.
1.39
Gain
7.03
S.E.
Gain
1.96
C.R.
3.58
Table XVII shows that the mean number of memories re-
called orally by the girls of experimental group II was 21.30
compared with 21.40 for the control in the preliminary test.
The critical ratio of .07 showed that there was no statistical
significance in this difference. There being 53 chances in
••'
-o
•
.
J
.
.
100 that a difference of more than zero does exist.
The mean score for the girls of experimental group II
was 52.22 compared to 25.29 for the control in the final test.
The critical ratio of 4.98 was of statistical significance in
this difference.
The actual difference in gain of the two groups was 7.03
with a critical ratio of 3.58 which was statistically signifi-
cant. The experimental group was superior to the control.
Table XVIII compares the gain in number of memories re-
called orally by the girls in the two experimental groups.
TABLE XVIII
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (GIRLS)
Test Sex Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff.
m
S
*^*Diff.
C.R.
I
I
Girls
Girls
Exp .1
Exp .11
71
69
20.91
20.30
8.81
7.66
1.04
.91
.61 1.38 .44
II
II
Girls
Girl s
Exp. I
Exp. II
71
69
36.38
32.22
8.73
8.64
1.04
1.04
4.16 1.62 2.57
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
.61
S . E .
Dif.
1.38
Final Diff.
Mean Scores
4.16
S.E.
Dif.
1.62
Gain
3.55
S.E.
Gain
2.13
C.R.
1.67
Table XVIII shows that the mean number of memories re-
called orally by the girls of experimental group I was 20.91
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compared with 20*30 for the girls in experimental group II in
the preliminary test* The critical ratio of .44 showed that
there was no statistical significance in this difference*
There are 67 chances in 100 that a true difference exists.
The mean score for the girls of experimental group I
was 36.38 compared to 32*22 for experimental II in the final
test* The critical ratio of 2*57 was close to statistical
significance in this difference. There are 99.7 chances in
100 that it is a true difference,
The actual difference in gain of the two groups was 3*55
with a critical ratio of 1.67 which means that so great a
difference would be gotten by chance only about four times
in one hundred on the obtained side*
Ment al Age Differences in Gains on Oral Recall
Table XIX compares the gain in number of memories re-
called orally by the experimental group I divided on the basis
of 169-121 months of mental age against the gain by the group
whose mental age is 120-77 months.
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TABLE XIX
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP I - MENTAL AGE
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S .E •m Diff .m C.R.
I 68 169-121 24.51 8.50 1.03
2.72 1.49 1.83
I 57 120-77 21.79 8.16 1.08
II 68 169-121 37.61 9.18 1.11
2.14 1.22 1.75
II 57 120-77 35.47 6.81 50
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
2.72
S . E . Final Diff. S.E. Gain S.E.
Dif. Mean Scores Dif. Gain
1.49 2.14 1.22 1.50 2.12
C.R.
.71
Table XIX shows the results of the oral recall tests made
by the experimental group I divided on the basis of mental
age. Those whose mental ages run from 169-121 months had a
mean of 24.51 memories compared with 21.79 for the 120-77
group. A critical ratio of 1.83 was not statistically signi-
ficant. So great a difference could be gotten by chance only
about four times in 100 on the obtained side.
On the final test the higher group with 37.61 compared
with 35.47 and with a critical ratio of 1.75 did not indicate
statistic aly significance. Again this difference could be
gotten by chance in only about four times in 100.
On the final gain of 1.50 and the standard error of 2.12
a critical ratio of .71 was not significant. Thus the chil-
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dren of superior intelligence did not make superior gains to
those of less intelligence. The chances are 76 in 100 that
this is a true difference in favor of the 169-121 month group.
Table XX compares the gain in number of memories recalled
orally by the experimental group II divided on the basis of
169-121 months of mental age against 120-77 months of mental
age.
TABLE XX
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP II - MENTAL AGE
Test No
.
Group Mean S.D. S . E •
m Diff
.
m S#S *Diff
.
C.R.
I 64 169-121 25.69 8.55 1.69
3.23 1.97 1.13
—
I 61 120-77 22.46 7.92 1.01
r 1
II 64 169-121 37.13 9.71 1.15
"
5.75 1.62 3.55
II 61 120-77 31.38 8.94 1.14
1 —
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
S.E.
^Dif. Final Diff.Mean Scores
S.E.
Dif. Gain s.e. ,Gain
C.R.
3.23 1.97 5.75 1.62 2.52 2.55 .99
In the initial test the superior group had Adifference in
number of memories recalled orally of 3.23 in their favor.
The critical ratio of 1.13 was not statistically significant
since the chances are 87 in a hundred that the difference is
greater than zero. On the final test the difference of 5.75
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was again in favor of the superior group# The critical ratio
of 3*55 was statistically significant* The actual difference
of 2.52 with a critical ratio of #99 was not statistically
significant since there are 84 chances in 100 that the dif-
ference is significant#
Table XXI compares the gain in number of memories re-
called orally by two mental age groups in the control.
TABLE XXI
CONTROL GROUP - MENTAL AGE
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.
n
S.E.Diff . C.R.
I 70 169-121 25.17 9.11 1.08
5.59 1.50 3.67
I 55 120-77 19.58 7.76 1.04
II 70 169-121 28.76 7.41 1.58
5.74 2.06 2.79
II 55 120-77 23.02 7.32 1.33
Initial Dif. S.E. Final Diff. S.E. Gain S . '
.
—
C.R.
Mean Scores Dif • Mean Scores Dif. Gain
5.59 1.50 5.74 2.06 .15 2.55 .06
Table XXI shows that the mean number of memories recalled
orally by the mental age group 169-121 of the control was
25.17 compared to 19.58 for the 120-77 group in the prelimi-
nary test. The critical ratio of 3.67 showed this difference
to be statistically significant.

The mean score for the higher group was 28.76 compared
to 23.02 for the lower group on the final test. The critical
ratio of 2.79 indicated that the difference was approaching
statistical significance. Since there are 99.74 chances in
a hundred that a true difference exists.
The actual difference in gain of .15 with a critical
ratio of .06 was not statistically significant. There are
48 chances in 100 that the difference was gotten by chance.
Table XXII shows the gain made by the groups having
mental ages of 169-121. The groups compared are experimental
group I and the control.
TABLE XXII
EXPERIMENTAL I AND CONTROL ( M. A. 169-121)
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m Diff.m S#E#Diff. C.R.
I 68 Exp. I 24.51 8.50 1.03
.66 1.49 .44
I 70 Con. 25.17 9.11 1.08
II 68 Exp. I 37.61 9.18 1.11
8.85 1.93 4.58
II 70 Con. 28.76 7.41 1.58
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
S.E.
Dif.
Final Diff.
Mean Scores
S.E.
Dif.
Gain s.s.
Gain C.R.
.66 1.49 8.85 1.93 9.51 .CM 3.89
The mean number of memories of the experimental group I
was 24.51 compared with 25.17 for the control at the time of
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the preliminary test of oral recall* The critical ratio of
• 44 was not statistically significant, since there are only
67 chances in a hundred that a true difference exists. On
the final test the gain was in favor of the experimental
group I and with a critical ratio of 4 .53 is statistically
significant
•
The actual difference in gain was 9.51 in favor of the
experimental group I. A critical ratio of 3.89 was statisti-
cally significant.
Table XXIII shows the gain made by the groups having
mental ages of 169-121 months. The groups compared are ex-
perimental group II and the control.
TABLE XXIII
EXPERIMENTAL II AND CONTROL (M. A. 169-121)
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S . E
.
m
Diff
.
m
S#3
*Diff. C.R.
I 69 Exp .11 25.69 8.55 1.02
.52 1.48 .35
I 70 Con. 25.17 9.11 1.08
II 69 Exp. II 37.13 9.71 1.15
8.37 1.95 4.29
II 70 Con. 28.76 7.41 1.58
Initial Dif
.
Mean Scores
S ' E,
Dif. Final Diff.Mean Scores
S.E.
Dif. Gair S«^ . _ .Gain
.52 1.48 8.37 1.95 7.8E 2.45
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Table XXIII shows the gains made by the pupils whose
mental ages range from 169-121 and compares the control and
experimental group II# The mean number of memories recalled
orally by the experimental group II was 25*69 compared with
25*17 for the control* The critical ratio of .35 was not
statistically significant. There are only 64 chances in a
hundred that a true difference exists.
The mean score for the experimental group II was 37.13
compared to 28.76 for the control on the final test. The
critical ratio of 4.29 was of statistical significance.
The actual gain of 7.85 with a critical ratio of 3.20
was statistically significant.
Table XXIV shows the gain made by groups having a mental
age of 169-121 months. The groups compared are the two ex-
perimental groups.
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TABLE XXIV
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (M. A. 169-121)
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff
.
m S *
E,
Diff
.
C.R.
I 68 Exp. I 24.51 8.50 1.03
1.18 1.45 .81
I 64 Exp. II 25.69 8.55 1.02
II 68 Exp. I 37.61 9.18 1.11
.48 1.60 .30
II 64 Exp. II 37.13 9.71 1.15
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
Pinal Diff.
Mean Scores
S.E*
Dif. Gain S.E
.
Gain
1.18 1.45 .48 1.60 1.66 2.16
Table XXIV shews the gains made by the pupils whose men-
tal ages range from 169-121 and compares the experimental
group I and experimental group II. The mean number of mem-
ories recalled orally by the experimental group I was 24.51
compared with 25.69 for experimental II in the initial test.
The critical ratio of .81 was not statistically significant.
There are 79 chances in a hundred that a true difference
exists
•
The mean score for the experimental group I was 37.61
compared with 37.13 for experimental group II on the final
test. The critical ratio of .30 was not of statistical signi-
ficance •
The actual gain of 1.66 with a critical ratio of .77 was
not statistically significant. There are 78 chances in a
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hundred that the difference is significant.
Table XXV shews the gain made by the pupils whose mental
ages range from 120-77 months and compares the experimental
group I and control groups.
TABLE XXV
EXPERIMENTAL I AND CONTROL (M. A. 120-77)
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff.
m
S#E#
Diff. C.R.
I 57 Exp. I 21.79 8.16 1.08
2.21 1.50 1.47
I 55 Con. 19.58 7.76 1.04
II 57 Exp .1 35.47 6.81 .90
12.45 1.30 9.57
II 55 Con. 23.02 7.32 .99
Initial Dif. S.E. Pinal Diff. S.E. Gain S.E.„
.
C.R.
Mean Scores Dif. Mean Scores Dif. Gain
2.21 1.50 12.45 1.30 10.24 2.01 5.09
The experimental group had a mean number of memories of
21.79 compared to 19.58 for the control in the initial test.
The critical ratio of 1.47 was not statistically significant.
There are 95 chances in a hundred that a true difference does
exist
.
On the final test a difference of 12.45 and a critical
ratio of 9.57 was statistically significant.
The actual gain of 10.24 in favor of the experimental
group was certain since the critical ratio of 5.09 was statis-

ticslly significant.
Table XXVI shows the gain made by the pupils whose mental
ages range from 120-77 months and compares the experimental
group II and control groups.
TABLE XXVI
EXPERIMENTAL II AND CONTROL (M. A. 120-77)
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S .E »
m Diff
.
m
C .R .
I 61 Exp. II 22.46 7.92 1.01
2.68 1.45 1.85
I 55 Con. 19.58 7.76 1.04
II 61 Exp. II 31.38 8.94 1.14
8.36 1.51 5.63
II 55 Con. 23.02 7.32 .99
Initial Dif. S »B . Final Diff. S .E . Gain S.E • C.R.
Mean Scores Dif. Mean Scores Dif. Gain
2.68 1.45 8.36 1.51 5.68 2.09 2.72
The mean number of memories recalled orally in the ini-
tial test by the experimental group II was 22.46 compared, to
19.58 for the control. The critical ratio of 1.85 was not
statistically significant since there are 96 chances in a 100
that a true difference does exist in favor of the experimental
group
•
On the final test a difference of 8.36 with a critical
ratio of 5.63 was statistically significant.
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The actual gain made by the experimental group was 5.68.
The ratio of this difference to its standard error was 2.72
while not meeting the standard of statistical significance
nevertheless it is an appreciable amount since there are 99.7
chances in a hundred that a true difference does exist in favor
of the experimental group.
Table XXVII shows the gain made by the pupils whose mental
ages range from 120-77 months and compres the two experimental
groups.
TABLE XXVII
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (M. A. 120-77)
Test
.
No. Group Mean S.D. S . E .
m
Diff.
m
S,E#
Diff. C.R.
I 57 Exp. I 21.79 8.16 1.08
.67 1.48 .45
I 61 Exp. II 22.46 7.92 1.01
II 57 Exp. I 35.47 6.81 .90
4.09 1.45 2.82
II 61 Exp. II 31.38 8.94 1.14
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
S ' E
'Dif. Final Diff.Mean Scores
S . E .
Dif . Gain S.E. Gain C.R.
.67 1.48 4.09 1.45 4.75 2.08 2.29
In the initial test the experimental group I had a mean
number of memories recalled orally of 21.79 compared with 22.46
for experimental group II. The critical ratio of .45 is not
statistically significant since there are 67 chances in a 100

Ill
that there is a true difference.
In the final test a difference of 4.09 memories in favor
of the experimental group I was found. The critical ratio of
2.82 was not statistically significant since there are 99.74
chances in a 100 that there is a difference.
The final gain of 4.75 with a critical ratio of 2.29 was
not statistically significant. There are 98.9 chances in 100
that there is a true difference.
Reading Age Dif ferences in Oral Recall
Table XXVIII compares the gain in number of memories re-
called orally by the experimental group I. They were divided
on the basis of 172-119 months of reading age against the
group whose mental age is 118-77 months.
TABLE XXVIII
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP I - READING AGE
Test Group No. Mean S.D. S .E .m Diff.m S *
F,
Diff. C.R.
I 172-119 55 24.13 8.76 1.20
2.05 1.53 1.34
I 118-77 72 22.08 8.07 .95
II 172-119 53 40.18 8.34 1.14
3.60 1.52 2.37
II 118-77 72 36.58 8.54 1.01
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
S,E,
Dif. Final Diff.Mean Scares
S ‘ E
'Dif
.
Gain S ' S
*Cain
2.05 1.53 3.60 1.52 1.55 2.16
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The superior group who had a mean number of memories of
24.13 compared with 22.08 for the lower group. A critical
ratio of 1.34 was not statistically significant. There are 91
chances in a 100 that there is a true difference in the pre-
liminary test. In the final test a difference of 3.60 mem-
ories in favor of the superior group was not statistically
significant since there are 99.2 chances in a 100 that this
is a true difference.
The actual gain of 1.55 memories with a critical ratio
of .72 was not statistically significant. There are 76 chances
in a hundred that there is a true difference.
Table XXIX compares the gain in number of memories re-
called. orally by experimental group II. They were divided on
the basis of 172-119 months of reading age against the group
whose mental ages are 118-77 months.
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TABLE XXIX
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP II - READING AGE
Test Group No. Mean S.D. S -B
’m
Diff .
m
S,S
*Diff
.
C.R.
I 172-119 54 24.67 9.78 1.33
3.59 1.70
|
2.11
I 118-77 71 21.08 8.55 1.02
II 172-119 54 37.68 8.73 1.19
5.99 1.51 3.97
II 118-77 71 31.69 7.98 .94
Initial Dif. 3 •E •
Dif# Pinal Diff. S . . Gain S.E. C.R.Mean Scores Mean Scores Dif. Gain
3.59 1.70 5.99 1.51 2.40 2.26 1.06
In the initial test those of superior reading ability
surpassed the lower group by a difference of 3*59 memories*
The critical ratio was 2*11 which was not statistically signi-
ficant* There are 98 chances in 100 that a true difference
exists. In the final test the ratio of the difference of 5.99
to its standard error was 3.97, which was statistically signi-
ficant .
The actual gain of 2*40 made by the group whose reading
ages were 172-119 was not statistically significant because
the critical ratio was 1.06. There are 85 chances in 100 that
this is a true difference

Table XXX shows the gain in memories recalled orally by
the control group divided on the basis of reading age.
TABLE XXX
CONTROL GROUP - READING AGE
Test Group No. Mean S.D. S,3,m ^ #E#Diff. C.R.
I 172-119 64 25.31 9.32 1.16
5.34 1.49 3.58
I 118-77 61 19.97 7.74 .99
II 172-119 64 28.71 7.77 .97
5.01 1.30 3.85
II 118-77 61 23.70 6.81 .87
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
S.E.
Dif.
Final Diff.
Mean Scores
S 'E
‘Dif. Diff. S *E, Dif. C.R.
5.34 1.49 5.01 1.30 .33 2.01 .16
Those pupils whose reading ages were between 172-119 had
a mean number of memories on the oral recall initial test of
25.31, compared with the 118-77 groups* 19.97. The ratio of
the initial difference to its standard error was 3.58 v/hich
was statistically significant. On the final test the ratio
of the difference of 5.01 to its standard error was 3.85
again statistically significant.
The actual difference of only .33 and a critical ratio of
.16 indicated that superior reading achievement did not prove
advantageous in the improvement of recall. There are only 56
chances in a hundred that a true difference exists.

Table XXXI compares oral recall on the basis of high
reading level. Those pupils whose reading ages range from
172-119 months were compared.
TABLE XXXI
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP I AND CONTROL ( R. A. 172-119)
Test Group No. Mean S.D. S . E
«
m C.R.
I Exp. I 53 24.13 8.76 1.20
1.18 1.67 .71
I Con. 64 25.31 9.32 1.16
II Exp • I 53 40.18 8.34 1.14
11.47 1.50 7.65
II Con. 64 28.71 7.77 .97
Initial Dif. S.E. Final Diff. S.E. Gain S.E. C.R.
Mean Scores Dif • Mean Scores Dif. Gain
1.18 1.67 11.47 1.50 13.65 2.24 6.09
The control had a mean number of memories of 25.31 com-
pared with 24.13 for experimental group I in the initial test.
The critical ratio of .71 was not significant statistically.
There are 76 chances in 100 that a true difference exists. On
the final test a mean difference of 11.47 memories in favor of
the experimental group I with a critical ratio of 7.65 was
statistically significant.
The actual difference in gain of the two groups was 13.65
and in favor of the experimental group I. The ratio of this
gain to its standard error 6.09 which was statistically signi-
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Table XXXII compares oral recall on the basis of high
reading level. Those pupils whose reading ages range from
172-119 months were compared.
TABLE XXXII
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP II AND CONTROL (R. A. 172-119)
Test Group No. Mean S.D. S »E *m Diff. it S#E *Diff
.
C.R.
I Exp. II 54 24.67 9.78 1.33
.64 1.76 .36
I Con. 64 25.31 9.32 1.16
II Exp .11 54 37.68 8.73 1.19
8.97 1.53 5.86
II Con. 64 28.71 7.77 .97
Initial Dif.
Mean Scores
S.E.
Dif.
Final Diff.
Mean Scores
S-S,
Dif. Diff.. ,Gain
.64 1.76 8.97 1.53 9.61 2.34
QJU
4..07
Those pupils whose ages range from 172-119 were compared
in the control and experimental group II. The control had a
mean number of memories of 25.31 compared with 24.67 for the
experimental group II at the Initial testing time. In the
final test the difference was 8.97. The ratio of this to its
standard error was 5.86 which was statistically significant.
The actual difference in gain of the two groups was 9.61. The
ratio of this gain to its standard error was 4.07 which is
statistically significant.
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Table XXXIII compares oral recall on the basis of high
reading level* Those pupils whose reading ages range from
172-119 months were compared*
TABLE XXXIII
EXPERIMENTAL I AND EXPERIMENTAL II ( R. A. 172-119)
Test
I
I
Group
Exp . I
Exp. II
No.
53
54
Mean
24.13
24.67
S.D.
8.76
9.78
S .E
.
m
1.20
1.33
Diff
.
m
.54
S .E .Diff.
1.79
C.R.
.30
II
II
Exp. I
Exp . II
53
54
40.18
37.68
8.34
8.73
1.14
1.19
2.50 1.65 1.51
Initial Dif
.
S .E . Final Diff. S.E. Gain S.E. C.R.
Mean Scores Dif. Mean Scores Dif. Gain
.54 1.79 2.50 1.65 3.04 2.43 1.25
Table XXXIII compares the gains made by the upper reading
level (172-119) of the two experimental groups. In the initial
test there was a difference of .54 in favor of experimental
group II. The critical ratio of .30 indicated that this dif-
ference was not significant. There are 62 chances in 100 that
s true difference exists.
On the final test experimental group I with a mean of
40.18 compared to 37.68 for experimental group II had an ad-
vantage of 2.50 memories recalled orally. The ratio of this
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Experimental group I had a mean number of memories re-
called orally of 22.08 compared with 19.97 for the control.
This difference was not statistically significant as the ratio
of the difference to its standard error was 1.54. There are
93 chances in 100 that a true difference exists.
On the final test the experimental group I had a mean
number of memories of 36.58 compared with 23.70 for control.
A critical ratio of 10.44 was statistically significant.
The actual difference in gain of the two groups was 11.77
with a critical ratio of 6.16 which is statistically signifi-
cant •
Table XXXV compares oral recall on the basis of low
reading age. Those pupils whose reading ages range from
118-77 months were compared.
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Table XXXVI compares oral recall on the basis of low
reading age. Those pupils whose reading ages range from
118-77 months were compared.
TABLE XXXVI
EXPERIMENTAL I AND EXPERIMENTAL II (R. A. 118-77)
Test Group No. Mean S.D. S .E
.
m Diff.m S .E
,
Diff. C.R.
I Exp. I 72 22.08 8.07 .95
1.00 1.39 .72
I Exp. II 71 21.08 8.55 1.02
II Exp. I 72 36.58 8.54 1.01
4.89 1.38 3.54
II Exp .11 71 31.69 7.98 .94
Initial Dif. S .E . Final Diff. S .E
.
Diff. S.E.
Mean Scores Dif. Mean Scores Dif. Gain
1.00 1.39 4.89 1.38 3.89 1.96
In the initial test of oral recall the experimental group
I had a mean score of 22.08 compared to 21.08 for experimental
group II. The critical ratio of .72 showed no statistical sig-
nificance in this difference. There are 76 chances in 100 that
a true difference exists.
On the final test the experimental group I had a mean
score of 56.58 compared to 31.69 for the experimental group II.
The critical ratio of 3.54 was statistically significant.
The actual difference in gain was 3.89 with a critical
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ratio of 1.93 which is not statistically significant. The
chances are 97 in 100 that it is a true difference.
Written Recall
The effect of the practice exercises on written recall
was studied even though the material was prepared with a view
towards the improvement of oral recall.
Figure II shows the scores on written recall at the ini-
tial and final testing periods. The difference of initial
scores of the experimental and control groups while not sta-
tistically significant are appreciable.
Table XXXVII compares the number of memories recalled in
writing by the experimental group I and the control.
TABLE XXXVII
WRITTEN RECALL GAINS MADE BY GROUP I AND CONTROL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S »E •
m Diff S.E.Diff. C.R.
I 125 Con. 23.67 7.92 .67
1.95 .92 2.12
I 125 Exp. I 25.62 7.20 .64
II 125 Con. 28.41 7.98 .71
7.81 .98 7.96
II 125 Exp. I 36.22 7.68 .68
Diff. in
Initial Test
S#E
*Dif
.
Diff. in
Final Test
S *E
*Dif. Gain S • E • Gain C.R.
1 .95 .92 7 .81 .98 5.86 1.35 4.34
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In the Initial test the control group had a mean number
of memories recalled in writing of 23*67 compared to 25*62
for experimental group I. The critical ratio of 2*12 was not
statistically significant. The chances are 98 in 100 that the
obtained difference is significant. On the final test the
difference of 7.81 memories with a critical ratio of 7.96 was
statistically significant. The ratio of the actual gain,
5*86 to its standard error was 4.34 which was statistically
significant
•
Table XXXVIII compares the number of memories recalled
in writing by the experimental group II and the control.
TABLE XXXVIII
WRITTEN RECALL GAINS MADE BY GROUP II AND CONTROL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m Diff.m S.E «Diff. C.R.
|
I 125 Con. 23.67 7.92 .67
2.31 .95 2.43
I 125 Exp • II 25.98 7.47 .67
II 125 Con. 28.41 7.98 .71
6.22 .97 6.41
II 125 Exp • I
I
34.63 7.38 .66
Diff. in
Initial Test
2.31
S.E •
Dif
.
.95
Diff. in
Final Test
6.22
S . .
Dif.
.97
Gain
3.91
S.E.
Gain
1.36
C.R.
2.87
, :
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In the initial test the control group had a mean number
of memories recalled in writing of 25.67 compared to 25.98 for
experimental group II. The critical ratio of 2.43 was not
statistically significant. The chances are 99.2 in 100 that
the obtained difference is significant. On the final test the
difference of 6*22 memories with a critical ratio of 6.41 was
statistically significant. The ratio of the actual gain,
3.91 to its standard error is 2.87 which while not statisti-
cally significant, is appreciable. There are 99.8 chances in
a hundred that a true difference does exist.
Table XXXIX compares the number of memories recalled in
writing by the two experimental groups.
TABLE XXXIX
WRITTEN RECALL GAINS MADE BY GROUPS I AND II
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S . & .m Diff m C.R.
I
I
125
125
Exp. I
Exp . II
25.62
25.98
7.20
7.47
.64
.67
.36 .92 .39
II
II
125
125
Exp. I
Exp. II
36.22
34.63
7.68
7.38
.68
.66
1.59 .95 1.67
- - - 1
Diff. in
Initial Test
S *E •
Dif
.
Diff. in
Pinal Test
S • E •
Dif. Gain S .S
.
Gain C.R.
.36 .92 1.59 .95 1.95 1.32 1.48

In the initial test the experimental group I had a mean
number of memories recalled in writing of 25*62 compared to
25*98 for experimental group II* The critical ratio of *39
was not statistically significant* The chances are 65 in 100
that the obtained difference is significant. On the final
test the difference of 1*59 with a critical ratio of 1*67 was
not statistically significant. There are 95 chances in a 100
that a true difference exists. The ratio of the actual gain,
1.95 memories to its standard error was 1*48 which was not
statistically significant. There are 93 chances in 100 that
a true difference exists.
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Sex Differences
Table XL compares the number of written memories made by
the boys and girls in experimental group I.
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"TABLE XL
WRITTEN RECALL GAINS MADE BY BOYS AND GIRLS IN GROUP I
Test
i
.o Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m Diff.m S *^Diff. C.R.
— - . i
I 54 Boys 25.61 6.78 .92
.93 1.27 .73
I 71 Girls 24.68 7.46 COCO.
II 54 Boys 35.38 7.29 .99
1.13 1.37 .83
II 71 Girls 36.51 8.01 .95
Diff. of
Initial Tests
S.E
*Dif Diff. of
Pinal Tests
S.E •
Dif
.
Gain S.E.
Dif. C.R.
.93 1.27 1.13 1.37 2.06 1.87 1.10
In the initial test the boys with a mean number of 25.61
memories recalled in writing compared to 24.68 for the girls
were .93 memories superior. The critical ratio of .73 was not
statistically significant. There are 76 chances in 100 that a
true difference exists. On the final test a critical ratio of
.83 was in favor of the girls, tut again was not statistically
significant. There are 80 chances in 100 that a true differ-
ence exists. The actual gain of 1.87 was in favor of the girla
The critical ratio of 1.10 was not statistically significant.
There are 86 chances in 100 that a true difference exists.
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Table XLI compares the number of written memories recalled
by the boys and girls of experimental group II*
TABLE XLI
WRITTEN RECALL GAINS MADE BY BOYS AND GIRLS IN GROUP II
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff.
m S.E.Diff. C.R.
I 56 Boys 26.46 7.83 1.05
.72 1.37 .53
I 69 Girls 25.74 7.29 .88
II Boys 35.84 6.84 .91
2.19 1.28 1.71
II 69 Girls 33.65 7.52 .90
Diff. of
Pinal Tests
S,3,Dif
.
Gain S *3
*Dif
.
1.37 1.28 1.28 .56 1.87
Diff. of
Initial Tests
.72
C.R.
.30
In both the initial and final tests the boys were superior
to the girls in the number of memories recalled in writing.
At no time was this difference statistically significant. The
actual gain of .56 memories with a critical ratio of .30 was
not statistically significant. There are 62 chances in 100
that a true difference exists.
Table XLII compares the number of written memories re-
called by the boys and girls of the control group*
_,
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TABLE XLII
WRITTEN RECALLS GAINS MADE BY BOYS AND GIRLS IN CONTROL GROUP
Test No. Sex Mean S.D. S .E •
m
Diff.
m
S#h,
Diff. C
.R
.
I 59 Boys 24.30 7.68 1.00
1.56 1.32 1.18
I 66 Girls 22.74 7.02 00•
II 59 Boys 28.58 7.26 .94
*
• o oo 1.40 .06
II 66 Girls 28.50 8.49 1.04
Diff. in
Initial Tests
S . a .
Dif
.
Diff. in
Final Tests
s * E,
Dif
.
Diff. S.E.
_
Dif.
C.R.
1.56 1.32
r1
COo# 1.40 1.48 1.92 .77
In the initial test the boys had a mean number of mem-
ories recalled of 24*30 compared to 22*74 for the girls. The
critical ratio of 1*18 was not statistically significant.
There are 88 chances in 100 that the difference is significant*
At the time of the final test the boys were again superior to
the girls. The ratio of .06 was not statistically significant.
The actual gain was 1*48 with a critical ratio of .77.
This was not statistically significant. There are 78 chances
in 100 that a true difference exists.
Table XLIII shows the ggi ns made by the boys of experi-
mental group I and the control group in number of memories re-
called in writing.

TABLE XLIII
COMPARISON OF GROUP I AND CONTROL (BOYS) WRITTEN RECALL
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Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m Diff.m S#S *Diff. C.R.
I 59 Con. 24.30 7.68 1.00
1.31 1.36 .96
I 54 Exp .1 25.61 6.78 .92
II 59 Con. 28.58 7.26 .94
6.80 1.68 4.05
II 54 Exp. I 35.38 7.29 .99
Diff. of
Initial Tests
1.31
S.E. Diff. of S.E. Gain S.E.Dif • Final Tests Dif. Gain
1.36 6.80
—
1.68 5.49 2.16
C.R.
2.54
In the initfel test the control group of boys had a mean
number of 24.30 written recall memories compared to 25.61 for
the experimental group I. This difference was in favor of the
experimental group* The critical ratio of .96 was not statis-
tically significant. There are 83 chances in 100 that the
difference is significant—that the true difference is greater
than zero.
On the final test the boys of the experimental group I
exceeded the control by 6.8 memories. The critical ratio of
4.05 was statistically significant. The actual gain of 5.49
memories was appreciable but was not statistically significant
since the critical ratio was 2.54. There are 99.4 chances in
100 that a true difference does exist.
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Table XLIV compares the gains in written recall made by
the boys of experimental group II and the control group*
TABLE XLIV
COMPARISON OF GROUP II AND CONTROL (BOYS) WRITTEN RECALL
Test c
1
521 Group Mean S.D. S.E.m S# ^ #Diff
.
o . •
I
I 56
Con*
Exp. II
24.30
26.46
7.68
7.83
1.00
1.05
2.16 1.45 1.49
II
II 56
Con.
Exp .11
28.58
35.54
7*26
6.84
.94
.91
6.96 1.31 5.31
Diff. of
Initial Tests
S.E. ^Dif
.
Diff.
Final
of
Tests
S .E
.
Dif. Gain S.E. Gain C.R.
2.16 1.45 6. 96 1.31 4.80 1.95 3.46
In the initial test of written recall the experimental
group II were superior to the control* The experimental group
had 26*46 memories compared to 24*30 for the control* The
critical ratio of 1*49 was not statistically significant*
There are 93 chances in 100 that the difference is greeter
than zero* On the final test the experimental group was again
superior to the control* They had 35*54 memories compared to
28*58 for the control* The difference of 6.96 with a critical
ratio of 5*31 was statistically significant. The final gain
of 4.80 was appreciable but does not reach this level of sta-
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tistical significance* The critical ratio of 2*46 means that
there are 99*3 chances in 100 that a true difference exists*
Table XLV compares the gains in written recall made by
the boys of the two experimental groups*
TABLE XLV
COMPARISON OP GROUPS I AND II (BOYS) WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.m Diffm s.s.Diff
.
I
I
54
56
Exp . I
Exp. II
25.61
26.46
6.78
7.83
.92
1.05
.85 1.39
II
II
54
56
Exp. I
Exp .11
35.38
35.84
7.29
6.84
.99
.91
.46 1.34
C.R.
.61
.34
Diff. of S .E •
Dif
.
Diff. of S.E. Gain S.E.
Initial Tests Pinal Tests Dif. Gain
.85 1.39 .46 1.34 .39 1.93
C.R.
.20
In the initial test the experimental group II with 26.46
memories recalled in writing were superior to the experimental
group I. The difference of .85 was not statistically signifi-
cant since a critical ratio of .61 means that there are 73
chances in 100 that a true difference exists. On the final
test the group II retained their advantages although the criti-
cal ratio was only .34 which is not statistically significant.
There are 64 chances in 100 that the true difference is greater
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than zero* The actual gain of *39 memories with a critical
ratio of .20 was not statistically significant*
Table XLVI compares the gains in written recall made by
the girls in the experimental group I and the control.
TABLE XLVI
COMPARISON OP GROUP I AND CONTROL (GIRLS) - WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S »E •
m S.S.Diff. C.R.
I 71 Exp. I 24.68 7.46 0000«
1.94 1.24 1.56
I 66 Con. 22.74 7.02 • 05 <1
II 71 Exp. I 36.51 8.01 .95
8.01 1.41 5.28
II 66 Con. 28.50 8.49 1.04
Diff. of S .E •
Dif . Diff. of S «E. Gain S .E.Initial Tests Final Tests Dif. Gain
1.94 1.24 8.01 1.41 6.07 1.88
In the initial test there was a difference of 1.94 mem-
,
ories in favor of the experimental group I. The critical
ratio of 1.56 was not of statistical significance, since there
are 94 chances in 100 that a true difference exists. On the
final test definite gains were made by the girls of the experi-
mental group. The difference of 8.01 memories with a critical
ratio of 5.28 was statistically significant.
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The actual gain made by the experimental group I girls
was 6.07 with a critical ratio of 3.25 which is statistically
significant
.
Table XLVII compares the gains in number of written re-
call memories made by the girls of experimental group II and
the control group.
TABLE XLVII
COMPARISON OF GROUP II AND CONTROL (GIRLS) - WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff.
m
S#S
*Diff
.
C.R.
I 69 Exp .11 25.74 7.29 .88
3.00 1.24
!|
2.42
I 66 Con. 22.74 7.02 .87
II 69 Exp . II 33.65 7.52 .90
5.15 1.38 3.73
II 66 Con. 28.50 8.49 1.04
Diff. of S.E. Diff. of S.E. Gain S . E . C.R.
Initial Tests Dif
.
Final Tests Dif. Gain
3.00 1.24 5.15 1.38 2.15 1.86 1.16
In the preliminary test the experimental group II had
25.74 memories compared to 22.74 for the control. The criti-
cal ratio of 2.42 was not statistically significant. There
are 99.2 chances in 100 that the difference is significant.
On the final test the gain of 5.15 with a critical ratio of
3.73 is statistically significant.

-- — ..
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The actual gain in favor of the girls of the experimental
group II was 2.15 with a critical ratio of 1.16 which is not
statistically significant, since there are 87 chances in 100
that the difference is greater than zero.
Table XLVIII compares the gains in number of written re-
call memories made by the girls of the two experimental groups.
TABLE XLVIII
COMPARISON OP GROUPS I AND II (GIRLS) - WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff
.
m
S.E.
Diff. C.R.
I 71 Exp. I 24.68 7.46 coCO.
1.06 1.24 .85
I 69 Exp. II 25.74 7.29
1
.
00 00
II 71 Exp . I 36.51 8.01 .95
2.86 1.31 2.18
II 69 Exp . II 33.65 7.52 .90
Diff. of S.E. Diff. of S.E. Gain S.E. C.R.
Initial Tests Dif
.
Initial Tests Dif. Gain
1.06 1.24 2.86 1.31 3.92 1.80 2.18
At the time of the preliminary testing the girls of the
experimental group I had 24.68 memories recalled in writing
compared to 25.74 for the experimental II group. The differ-
ence of 1.06 and the critical ratio of .85 was not statisti-
cally significant since there are 79 chances in a hundred that

a true difference exists. On the final test the experimental
group I was superior to the experimental group II* The criti-
cal ratio of 2*18 was not statistically significant since
there are 98 chances in 100 that the true difference is
greater than zero. The ratio of the actual gain, 3.92 to its
standard error was 2.18. This was not statistically signi-
ficant. There are 98 chances in 100 that the obtained dif-
ference is greater than zero.
Mental Age Differences
Table XLIX compares the gains in written recall made by
two levels of mental age, (169-121 and 120-77 months) groups
which composed experimental group I.
TABLE XLIX
GROUP I - MENTAL AGE - WRITTEN RECALL
Test
1
53O • Group Mean S.D. 3 . E .
m Diff.m 'Diff. C.R.
I
I
68
57
169-121
120-77
27.63
23.46
7.26
6.51
.88
.86
4.17 1.23 3.39
II
II
68
57
169-121
120-77
37.99
33.78
7.65
7.05
.93
.93
4.21 1.31 3.21
Diff. in
Initial Test
4.17
S 'S
'Dif.
1.23
Diff. in
Pinal Test
4.21
S.E.
Dif •
1.31
Gain
.04
S • E . Gain
1.80
G«» R
.
.02
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In the Initial test the children of mental ages 169-121
months recalled in writing 27*63 memories compared to 23.46
for the lower group (120-77). The difference of 4.17 mem-
ories with a critical ratio of 3.39 was statistically signi-
ficant. On the final test the difference was again statis-
tically significant. On the final test a difference of .04
memories with a critical ratio of .02 was not statistically
significant. There are 51 chances in 100 that the true dif-
ference is greater than zero.
Table L compares the gains in written recall made by two
levels of mental age, (169-121 and 120-77 months) groups
which composed experimental group II.
TABLE L
GROUP II - MENTAL AGE - WRITTEN RECALL
Diff. in
Initial Test
S.E •
Dif
.
Diff. in
Final Test
S
.
H
' •
Dif. Gain S.E.Gain
.
to -4 1.41 4.50 1.27 4.23 1.89
C.R.
2.29
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff.
m
S . »
Diff C.R.
I 67 169-121 26.37 7.37 .90
.27 1.41 .19
I 58 120-77 26.10 8.28 1.08
II 67 169-121 36.72 6.87 .84
4.50 1.27 3.54
II 58 120-77 32.22 7.21 .95
07/
-
In the initial test the group whose mental ages were
169-121 months were slightly superior to the other group. The
difference of .27 memories was not statistically significant
since a critical ratio of .19 shows that there are only 58
chances in a hundred that a true difference exists. The dif-
ference on the final test was in favor of the group which
have mental ages between 169-121 months. The critical ratio
of 3.54 was significant. The actual gain of 4.23 memories
made in written recall by the superior group was not statis-
tically significant since the critical ratio of 2.29 means
that there are 98.9 chances in 100 that the true difference
is greater than zero.
Table LI compares the gains in written recall made by
the two groups divided on the basis of mental age in the con-
trol group.
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Test No. Group Mean S.D. S .E.
m
Diff.
m
C.R.
I
I
72
53
169-121
120-77
25.12
21.90
8.13
7.47
.98
1.02
3.22 1.42
!
2.27
II
II
72
53
169-121
120-77
30.93
25.53
6.69
8.64
.79
1.18
5.40 1.42 3.80
Diff. in
Initial Test
3.22
S .E
.
Dif
.
1.42
Diff. in
Final Test
5.40
S . Ji .
Dif.
1.42
Gain
2.18
S.E.
Gain
2.01
C
.
R •
1.08
In the control group the difference of 3.22 memories of
written recall was in favor of the superior mental age group.
The critical ratio of 2.27 was not statistically significant*
There are 98.9 chances in a hundred that the true difference
is greater than zero. In the final test the difference of
5.40 memories was in favor of the superior group. A critical
ratio of 3.80 means that this difference is statistically
signifi cant
»
In the number of memories actually gained the group whose
TABLE LI
CONTROL - MENTAL AGE - WRITTEN RECALL
mental ages fall in the 169-121 months group were superior.
Again of 2.18 memories recalled and a critical ratio of 1.08
was not statistically significant. There are 86 chances in
100 that the difference is greater than zero.
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Table LII compares the gains made by the higher mental
age groups in the experimental group I and the control group.
TABLE LII
GROUP I AND CONTROL (M.A. 169-121) WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S . E
.
m
Diff.
m
S * E
«
Diff. C.R.
I
I
68
72
Exp. I
Con.
27.63
25.12
7.26
8.13
.88
.98
2.51 1.32 1.90
-
. ..
II
II
68
72
Exp . I
Con.
37.99
30.93
7.65
6.69
.93
.79
7.06 1.22 5.79
Diff. in
Initial Test
2.51
S.E.
Dif
.
1.32
Diff. in
Pinal Test
7.06
S.E.
Dif.
1.22
Gain
5.55
S.E.
<Gain
1.80
C.R.
3.08
In the initial test of written recall the mental age
groups of 169-121 months which was in the experimental group I
had a mean number of 27.63 memories in written recall compared
to 25.12 for the control group. The critical ratio of 1.90
was not statistically significant. There are 97 chances in
100 that the true difference is greater than zero. On the
final test the critical ratio of 5.79 was statistically signi-
ficant. The ratio of the actual gain to its standard error
was 3.08 which is statistically significant.
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Table LIII shows the gains made by the mental age group
169-121 months* This table compares experimental group II
and the control*
TABLE LIII
GROUP II AND CONTROL (M.A. 169-121) WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. 1Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff.
m
S#E
*Diff
.
C.R.
I 67 Exp .11 26.37 7.37 .90
1.25 1.33 .94
I 72 Con. 25.12 8.13 .98
II 67 Exp .11 36.72 6.87 • 00
5.79 1.15 5.03
II 72 Con. 30.93 6.69 .79
Diff. in
Initial Test
1*25
S*E •
Dif
.
1.33
Diff. in
Pinal Test
5.79
S . E
.
Dif.
1.15
Gain
4.54
S . E •
I
Gain
1.76
C.R.
2.58
In the initial test of written recall the experimental
group II had a mean number of memories of 26.37 compared to
the control’s 25.12 memories. The critical ratio of .94 indi-
cated that this difference was not significant. There are 84
chances in 100 that there is a difference of more than zero.
On the final test the experimental group was superior to the
control. This difference of 5.72 memories with a critical
ratio of 5.03 was statistically significant.
The ratio of the actual gain of 4.54 memories to its
standard, error was 2.58. While this critical ratio does not
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reach statistical significance it is appreciable. There are
99.5 chances in 100 that the true difference is greater than
zero.
Table LIV shows the gains made by those pupils in the two
experimental groups whose mental ages range from 169-121
months
•
TABLE LIV
GROUPS I AND II (M.A. 169-121) WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S .E
.
m
Diff.
m S *
E
*Diff
•
—
C.R.
I
I
68
67
Exp. I
Exp .11
27.63
26.37
7.26
7.37
.88
.90
1.26 1.26 1.00
II
II
68
67
Exp. I
Exp. II
37.99
36.72
7.65
6.87
.93
.84
1.27 1.25 1.01
Diff. in
Initial Test
1.26
S . E
.
Dif
.
1.26
Diff. in
Pinal Test
1.27
S *E
*Di
1.25
f
.
Gain
.01
S.E.
.Gam
1.78
C.R.
.005
In neither the initial nor final test were the differences
of statistical significance. The actual gain of .01 was in
favor of the experimental group I. The critical ratio of .005
means that the chances are 50 in 100 that the obtained differ-
ence is significant.

Table LV compares the gains made in written recall by-
pupils of experimental group I and the control group whose
mental ages are from 120-77 months*
TABLE LV
GROUP I AND CONTROL (M.A. 120-77) WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff.
m
S * E
*Diff
.
C.R.
I
I
57
53
Exp. I
Con.
23.46
21.90
6.51
7.47
.86
1.02
1.56 1.34 1.16
II
II
57
53
Exp. I
Con.
2
2
3.78
5.53
7.05
8.64
.93
1.18
8.25 1.50 5.50
Diff. in
Initial Test
1.56
S.E •
Dif.
1.34
Diff. in
Final Test
8.25
S.E.
Dif.
1.50
Gain
6.69
S.E.
,Gain
2.CO
C.R.
3.35
In the initial test a mean difference of 1*56 memories
of written recall was in favor of the experimental group I*
The critical ratio of 1.16 was not statistically significant*
There are 87 chances in 100 that the obtained difference is
significant* On the final test, the critical ratio of 5*50
was statistically significant* The gain was in favor of the
experimental group.
The ratio of the actual gain to its standard error being
3*35, the gain is significant*
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Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff.
m S,E *Diff
.
C.R.
I
I
53
58
Con.
Exp .11
21,90
26.10
7.47
8.2e
1.02
1.08
4.20 1.46 2.88
II
II
53
58
Con.
Exp .11
25.53
32.22
8.64
7.21
1.18
.95
6.69 1.51 4.43
..
Diff. in
Initial Test
4.20
S.E.
Dif
.
1.46
Diff. in
Final Test
6.69
S.E.
^Dif.
1.51
Gain
2.49
S.E.
Gain
2.10
C.R.
1
1.19
Table LVI compares the gains made in written recall by
pupils of experimental group II and the control group whose
mental ages are from 120-77 months*
TABLE LVI
GROUP II AND CONTROL (M.A. 120-77) WRITTEN RECALL
In the initial test the difference of 4.20 memories was
in favor of the experimental group II. The critical ratio of
2.88 was not statistically significant. There are 99.8
chances in 100 that the obtained difference is significant.
The difference in the final test with a critical ratio of 4.43
was statistically significant. The actual gain of 2.49 mem-
ories with a critical ratio of 1.19 was not statistically sig-
nificant. There are 88 chances in 100 that the true differ-
ence is greater than zero.
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Table LVII compares the gains made in written recall by
pupils of the two experimental groups whose mental ages are
120-77 months.
TABLE LVII
Diff. in
Initial Test
2.64
S . Hi .
Dif
.
1.38
Diff. in
Final Test
1.56
S - E
-Dif.
1.33
GROUPS I AND II (M.A. 120-77) WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff.
m
S ' E
*Diff
.
1
C.R.
I 58 Exp. II 26.10 8.28 1.08
2.64 1.38 1.91
I 57 Exp . I
.
23.46 6.51 .86
II 58 Exp. IT 32.22 7.21 .95
1.56 1.33 1.17
II 57 Exp. I 33.78 7.05 .93
L
Gain
4.20
S.E. Gain
1.90
C.R.
2.21
In the initial test of written recall the experimental
group II was superior to the experimental group I. The ratio
of the difference to its standard error was 1.91. There are
97 chances in 100 that the true difference is greater than
zero. On the final test the difference was in favor of ex-
perimental group I. The critical ratio of 1.17 was not sta-
tistically significant. There are 87 chances in 100 that the
obtained difference is significant. The actual gain of 4.20
memories with a critical ratio of 2.21 was not statistically
.
significant. There are 98.6 chances in 100 that this gain is
significant and in favor of the experimental group I.
Reading Age Differences
Table LVIXI shows the written recall gains made by the
pupils of experimental group I divided on the basis of reading
age.
TABLE LVIIX
GROUP I - READING AGES - WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Mean 5.D. B•w•
c
n Diff.
m S#S *Diff
.
C.R.
I
I
53
72
172-119
118-77
27.45
25.20
6.57
7.26
.90
.83
2.25 1.22 1.84
II
II
53
72
172-119
118-77
37.47
34.88
8.16
6.13
1.12
.78
2.59 1.37 1.89
Diff. in
Initial Test
2.25
S .E
_
Dif .
1.22
Diff. in
Pinal Test
2.59
S .E
«
Dif.
1.37
Gain
.34
S.E.
Gain
1.54
C.R.
.22
The group whose reading ages range from 172-119 months
were 2.25 memories ahead of the group whose range was 118-77
months. A critical ratio of 1.84 was not statistically signi-
ficant. There are 96 chances in 100 that the true difference
is greater than zero. On the final test the superior group
had 57.47 memories recalled in writing compared to 34.88 for
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the lower group* This difference of 2*59 memories with a
critical ratio of 1.89 was not statistically significant.
There are 97 chances in 100 that the true difference is
greater than zero.
The actual gain made by the 172-119 months group was .34
memories with a critical ratio of .22. This was not statis-
tically significant since there are 58 chances in 100 that
the true difference is greater than zero.
Table LIX shows the gains in written recall made by the
experimental group II. Here the group was divided on the
basis of reading age.
TABLE LIX
GROUP II - READING AGES - WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S . E •
m Diff
.
m S,S,Diff
.
I
I
54
71
172-119
118-77
27.63
24.84
7.41
7.29
1.00
.87
2.79 1.33
II
II
54
71
172-119
118-77
36.11
33.04
5.97
7.44
.81
.88
3.07 1.20
Diff. in
Initial Test
S.E.
Dif .
Diff. in
Pinal Test
S.E •
Dif. Gain S.E
.
Gain C.R.
2.79 1.33 3.07 1.20 .28 1.79 .16
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In experimental group II the mean number of memories re-
called in writing was 27*65 for the superior readers to 24.84
for the slower readers. The critical ratio of 2.09 was not
statistically significant since there are 98 chances in 100
that the true difference is greater than zero. At the time
of the final test the difference of 3.07 memories again was
in favor of the superior group. The critical ratio of 2.55
was not statistically significant. There are 99.4 chances
in 100 that the true difference is greater than zero. The
ratio of the actual gain to its standard error was .16 which
is not statistically significant. There are 56 chances in
100 that the true difference is greater than zero.
Table LX shows the gains made in written recall by the
control group. They were divided on the basis of reading
ages. The group whose reading ages range from 172-119 months
being in one group and those of 118-77 months in the other.
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TABLE LX
CONTROL GROUP - READING AGES - WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S . E
.
m Diff.m S,E# Diff
.
C.R.
I
I
64
61
172-119
118-77
25.78
21.45
7.11
6.96
.98
.86
4.33 1.29 3.36
II
II
64
61
172-119
118-77
30.75
26.37
7.14
8.40
.89
1.07
4.38 1.39 3.15
Diff. in
Initial Test
4.33
S . 2 .
Dif
.
1.29
Diff. in
Final Test
4.38
S . E
. ,Dif.
1.39
Gain
.05
S .E •
Gain
1.89
C.R.
.03
A critical ratio of 3*36 shows that the difference of
4*33 memories in the initial test was in favor of the superior
reading group and was statistically significant* At the final
testing period the superior group maintained their lead* The
critical ratio again was 3.15 which was significant* On the
actual gain in number of written memories, the critical ratio
of *03 shaved the gain, .05 to be not statistically signifi-
cant* There are 52 chances in 100 that the true difference
is greater than zero*
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Table LXI shows the gains made by the pupils of reading
ages 172-119 months who are in experimental group I and the
control.
TABLE LXI
GROUP I AND CONTROL - (R. A. 172-119) - WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S.E.
m Diff.m S *E *Diff
.
C.R.
I
I
53
64
Exp. I
Con.
27.45
25.78
6.57
7.11
.90
.98
1.67 1.33 1.25
II
II
53
64
Exp. I
Con.
37.47
30.75
8.16
7.14
1.12
.89
6.72 1.43 4.70
Diff. in
Initial Test
1.67
S.E.
^Dif
.
1.33
Diff. in
Pinal Test
6.72
S.E.
Dif.
1.43
Gain
5.05
S.E. JGain
1.95
C.R.
2.59
At the time of the initial testing the experimental group
I had a mean number of written memories of 27.45 compared to
25.78 for the control. The difference of 1.67 memories was
not statistically significant. The critical ratio of 1.25 in-
dicated that there are 89 chances in 100 that the true dif-
ference is greater than zero. The experimental group had a
mean number of 37.47 memories compared to 30.75 memories for
the control group. The ratio of the difference to its stan-
dard error was 4.70 which was statistically significant. The

actual gain made by the experimental group was 5*05. The
critical ratio of 2*59 while not reaching conventional stan-
dards for statistical significance, was high* There are 99*5
||
chances in 100 that the true difference is greater than zero.
Table LXII shows the gains made by the pupils of reading
ages 172-119 months who are in experimental group II and the
control
.
TABLE LXII
GROUP II AND CONTROL - (R.A. 172-119) - WRITTEN RECALL
Test No* Group Mean S.D. S.E*
m Diff.m S.E.Diff. C.R.
I
I
54
64
Exp* II
Con.
27.63
25.78
7.41
7.11
1.00
.98
1.85 1.40 1.32
II
II
54
64
Exp .11
Con.
36.11
30.75
5*97
7.14
.81
.89
5.36 1.20 4.13
Diff. in
Initial Test
1.85
S.E.
Di
1.40
f .
Diff. in
Pinal Test
5*36
S.E.
Dif
.
1.20
Gain
3.51
S.E.,,
.Gain
1.84
C.R.
1.91
At the time of the initial test of written recall the
experimental group II had a mean number of 27*63 memories
compared to 25*78 for the control group* The critical ratio
of this difference was 1*32* This was not statistically sig-
nificant* There are 90 chances in 100 that the true difference
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is greater than zero.
The final test resulted in a difference of 5.56 memories
in favor of the experimental group II. The critical ratio of
4.13 was of statistical significance. The actual gain made
by the experimental group II was 3.51 memories. The critical
ratio of 1.91 was not of statistical significance. There are
97 chances in 100 that the true difference is greater than
zero.
Table LXITI shews the gains made by the superior reading
groups of the two experimental groups.
TABLE LXIII
GROUPS I AND II - (R.A. 172-119) - WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Me an S.D. S «E
.
m
Diff.
rc
S.E.
Diff. •K.O
I 53 Exp • I 27.45 6.57 . too
.18 1.35 .13
I 54 Exp. II 27.63 7.41 1.00
II 53 Exp. I 37.45 8.16 1.12
1.34 1.38 .97
II 54 Exp • II 36.11 5.97 .81
Diff. In S.E.
Initial Test Dlf
.18 1.35
Diff. in S.E.
Final Test Dif.
1.34 1.38
Gain
1.52
S.E
*Gain
1.93
C.R.
.79
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In the initial test of written recall the experimental
group II had a mean of 27*36 memories in written recall com-
pared to 27.45 for the experimental group I* The critical
ratio of *13 was not statistically significant* There are 55
chances in 100 that the true difference is greater than zero.
On the final test the experimental group I had 37.45 memories
compared to 36.11 for experimental II. The critical ratio of
this difference was .97 which was not statistically signifi-
cant. There are 83 chances in 100 that the true difference
is greater than zero. The actual mean gain made by the ex-
perimental group I was 1.52 memories with a critical ratio of
.79. This gain was not statistically significant. There are
79 chances in 100 that the true difference is greater than
zero.
Table LXIV shows the gains made by the pupils whose
reading ages range from 118-77 months and compose experimental
group I and the control.
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TABLE LXIV
GROUP I AND CONTROL - (R.A. 118-77) - WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S .E
.
m
Diff.
m
S#T
'Diff. C.R.
I 72 Exp. I 25.20 7.26 .83
3.75 1.19 3.15
I 61 Con. 21.45 6.96 .86
II 72 Exp. I 34.88 6.13 .72
8.51 1.29 6.59
II 61 Con. 26.37 8.40 1.07
Diff. in
Initial Test
S * E
‘Dif. Diff. in
Pinal Test
S . E
Dif
.
Gain S.E.
Gain C.R.
3.75 1.19 8.51 1.29 4.76 1.76 2.65
In the initial test the experimental group I had a mean
number of memories recalled of 25.20 compared with 21.45 for
the control group. The difference of 3.75 memories, with a
critical ratio cf 3.15 was statistically significant. The
final test scores showed the experimental group I to be su-
peri or and the ratio of the difference 8.51 to its standard
error was 6.59 which was significant. The actual difference
in gain was 4.76 memories recalled in writing. This was in
favor of the experimental group. The critical ratio of 2.65
was not statistically significant. There are 99.6 chances in
100 that the true difference is greater than zero.
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Table LXV shows the gains made by the pupils whose reading
ages are 118-77 months and are in experimental group IT and
control group.
TABLE LXV
GROUP II AND CONTROL - (R.A. 118-77) - WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Me an S.D. S.E.
m Diff
.
m C.R.
I 71 Exp. II 24.84 7.29 .87
3.39 1.22 2.48
I 61 Con. 21.45 6.96 .86
II 71 Exp .11 33.04 7.44 .88
6.67 1.38 4.83
IT 61 Con. 26.37 8.40 1.07
Diff. in S.E. Diff. in S.E. Gain S.E. C.R.
Initial Test Dif
.
Final Test Dif. Gain
3.39 1.22 6.67 1.38 3.28 1.85 1.77
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In the initial test the experimental group II had a mean
number of memories recalled in writing of 24.84 compared to
21.45 for the control. The critical ratio of 2.48 showed this
difference not to be statistically significant. There are
99.4 chances in 100 that the true difference is greater than
zero. On the final test the difference in scores was statis-
tically significant since the critical ratio was 4.83.
The difference of gain was 3.28 memories with a critical
ratio of 1.77 which shewed the gain not to be statistically
significant. There are 96 chances in 100 that the true dif-
-.
r '
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ference is greater than zero*
Table LXVI compares the gains made by the pupils of low
reading age who are in the two experimental groups*
TABLE LXVI
GROUPS I AND II - ( R . A . 118-77) - WRITTEN RECALL
Test No. Group Mean S.D. S2 m Diff.m S • E » 4Diff. C.R.
I
I
72
71
Exp . I
Exp. II
25.20
24.84
7.26
7.29
.83
.87
.36 1.20 .30
II
II
72
71
Exp • I
Exp. II
34.88
33.04
6.13
7.44
.72
.88
1 .84 1.14 1.61
Diff. in
Initial Test
.36
S
.
|H
'
. .Dif
.
1.20
Diff. in
Final Test
1.84
S.E.
Dif.
1.14
Gain
1.48
S . .
Gain
1.65
C.R.
.89
On the initial test the two experimental groups were
quite similar as far as those pupils of reading ages 118-77
months were concerned. The critical ratio of .30 was not sta-
tistically significant. There are 60 chances in 100 that the
true difference is greater than zero. On the final test the
difference is again in favor of the experimental group I. The
critical ratio of 1.61 was not statistically significant.
There are 94 chances in 100 that the true difference is
greater than zero. The actual gain made by the experimental

group I was 1.48 written recall memories,
of .89 did not make this gain significant,
chances in 100 that the true difference is
The critical ratio
There are 82
greater than zero.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of thi3 study was to evaluate the effect of
specific exercises for improving recall; that is, the effect
of the outline analysis technique and the effect of the grad-
uated question technique on:
1. The improvement of oral recall and
2* The improvement of written recall*
Tests were administered in February to 5 A children to
provide a basis for matching the groups* The children were
divided into three groups of 125 pupils each* One group was
taught materials designed for teaching the steps leading to
outlining* The lessons lasted for about ten minutes a day
and continued for thirty-five consecutive school days* The
second group were taught material designed for the graduated
question technique* The lessons were planned to last ten
minutes a day for thirty -five consecutive school days, while
the third group--the control group--had no particular training*
The recall tests were repeated in May at the close of the
teaching program.
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Conclusions
1# In oral recall the two experimental groups made
superior gains to the control groups.
2. When the gains in oral recall of the two experimental
groups were compared, a difference in favor of the outline
analysis method was statistically significant. The critical
ratio was 3.24.
3. The difference in gains made by the boys and girls
of all three groups was not statistically significant. Both
sexes profited from the practice exercises.
4. Bright children made better gains than did the dull
children but the difference was not statistically significant.
5. Superior readers made somewhat superior gains but
again the difference was not statistically significant. Both
good and poor readers made significant gains.
6. Both experimental groups made gains in written re-
call with the outline analysis practice showing statistically
significant gains. The graded question practice showed a
gain but this gain failed to be significant.
A more detailed sumnary follows
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Conclusions
A, The effect of the outl ine analysis practice on recall
1* Oral Recall
a* At the time of the initial tests the mean number
of memories recalled by the group using the outline analysis
method was 22,95 compared to 22,68 memories for the control
group. The critical ratio of ,20 showed this difference not
to be statistically significant. There are 58 chances in 100
that the true difference is more than zero. On the final test
the mean number of memories recalled by the experimental group
was 39,93 compared to 26,26 for the control. The critical
ratio of 12,89 was of statistical significance.
The actual difference in gain was 13,38 with a critical
ratio of 7,74 which was statistically significant,
b. When the boys and girls were compared it was
found that the boy3 had a mean score of 26,33 memories com-
pared to 20,92 for the girls. The critical ratio of 3,78
was statistically significant. On the final test the boys
had a mean number of 40,67 memories compared to 36,38 for the
girls. The critical ratio was 2,86 which was not statisti-
cally significant. There are 99,8 chances in 100 that the
true difference is greater than zero. The actual gain of
1,12 memories in favor of the boys was not statistically sig-
nificant, There are 71 chances in 100 that the true differ-
ence is greater than zero. The sex differences tend to dis-
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appear as practice in the skill is obtained
c. When the group is divided on the basis of mental
age the superior group, those whose mental ages range from
169-121 months were ahead of the group whose mental ages range
120-77 months. On the Initial test the superior group had
24.51 memories compared to 21.79 for the inferior group. The
critical ratio of 1.83 was not statistically significant.
There are 96 chances in 100 that the true difference is greater
than zero. On the final test the superior group had 37.61
memories compared to 35.47 for the lower group. The critical
ratio of 1.75 was not statistically significant. There are
96 chances in 100 that the true difference is greater than
zero. The actual gain of 1.50 with a critical ratio of .71
was not statistically significant. There are 76 chances in
100 that a true difference in favor of the 169-121 group
exists
.
c. The groups were divided on the basis of reading
age. The initial difference of 2.05 memories with a critical
ratio of 1.34 was not statistically significant. On the final
test the superior group had 40.18 memories compared to 36.58
for the lower group. The critical ratio of 2.37 was not sta-
tistically significant. There are 99.2 chances in 100 that
the true difference is greater than zero. The actual gain
with a critical ratio of .72 was not statistically significant.
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There are 76 chances in 100 that the true difference is
greater than zero. Again the material is useful for all levels
of reading ability*
2* Written Recall
a. At the time of the initial tests the mean number
of memories recalled by the group using the outline analysis
material was 25*66 compared to 23.67 memories for the control
group* At the time of the final test the experimental group
had 36.22 memories compared to 28*41 for the control. There
was an actual gain in favor of the experimental group of 5*86
memories. The critical ratio of 4*34 was statistically signi-
ficant .
b. When the boys and girls were compared it was
found that on the initial test the boys had a mean score of
25.61 memories compared to 24*68 memories for the girls. On
the final test the boys had 35.38 memories compared to 36.51
memories for the girls. The actual gain made by the girls was
2.06 memories more than the boys* The critical ratio of 1*10
was not statistically significant. There are 86 chances in
100 that the true difference is greater than zero*
Thus sex differences in recall tend to disappear as prac-
tice on the skill of recall continues.
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c. When the group was divided on the basis of mental
age, it was discovered that the group whose mental ages range
from 169-121 months had a mean of 27*63 memories compared to
23*46 for the group whose mental ages range from 120-77 months*
On the final test the superior group had a mean score of 37.99
compared to 33*78 for the lower group. The differences at
both times, (C.R. = 3*39 and 3*21), were statistically signifi-
cant. The actual gain of .04 memories with a critical ratio
of *02 was not statistically significant. There are 51 chances
in 100 that the true difference is greater than zero. Again
the advantage of high mental age does not have a significant
effect upon the improvement of recall.
d. The experimental group was divided on the basis
of reading age. On the initial test the group whose reading
ages were 172-119 months had a mean number of memories recalled
of 27.45 compared to 25.20 for the group whose reading ages
were 118-77 months. The critical ratio of 1.84 was not sta-
tistically significant. There are 96 chances in 100 that the
true difference is greater than zero. On the final test the
superior group had a mean of 37.47 memories recalled compared
to 34.88 for the lower group. The critical ratio of 1.89
showed this difference not to be statistically significant.
The actual gain of .34 in favor of the higher reading level
was not statistically significant since the ratio of the gain
to its standard error was .22. There are 58 chances in 100
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that the true difference is greater than zero. Thus the pupils
whose reading ages were higher did not make gains of signifi-
cance compared to the lower group.
B. The effect of the graduated question material on recall
1. Oral Recall
a. At the time of the initial tests the group using
the graduated question method had a mean number of 22.86 mem-
ories in oral recall compared to 22.68 for the control group.
The difference was not statistically significant. The criti-
cal ratio of .16 means that there are 56 chances in 100 that
the true difference is greater than zero. The mean score on
the final test was 34.50 for the experimental group compared
to 26.28 for the control group. The critical ratio of 7.75
showed this difference to be statistically significant. The
actual gain of 8.04 memories with a critical ratio of 5&22D was
statistically significant.
b. The boys and girls of the graded question group
were compared. The boys had a mean number of 24.80 compared
to 21.30 for the control. The critical ratio of 2.06 was not
statistically significant. There are 98 chances in 100 that
the true difference is greater than zero. On the final test
the boys had 36.70 memories canp&red to 32.22 for the girls.
The critical ratio of 2.86 was not statistically significant.
There are 99 chances in 100 that the true difference is
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greater than zero. The actual difference in gain in favor of
the boys was .98 manor ies. The critical ratio of .45 was not
statistically significant. There are 66 chances in 100 that
the true difference is greater than zero.
c. When the groups were divided on the basis of
mental age the actual gain of 2,52 memories was in favor of
the group whose mental ages were 169-121 months. The critical
ratio of .99 was not statistically significant. There are 84
chances in 100 that the true difference is greater than zero.
d. The groups were divided on the basis of reading
age. The actual gain of 2.40 memories in favor of the group
whose reading ages ranged from 172-119 months was not signifi-
cant. The ratio of this gain to its standard error was 1.06
which is not statistically significant. There are 85 chances
in 100 that the true difference is greater than zero.
2. Written Recall
a. In the initial test the experimental group who
had the graduated question practice materials recalled a mean
of 25.98 memories in writing compared to 23.67 for the control
group. The critical ratio of 2.43 showed that the difference
between the two groups was not statistically significant.
There are 99.2 chances in 100 that the true difference is
greater than zero. At the time of the final test the experi-
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mental group had a mean of 34,63 memories compared to 28,41
for the control, A critical ratio of 6,41 showed the differ-
ence to be significant. The actual gain of 3,91 was in favor
of the experimental group. The critical ratio of 2.87 was not
statistically significant. There are 99.8 chances in a hun-
dred that the true difference is greater than- zero.
b. The group was divided on the basis of sex and
in the initial test the boys had a mean of 26.46 memories
compared to 25.74 memories of written recall by the girls.
The critical ratio of #53 was not statistically significant.
There are 70 chances in 100 that the true difference is
greater than zero. At the time of the final test the boys
recalled 35.84 compared to 33.65 for the girls. The critical
ratio of 1.71 shewed that this difference was not statisti-
cally significant. There are 96 chances in 100 that the true
difference is greater than zero. The actual gain of .56
memories in favor of the boys with a critical ratio of .30
was not statistically significant. There are 62 chances in
100 that the true difference is greater than zero.
c. The experimental group was divided upon the
basis of mental age. The group whose mental age ranges from
169-121 months had 26.37 memories compared to 26.10 for
120-77 month groups. A critical ratio of .19 showed this
difference not to be statistically significant. There are
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58 chances in 100 that the true difference is greater than zero*
On the final test the superior group recalled 56.72 memories
compared to 52.22 for the lower group. The critical ratio of
5*54 was statistically significant. The actual difference of
the gains, 4.25 memories with a critical ratio of 2.29 was
not statistically significant. There are 98.9 chances in 100
that the true difference is greater than zero.
d. The group was divided on the basis of reading
age. The pupils whose reading ages were 172-119 months were
compared to the group whose reading ages were 118-77 months.
The superior group recalled 27.65 memories compared to 24.83
for the poorer readers. The critical ratio of 2.09 was not
statistically significant. There are 98 chances in 100 that
the true difference is greater than zero. On the final test
the superior readers were again ahead. The critical ratio was
2.55. There are 99.5 chances in 100 that the true difference
is greater than zero. The actual gain of .28 with a critical
ratio of .16 is not statistically significant. There are 56
chances in 100 that the true difference is greater than zero.
The reading age has no definite effect upon the development
of the skill of recall.
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C. Comparison of the two methods of practice
1. Oral Recall
a. The actual difference in number of memories in
oral recall was in favor of the group who used the outline
analysis materials. The ratio of the actual difference in
gain to its standard error was 3.24 which was statistically
significant.
b. The actual difference in number of memories in
oral recall was in favor of the boys who used the outline
analysis method. The critical ratio of 1.01 was not statis-
tically significant. There are 84 chances in 100 that the
true difference is greater than zero.
c. The actual difference in number of memories in
oral recall was in favor of the girls who used the outline
analysis method. The critical ratio of 1.67 was not statis-
tically significant. There are 96 chances in 100 that the
true difference is greater than zero.
d. Comparing the mental age groups whose reading
ages are 169-121 months the actual difference in gain was in
favor of the outline analysis method. The critical ratio of
.77 was not statistically significant. There are 78 chances
in 100 that the true difference is greater than zero.
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e. When the two experimental groups whose mental
ages range from 120-77 months were compared, it was found that
the difference was in favor of the outline analysis group.
The critical ratio was 2.29. This was not statistically sig-
nificant. There are 98.9 chances in 100 that the true differ-
ence is greater than zero.
f . The superior reading groups were compared. The
difference was in favor of the outline analysis method. The
critical ratio of 1.25 showed the difference was not statis-
tically significant. There are 89 chances in 100 that the
true difference is greater than zero.
g. The reading groups whose reading ages range from
118-77 months were compared and the difference was in favor
of the outline analysis method. The critical ratio of 1.93
showed that the difference was not statistically significant.
There are 97 chances in 100 that the true difference is
greater than zero.
2. Written Recall
a. The actual difference in number of memories in
written recall was in favor of the group who used the outline
analysis method.. The ratio of the actual difference in gain
to its standard error was 1.48 which was not statistically
significant. There are 93 chances in 100 that the true dif-
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ference is greater than zero*
b. The actual difference in number of memories re-
called by the boys of the two groups was in favor of the ex-
perimental group who used the outline analysis method. The
critical ratio of .20 was not statistically significant. There
are 58 chances in 100 that the true difference is greater than
zero.
c. The actual difference in number of memories re-
called by the girls of the two experimental groups again was
in favor of the outline analysis method. The critical ratio
of 2.18 was not statistically significant. There are 98.6
chances in 100 that the true difference is greater than zero.
d. In comparing the superior mental age groups it
was found that the critical ratio of .005 was not statisti-
cally significant. There are 50 chances in 100 that the true
difference is greater than zero.
e. In comparing the lower mental age groups the
critical ratio of 2.21 indicated that there was a difference,
but that it was not statistically significant. There are 98.6
chances in 100 that the true difference is greater than zero.
The difference is in favor of the outline analysis.
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f. In comparing the superior reading age groups
the critical ratio of .79 was not statistically significant.
There are 79 chances in 100 that the true difference is
greater than zero. That the outline analysis practice was
more effective.
g. The pupils whose reading ages range between
118-77 months were compared. The gain was in favor of the
outline analysis group, but the critical ratio of .89 was not
statistically significant. There are 82 chances in 100 that
the true difference is greater than zero and that the outline
analysis method was the more effective.
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CHAPTER VI
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

CHAPTER VI
SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. a study to determine the permanence of recall*
2* A study to find the effect of similar practice at
the upper grade levels*
3* A study to determine the effect of the combination
of the types of practice on recall*
4* A study to determine the effect of such planned
practice on scholastic achievement in high school
as measured in gains on standardized tests*
5* Similar studies to be made with college students
and adults*
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APPENDIX A - 1
MATERIALS FOR OUTLINE ANALYSIS PRACTICE
WORKBOOK ALPHA

Alpha Group-Set One 176
Work-Go k
To the Pupil. Checking Answers : R e art the rt ir eu tio ns
carefully and have your partner do just what it
asks him to do. When he finishes reading ask him
the questions, checking his answers for him. When
he finishes them you will then take your book of
stories and he will help you.
Name
School_
Teacher
•c
'
•
.
.
.
L • i .
'
Lesson 1 Ice Hockey
2 177
Have your partner read the first paragraph and then ask
him to choose the best heading from these that you will
read to him.
Hockey jt layers
Cold Weather Fun
Ice Hockey
answer : Ice Hockey
Now have your partner read the second paragraph and then
you read these headings, ^sk him to choose the best.
Where Hockey is Played
A Short History of Hockey
The First Hockey Game
answer
;
A Short History of Hockey
Lesson 2 Beetles
Have your partner read his story and then have him tell
you wh i ch paragraph goes with each of these hca^in-c,
New Job for Girls
Beetles Freeze in Cold Weather
answers
:
New Job for Girls goes with the paragraph
beginning "The Japanese beetle likes to eat
everything
—
Beetles Freeze in Cold Weather goes with the
paragraph beginning "The beetle cannot live
_
Lesson 3 April Fool’s Pay in India
Ask your partner to read the story. When he finishes
you are to read these sentences to him and ask him to
choose the one that tells about the entire story.
The Feast of the Huli falls on March 31.
People are sent on errands.
The Feast of the Huli and April Fool’s
Day have the same origin.
People are disappointed.
answer
The Feast of the Huli and April Fool's Day
have the same origin.
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Have your partner read his story and when he finishes
tell him to turn to page 16 in his book and use the idea
line ther e to help him tell you. the story he has r ad.
Washing of the feet
on Holy Thursday
Thirteen old men
King was ill
Louis refused
priest had to do it
Louis was not punished__
Didn't want to be king
King was killed
Louis was afraid
.
didn't want to put. away his toys
didn't want to become a man
Lesson 5 Bands as a Hobby
Your partner is to read his story an^1 when he finishes
have him turn to pagel6 and use the idea line there
to help him tell you what he has been reading.
Chimes
glass bottles
water
different levels
coat rack
Band
xylophone__
accord ians
piano
harmonicas
chimes
Age of members
three years__
thirteen years
Lesson 6
Your partner is to read the story first. You will then
have him match the paragraphs with the following head-
lines. Read these headlines to him.
The Eyes, Ears, and Nose of the Bear
The Food the Bears Like
The Bear's Teeth
The Home of the Bears
Question: Which heading fits the first paragraph?
answer
:
The Eyes, Ears, and Nose of the Bear
Question: Which heading fits the second paragraph?
answer The Bear's Teeth
Question : Which heading fits the third paragraph?
answer: The food the Bears Like
'.
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Lesson 7 S t. George's Day in Roumania
Have your partner read his story and then when he
finishes it read him these paragraph headings an^ have
him tell you which came first in the story, second,
and then third.
How the Day is Observed
The Date of St. George’s n ay
Decorating for St. George’s Day
answer ; The correct order should be:
1. The Date of St. George's Day
2. Decorating for St. George's Day_
3. How the Day is Observed
Lesson 8 Helicopter
Have your partner read his story and then have him pick
out the important general ideas that you will road to him.
The helicopter flits straight up.
The h‘ licopter can hang motionless.
The h licopter can go in all directions.
The helicopter is sometimes called a flying windnill.
The propeller is called a rotor
.
Nov/ say to your partner, "Which arc the main ideas?”
answer
:
The helicopter can go in all directions
The helicopter is sometimes called
a flying windmill
.
Lesson 9 Cricket
Have your partner read his story and when he finish( s it
have him turn to 16 and use the idea line to help him
tell you about what he has read. Check the answers he
has given yo u.
Cricket is the national game of Lngland_
outdoor game
two teams
Played in
United States
British Isles
Equipment for cricket
level field of grass
two wickets
three stumps each
27 or 23 inches high
Rules for cricket
courtesy 11 It would not then
ceremony_ be cricket."
do not change rules
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Lesson 10 Doing: Things
Have your partner rear) his story and when he finishes
it have him turn to page 16 and use the idea lint; to
help him tell you about what he has read . Check these
answer s as he tells them
.
Common hobbies
game
sports
dancing
gard ening
photography
radio
rope tricks
magic
Cost of hobbies
cheap hobbies
ping pon
baseball
expensive
aviation
polo
yachting
big game hunting
Action hobbies
tennis
baseball
football
basketball
Training a dog
physical exercise
mental exercise
reading of books to learn
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Lesson 11 Dogs in the Air
Your partner is going to choose the best headlines for the
different paragraphs. Have him rea^ the first paragraph
then read these headlines to him and ask him to choose
the one that best fits the paragraph
.
Dogs Travel 36 Hours
Many Dogs Arrive at LaGuardia Airport
Large Shipment of Dogs
answer : Many Dogs Arrive at LaGuardia Airport
Nov; see that he reads the second paragraph and read
these headings to him.
Dogs Shipped by Express
Service Men Receive Dogs
The Railway Express Agency
answer ’.Dogs Shipped by Express
Now have the third paragraph read and then read these
headings
.
Hoof and Mouth Disease
Dogs Inspected
Human Beings Land at Airport
ansyrfr : Dogs Inspected__
Do the same with the fourth paragraph.
Many Breeds Represented
Five Mongrels Arrive
Fifty-four Dogs in Group
answer
:
Many Breeds Represented
Lesson 12 The Automobile
Ask your partner to read the story and then to tell you
all he can r emember of it. Check the things he tells you .
-he automobile has changed itself
many times
in the past
one hundred years.
It has had legs
and lost its legs.
It once had a boiler
and lost it.
Once a pipe stuck up from its roof;
now there are no pipes.
In the beginning
the automobile looked like a locomotive.
Then it looked like a buggy.
Now it doesn't look like anything else,
It looks like what it is--
an automobile.
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Lesson 13 Stamp Co llecting
When your partner finishes reading his story you are to
read to him these paragraphs headings and have him tell
you which came first, second, third, and fourth,
Different Kinds of Stamps
How to Fuild a Stamp Collection
Famous Stamp Collections
Stamps Tell a Story
The correct order is:
1. Hoy/ to Build a Stamp Collection
2. Stamps Tell a Story
3. Different Kinds of Stamps
4. Famous Stamp Collections
Less on 14 Ash rTedne s^ay in Iceland
Ask your partner to read one paragraph at a time and then
read to him these major and minor ideas. Have him pick out
the rrain id ea after reading each paragraph
.
Read these after the first paragraph.
The beginning of Lent is Ash Wednesday
Celebrating Ash Wednesday in Iceland
A church holiday
answer
:
Celebrating Ash Wednesday in Iceland
Your partner is to read the second paragraph.
The bags are all colors
All kinds of materials are used
What the bags look like
answer What the bags look like
Have the third paragraph read and then read to your
partner these headins.
The bags are filled with ashes
Filling the bags
The girls use stones
answer Filling the bags
Have the fourth paragraph read and then read to your
partner these headings.
How the bags are used
Pinning the bags
The boys oppose the girls
answer: How the bags are usdd
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Lesson 1 5 B asketball
When your partner finishes reading have him pick out the
ma-'or or general ideas that he finds in this list which
you will read to him
,
The first game was played with a peach basket.
James Naismith invented the game.
Thousands of people attend basketball games
Nineteen thousand people attended a game in
Madison Square Garden,
Most gyms have a basketball court.
Boys play basketball.
Five men make up a team.
What a good player needs.
Reasons for the popularity of basketball.
answer s
:
James Naismith invented the game*
Thousands of people attend games
.
Reasons for the popularity of basketball.
Lesson 16 Robert Fulton
Have your partner read this story and then when Le
finishes have him turn to pagq.7 and use the idea line
to help him tell you the story that he has just read.
Boyhood
inventor
artist
Paint
red from berry juice
yellow from earth
blue from bark of blue ash tree
brown from walnut shells
ink from goosefoot maple
Brush
hair from the cat
fed the cat
cream
liver
fish
hair from own head
glued to a goosequill
Matilda
grew plump
patchy as a rag bag
.-
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Lesson 17 Dirigib1
Have your partner read his story and when he he a finished
tell him to turn to pagel? and use the idea line to help
him to tell you what he has been reading.
Use of the dirigible
Advertisement
Rescue people
Garry food and supplies
Covering of dirigible
Tin
Cloth
Light
Easy to mend
Painted easily
How it got its name
Can be directed by
Motors
Propellei s
Elevators__
Rudders
Les son 18 Julia Ward Howe
Have your partner read the story and when he is through
read these titles for him and let him choose the one
that is the best.
Julia Plays Opera
Julia's Visit to the Opera
Why Julia Was Excited
answer
;
Julia's Visit to the Opera
<
Lesson 19 Lawn Tennis
Your partner is to read the entire story, but before he
does you read to him the following headings and ask him
to think which heading goes with each paragraph. When
he finishes again read them to him.
The History of Lawn Tennis
How to Play Tennis
Materials Needtd for playing Tennis
answers
:
Paragraph 1. History of Lawn Tennis
Paragraph 2. The Materials Needed for playing
Tennis
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lesson 20 Gliding and Soaring
You are to have your partner read his &tory. When ho
finishes you will read to him these sentences and have
him cr co se the one that is the main topic s e ntence ,
In a gliding flight the machine loses altitude. During
a glide a plance never rises higher than its starting
point.
Soaring planes are able to dj 'ft through the sky on rising
air currents
.
Many people are confused as to the difference between
gliders and the soaring planes,
A Frenchman recently soared 130 miles.
answer
:
Many people are confused as to the difference
between gliders and the soaring planes
.
Les son 21 Cir rus
Have your partner read his story and when he finishes have
him turn to pagel? and use the idea line there to help
him toll you the story that he has just read
,
First circus
Englishman
Thomas Pool
Philadelphia
1735
Second circus
John Bill Richet
Philadelphia
President Washington attended
1792
Others circuses
1320
30 circuses__
in eastern states
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Lesson 22 Arbor Day in the United States
First have your partner read his story and then give him
the idea line which he will find on pagcl7 his book. Ask
him t o tell you all he ca n remember of what he h-'. read,
i’he beginning of Arbor Day
In Nebraska
April 10,1872
Sterling Norton
Newspaper man
Nebraska Cicy
Celebrated
in every state
Canada
Hawaii
Reasons for Arbor Day
To plant trees
Trees had been cut
Houses
firewood
farmlands
How the idea spread
Man from Connecticut
Traveled
United States__
Europe_
Asia
Lesson 23 Making Things
Have your partner read only one paragraph at a tine and ask
him to pick from this list the one that fits each paragraph
,
Studying the Arts as a Hobby
Making Things as a Hobby
Making Models is a Popular Hobby
answers
:
First paragraph
Making Things .s a Hobby
Second paragraph
Making Models is Popular Hobby
Third paragraph
Studying the Arts as Hobby
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Lesson 24 Hobbies
18712
You- are to have your partner read his story and then when
he finishes it have, him tell you all he can remember.
Check his answerd .
" Ho man is really happy
or safe
without a hobby
and it makes precious little difference
what tht. outside interest may be-
botany,
beetles
,
or butterflies
tulips
or roses
fishing,
mountaineering
,
or antiques
anything will do
so long as he straddles a hobby
and rides it hard."
With these words
Sir William Osier,
the famous doctor
or.ee expressed his faith
ir. hobbies.
A hobby can be almost anything
a person likes to d 0
in his spare time.
People take up hobbies
because they bring happiness,
friendship,
1 nowledge
and change of work.
There are four types of hobbies:
Eoing things,
Collecting things
% Iviaking things,
Studying or learning about things.
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Lesson 25 Badminton
Have your partner read his story. When he finishes reading
his story you are to read to him the titles of the
paragraphs
.
The Equipment for Badminton
How Badminton Got Its Name
College Students and Families -^nioy the Game
Those Who Play Badminton
Whai was the first paragraph about?
answ er ; Those Who Play Badminton
What was the second paragraph about?
answer : How Badminton got its name
What iqas the third paragraph about’
answer : College students and families enioy the game.
What was the foui'th paragraph about?
answe
-
"
: The equipment for badminton
Lesson 26 Tarsiers
Your partner is to read the story and when he finished have
him fun to page 18 and use the idea line there to help him
tell ,,'ou what he has been reading,
Viewing the animals
Philippines
Eagles
Tarsiers
At New York Zoological Park
in the Bronx
Mindano Island
The collector
took seven months
Charles Wharton
23 years old
6 ft. 6 in.
Lieutenant
Zoologist
The cost
$ 9000
savings
by plane
to prevent freezing
Tarsiers
delicate
weighs 8 ounces
leaps 10 feet
long bones
in hind feet
close their eyes
before pouncing
•;
,
'
Lesson Washington Irving
Ask your partner to read this story and when he finishes
hav
e
h i_ tarn to page 18 and tc.li you all he can remember.
Location of home
on vYilliams Street
Mannavcan Idaana
His room
tor floor
suntiy
trvird..e bed
An early morning visit
toe £ off blankets and q^les
he was four and one hall
Mother said
;
new clothes
going to school
His cloths
cam o:; ic shirt
ruffled collar
block tie
blue trousers
top '.oat
Ready for school
Q. o(j catmeal
went with brother
waved his hand
Les son 28 New Year's in armenia
Following your partner's reading of his story have him
turn to pagelS and use the idea line to help him tell you
al l that he can remember about .1 - t he has been reading.
Reasons for lighting the fireplace
family all home
fire is kept burning until midnight
family life will continue bright and cheerful
The table
holds dishes of
raisins
nuts
candy
boys and girls eat everything on the table__
The basket
come s through the chimmey
swects__
goodies
exchanged between friends and families
'.
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JiPsson 29 Sweden* s Santa Lucia
Have your partner read his story and when he finishes ask
hie to tell you which of these headings go with the first
and second paragraphs,
How Sweden Celebrates Santa Lucia Day
December 21 in Sweden
Reasons for celebrating Santa lu .ia Day
answers
:
Paragraph 1
Reasons for celebrating Santa Lucia Day
Paragraph 2
Row Sweden celebrates Santa Lucia Day
*
Lesson 30 Shell Collecting
A fter your partner has read hi' story read to him these
head : r s and ask him which came first, second, third, and
fou-rj. in the story.
Labeling Your Specimens
Why Shells are a Satisfactory Hobby
D: r p.Laying Your Specimens
Equipment for ^hell Collecting
answers
1, Shy Shells Are a Satisfactory Hobby
2* Equipment for Shell Collecting
3. Labeling Specimens
4. Displaying Specimens
Lesion 31 Viking Boats
Your partner is to read his story first, Now read the
following list of topics to hi’' ' J ask him to pick oqt the
ones that are the na.ior topics.
The Viking ships were small open boats.
Shields were hung on the sides.
The on' ;y covering was a piece of cloth.
The boax, had a single row of oars.
Modcm Viking ships haVe come to America.
Eleven men made the joiirney.
answers:
The ^ikiag ships were small open boats.
Modern Viking ships have come to America.
..
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Lesso n 32 Football
Have your partner read his story and when he finishes have
him turn to pagel8 and use the idea line there to help him
tell ;ou what he has been readily
,
Who played
Grc eks
Romans
Indians
English
Kinds
fti'-f;by.
Soccer
Who play;
Amntucrs
Professionals
Equipment
Field
Ball ;.r
11 Doi:
Ways of scoring
Carrying the ball over the goal line
Trapping the opposing team behind its own goal line
Kick the ball over the goal ports
Lesson 33 Franklin D . Roosevelt
Have your partner read his story and when he finishes
have him turn to pagein and use the idea line there to help
him tell you what he has bec^ adjng,
ihe all
in Washington
at White House
The adventure
the doors
the- room
the picture
Mr
. Cleveland
the wish
that. Franklin
would never be the president
of the United States
:< -
'
'
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Lesson ?4 Dogs
Have your partner read his story and when he finishes have
him turn to page 19 and use the idea line there to help him
tell you what he has been r ead inr
„
Kinds of Dogs
big
little
long hair
short hair
black
white
red
Dogs and men
lived together for years
hunt
carrying burdens
watch fires
Habits of dogs__
turn around
_
tramps down grass
in jungle
Wild dogs
in some places today_
do not bark
Relation of dogs to wolves
people disagree
believe they have a common ancestor
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Lesson 35 Dolly Madison
Have your partner read his story and then ask him to tell
all he. remebers. You are to check his answers.
When Dolly Madison
was six years old
her grandmother
gave her a pit ce of linen.
It v/as ten inches wide
'd twelve inches long.
She also gave her a box
of bright colored threads.
Lolly was now big enough
to make a sampler
.
Her mother drew a vine
with flowers
all along the edge,
_
_bolly jerked this
in cress stitch
jwith bright colored wools,
Inside the vine
Dolly made letters.
It looked like the first page
of a primer,
Big A, little a, big B, little b
she made every one
and knew them too.
Her brother opendd his book
and v/ith a blade of grass
pointed at every single letter.
She said
,
"When you sew a letter
you know it."
-,
I
Alpha Group
Stories
194
To the Pupil : You and your partner are going to help
one another with your reading. Lach of you ha\r a book
of stories and a oook containing check pages. . _ways
wait and do just what your partner tells you to o.o.
When you finish with your lesson, you help your partner
with his. If you follow the directions it will soon be
easy to remember what you read.
Name
School_
Teacher
*t*d •
Ice HockeyLesson I
The game of ice hockey is played on ice and the
players wear skates. Each team has six players. Ice
Hoccey is nearly always played by men. It can be played
outdorrs and on indoor rinks.
The sport is chiefly played in Canada, b it is
also played in the northern and eastern parts of the
Uni + > d States. The first game was played at McC ill
University about 1875. It remained an amateur game until
190C when professional teams were organized. The speed
and daring action attracts many people.
Lesson 2 Beetles
The Japanese beetle likes to eat everything from
an apple orchard to a zinnia. Recently five girls were
hired at LaGuardia Airport to see that no beetles were
attached to the clothing of passengers.
The bettle cannot live at a temperature of fifteen
degrees below zero. Thus the bettle does not live in the
northern states.
Lesson 3 April Fool's Day
"Look behind you", how many of you have heard that
warning cry on April Fool's Day? They have a day in India
which is called the Feast of the Huli. It falls on March
31st. We read that it has the same origin as our All
Fool's Day. All classes of people in India celebrate
this Spring Festival. No one is exempt from being sent
on errands that will end in disappointment for the per-
son sent.
Lesson 4 Louis XIII
When Louis XIII was a little boy he wa s asked to
take his father' s place at a ceremony which occured on
Thursday of Holy Week, The king was supposed tc wash
the feet of thirteen old beggars. The king was ill,
people said the little prince should do it. Louis
refused, and it was necessary for the clergyman to do it.
The king felt sorry for the little prince so he was not
punished for refusing to do it.,
Later the king was killed and the prince did not
want to become the king, because he was afraid he too
would be killed. Poor little Xing'. He did not want to
put away his toys and become a man.
..
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Lesson 5 Bands as a Hobby
I suppose many of you have attended Daily Vacation
Bible School at some time. Recently there appeared in the
New York Times a story about a band which was being formed
in ore of these schools. The unusual thing about this band
was the chimes.
The chimes were made from glass bottles filled with
water at different levels hung from oxd coat racks.
The entire band was composed of a xylophone, two
accordians, a piano, fifteen harmonicas, and the chimes.
The members of the band ranged from three to
thirteen years of age.
Lesson 6 Bears
Eears have ooor sight and hearing, but c very keen
sense of smell. They depend upon their noses to a great
extern., to find food and detf : t enemies.
The bears are called f esheaters, but that does
not mean that they cat only ^lesh meat. They ha je long
cutting teeth like cats, and in addition they have cheek
teeth which are flatter and broader and more adaptable to
the grinding of food.
Brown bears feed on berries, roots, grass,
vegetation, mice, marmots, and other small mammals. They
occasionally kill other larger animals, and at times are
destructive to live stock. They seldom bother man unless
they are provoked. The many stories of their attacks are
greatly exaggerated.
Lessen 7 St. George' s Day
The twenty-third of April is a red-letter day for
children in Roumania. It marks the beginning of spring .
and is called St. George's Day.
On St. George's eve the doors and the wi: dows of
the houses and stables are covered with willow branches,
ivy, and honeysuckle which has been brought in .from the
neighboring forests. These green decorations are to
prevent the evil spirits from hurting men and boasts, so
they believe.
Early in the morning of St. George's Day the girls
put on their finest clothes and carry wooden pails to the
well to get fresh water. The boys meet them when they
return and of course they have a contest. Each side
throws handfuls of water. The fight usuall^r ends with
the girls running home to get ready for the most
important part of the day. A merry folk dance on the
village green whidh lasts until late into the night.
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Hein copter
The helicopter can fly straight up and straight
down as well as forward. It can fly backward ana sideward
or it can hang motionless in the air end. stay in one spot
like a humingbird.
The helicopter looks like a wingless airplane with
a windmill on top of it. The propeller which lifts it into
the air is called a rotor. The helicopter and its cousin,
the autogiro, are often celled flying windmills. You can
be sure of an autogiro if you see a propeller on the nose
of the machine.
Lesson 9 Cricket
Cricket is an outdoor game played between two teams.
It is the national game of England, and is popular in other
British lands. Cricket is also played in some parts of the
United States.
The game is played on a. level field of grass on
which stand two wickets, twenty-two yards apart. Each
wicket consists of three stumps, twenty-seven to twenty-
eight inches in height. Two pieces of wood rest across the
tops of the stumps. The stumps stand near enough together
to prevent the ball from passing between them.
The rules of cricket demand that the game be played
with the utmost courtesy and ceremony. Many have wanted to
change the rules so as to quicken the game, but without
success. One noted player remarked, "It would not then be
cricket." That remark has come to refer to any unfair or
unethical act.
Lesson 10 Doing Things
Doing things is one of the most common hobbies.
Some of the others are games, sports, dancing, gardening,
photography, amateur radio opt rating, and even rope tricks
and magic.
Many hobbies in this class cost little or nothing.
Sports such as ping pong or he a ball may require a little
inexpensive equipment. Still others as polo, aviation,
yachting, and big game hunting are for the people who
have more money to spend.
Many people enjoy doing things that require action,
such as tennis, baseball, football, or basketball.
Some people get a dog and train him. This gives
the owner both physical and mental exercise. There are
many books written for pet owners. Animals often require
as much care as children, and some owners do not know how
to carc for them.
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L^s-sore ,11 Dogs in the Air
On July 9, 1947 one of the largest shipments of
dogs on record arrived at LaGuardia Field. There \-iore
fifty-four dogs of a dozen brec ds who traveled aboard a
Pan-American World Airways cargo clipper for thirty-six
hours. They came from Frankfort Germany.
The Ra ilway Express Agency called for them at the
airport, and the dogs were shipped to owners and friends of
service men in various parts of the country.
After landing at the airport the dogs were inspected
to bo sure that they did not have the hoof and mouth disease
which might be given to human beings.
Only five mongrels cck 3 be counted in the group
which included boxers, German shepherds, cocker spaniels,
dachshunds, springer spaniels, Doberman-Pinche rs, Schauzers,
wire-haired fox terriers, Pomeranians, Pekinese, Newfound-
land, and St. Bernard.
Lesson 12 The Automobile
The automobile has changed in appearance many times
in the past one hundred years. It has had legs—and lost
its legs. It once had a boiler. At one time pipes stuck
up from its roof; now there are no pipes. In the beginning
the automobile looked like a locomotive. Next it looked
like a buggy. Now it doesn’t look like anything else. It
looks like what it is—an automobile.
Lesson 13 Stamp Collecting
If you are interested in building a stamp collection,
the best way to start is to buy a small package of stamps
from a dealer. You may add to your collection in several
ways. You may exchange stamps with collectors. You may buy
the new series of stamps as they come to the postoffi'e-e
.
Lists of wanted stamps may be sent by mail to stamp dealers,
and it is also possible to take advantage of the stamp
auctions conducted by mail in all parts of the country.
Every stamp has an int resting and fascinating story
to toll. It may be geography, history, science, invention,
industry, or transportation. Thus it is easy to sc why
stamp collections have become one of the most popular
hobbies of so many people.
The majority of collectors are interested only in
postage stamps. However there are some people who no
collect tax and revenue stamps.
The most valuable private collection of stamps of
all time was held by an Austrian who died in 1917. The
French government seized the collection and sold it for
about two million dollars. The largest collection in
America was the celebrated Hind Collection which was
sold at auction between the years 1933 end 1935. It
brought about f 875,000.
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Lesson 14 AsiL Wednesday.
In our country. Ash U Tuesday, the beginning of
Lent is a church holiday when the sign of the cross is
placed upon the forehead of members by the priest. The
ashes come from the burning of the palms of thu. or- vious
year.
lie find that there is a quaint custom whisk is
celebrated in Iceland on Ash Wednesday. Many days before
Ash Wednesday the children arc very busy making small bags.
Of course the boys ask their mothers or big sisters to help
them. The bags are made of every color you could think of
and the material may be silk, wool or cotton. They run
drawstrings in tho edges of the bags and on the ends of
these thy fasten bent pins.
The bags are filled with ashes from the stove and
with rmell stones. The ashes arc intended for the beys and
the stones for the girls.
When the bags are filled. the fun begins. As you
would expect the beys oppose the gir] s. Grown-ups often
enter the spirit of the fun too. The idea is to see how
many bags they can pin on each other. Sometimes as many as
thirty bags may be pinned on some grown-up who has joined
in the spirit of the game.
Lesson 15 Baskctba]
1
Back in 1891, a young teacher at the Y.M.C.A.
College in Springfield Massachusetts wanted an indoor sport
for the winter months. His name was James Naismith. He
nailed a peach basket on the Trail and divided his class
into two teams, and started a contest to sec how many times
each side could throw a soccer ball into the basket in a
given amount of time.
Today the game of basketball is watched by more
people than any other. Last year in the United Stated over
ninety thousand people attended high school and college game
In such arenas as the Chicago Stadium and Lew York City'
s
Madison Square Garden as many as nineteen thousand people
have seen a single game. The season lasts from October to
early April.
The game is played by girls and boys of all ages.
Lvcry high school and college maintains courts in gyms, in
field houses, and out of doors.
From its beginning basketball has been a swift,
scientific game, played between teams of five players who
have speed of foot, good vision, and a high degree of
muscular coordination. The swiftness of tho action, and
the fact that movement is almost continuous is one of the
reasons for the popularity of the game.
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Lesson 1
6
Robert Fulton
He usually think of Robert Fulton as the inventor
of the steamboat, but when he was a little boy he was
something of an artist.
On the shelf sat five -ugs of home-made paint.
The red came from berry juice, the yellow from the earth,
and the blue from the berk of the blue ash tree. From
walnut hulls he got a pretty brown color, and the ink
came from the bark of the goosefoot maple tree.
The question of a brush bothered him at first
because he had no camel from which to got hairs. He saw
his cat, Matilda— a happy thought—he would give her cream,
chicken livers, and fish and maybe she would let him have
some of her hairs. He took them and fashioned them into
a point just like Matilda’s tail. He took a long hair
from his own head, and wound it around the bundle of cat
hairs as tightly as he could. Then he glued the bundle
• nto his goose quill. He thought, " TTho needs a camel to
make bx-ushes?"
Matilda grew to be a most peculiar looking cat.
She became very plump. But, oh, her furl It was as
patchy as a rag bag.
Lesson 17 The Dirigible
The dirigible is sometimes called a blimp. It
has been used for many purposes. He often soe.it used for
advertising some product. It has sometimes served as a
mercy ship because it has carried food and supplies to
people who could be reached in no other way. It has also
been used to rescue people stranded in some out of the way
pla ce
.
Two things may be used for covering the blimp.
When it is called a "tin bubble" it is covered with a thin
sheet of tin. The most satisfactory covering is cotton
cloth. It is light in weight, easy to mend if torn, and
can be painted with aluminum paint to keep the sun from
entering and warming the gases.
The dirigible gets its name from the fact that it
can be directed by its engines, propellers, rudders and .d.
elevators.
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Le sson 18 Julia Wa rd .Hove
At the age of six Julia Ward Howe was taken to the
opera by her parents. Her teacher thought she should hear
good music. It was a bitter cold night in New York City.
Long lines of carriages pulled up before the oper r house and
the ladies wearing velvets and furs aiighted. The men were
wearing high silk hats and opera capes. That night there
was a famous singer and the people came from Boston,
Providence, and Albany to hear him.
Julia was excited by the jewels in the ladies' hair,
and by the lights and decorations of the theater.
At home she acted out the opera, and taught her
brothers some of the songs. Her parents took her many times
to the opera
.
People thought it strange for a little girl
to enjoy the opera, and said swely she must be ill and
would probably die. They were surprised to see her rosy
cheeks and bright eyes.
Lesson 19 Lawn Tennis
Lawn tennis is a modern development cf an older
game cf tennis which was played on a covered court- The
game as we know it was first played in England about 1873,
and soon thereafter was introduced into the United States.
It is played on a level court of grass, asphalt,
concrete, or earth. Clay courts are often surfaced with
brick dust, stone dust, or special preparations. The
court is marked off in sections. The net is 3 feet high
at the center and 3 l/2 feet at the posts. The ball is
about 2 l/2 inches in diameter, and weighs a little over two
ounces.
Lesson 20 Gliding and Soaring
In a gliding flight the machine loses altitude
continuously throughout its course. In soaring the
machine is sailed on rising currents of air. During a
glide a plane never rises higher than its starting point.
During a soaring flight, it often circles high above the
spot from which it was launched. Soaring planes, by being
made lighter, more perfectly streamlined, and with greater
wing surface than gliders, are able to drift through the sky.
They are carried from one rising air current to another, thus
being able to stay in the air for many hours without the aid
of an engine.
Recently during a soaring contest in Texas one of
the Frenchmen sailed a distance of 180 miles.
Many people are confused as to which is the differ-
ence between gliders and soaring planes. Maybe this little
story will help you to know the difference.
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Lesson 21 Circus
The first circus to come to America was that of the
Englishman, Thomas Pool, who began his performances in Phila-
delphia in the year 1785. In 1792 John Eill F,ichet started
a famous circus in Philadelphia too. One of his performances
was attended by President Washington. Other circuses soon
followed and by 1820 as many as thirty were wandering over
the eastern states giving sLcvs,
Lesson 22 Arbor Day
Arbor Day is a day which has been set apart for
the planting of trees, The day is always observed by the
school children. The first Arbor Day was held in Nebraska
on April 10, 1872. It was the idea of Sterling Norton, a
newspaper publisher of Nebraska City. Every state now
celebrates Arbor Day as does Canada and Hawaii.
The reason for this interest in planting trees
was to replace the trees that had been cut down for houses,
firewood, and clearing for farm land.
A man from Connecticut traveled all over the United
States, Europe, and Asia begging the people to plant trees.
Lesson 23 Making Things
Many People prefer to make things rather than to
collect them. This is especially true of men and women who
spend most of their time working with their minds. There
are many kinds of tools and materials which can be used in
such hobby. Many useful and beautiful articles can be made
with wood, clay, leather, cloth, plastics, glas, linoleum,
soap, cement, wax and metal.
Making these ships, airplanes, trains and coach
models is popular with many people. Some hobbyists choose
to bind books, others to weave, or to design furniture.
Many enjoy trying their hands at one of the arts,
as writing, painting, modeling in clay, or playing a
musical instrument. Some have tried writing, directing, or
staging amateur plays, and some others, are interested in
the domestic arts: cooking and sewing, and interior decorat'
ing.

Lesson 24 .__Hobbi.es
"No man is really happy or safe without a hobby,
and it makes precious little difference what the outside
interest may be — botany, betle, or butterflies; tulips,
or roses; fishing, mountaineering, or antiques—‘-anything
will do so long as he straddles a hobby and rides it hard."
With these words Sir William Osier, the famous doctor, once
expressed his faith in hobbies.
A hobby can be almost anything a person likes to
so in his spare time. People take up hobbies because they
bring happiness, friendship, knowledge, and change of work.
There are four tvnes of hobbies:
Doing Things
Collecting Things
Making Things
Studying or Learning About Things
Lesson 25 Badminton
Badminton is a game which may be played by persons
of all ages and skills. It has become a popular family game
among the American and British people.
Badminton is a simpler and more modern form of an
earlier game known as shuttlecock. British officials in
India learned the game and returned to Lngland with it.
There it was played at Badminton, the country home of a duke
in 1873. It was from this place that the present game got
its name.
Some colleges now include the game in their sports
program, and many students enjoy the game. Now badminton
is played at home because the court is much easier to set
up than a tennis court.
The racket looks like a tennis racket only it is
smaller and lighter. The shuttlecock or "bird" is a cork
ball about one inch thick in diameter to which are fastened
14 or 16 feathers.
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Lesson 26 Tarsiers
A rare group of animals and monkey-eating eagles
from the Philippine was recently exhibited to the press at
the New York Zoological Park in the Bronx. In the group
were thirty-four monkey-like tarsiers from the island of
Mindano
.
The collection was made in the last seven months
by Charles Wharton, twenty-three, a six-foot-six former
lieutenant, who took his discharge in the Philippines to
continue his war-interrupted work as a zoologist.
He spent his war-time savings of y9,000 to collect
the animals, and oring them here from Manilla by plant in
a special low altitude flight to keep them from freezing
to death.
The most striking in appearance were the delicate
tarsiers. Weighing about eight ounces, the tarsiers can
leap a distance of ten feet because of the long bone in
their hind feet. Their habit before pouncing on insects
is to shut their large round eyes, which occupy about half
of their head. Then they pounce, start eating their victims,
and re-open their eyes.
Lesson 27 Wyyby_ ton Irving
When Washington Irving was a little boy he lived
on Williams Street at the tip end of Manhattan Island.
You know that Manhattan Island is now New York City.
His room was pleasant with plenty of sunshine and
was on the top floor of the house. He had a little trundle
bed which could be pushed unddr his brothers’ bed during
the day.
One morning early Mrs. Irving crept upstairs,
pulled the heavy hand knit blankets and patch work quilts
off of her little four and a half year old son and said,
"Do you know what day this is? Come, put on all your nice
new clothes that- I have made for you. You are going to
school."
Little Washington put on a cambric shirt with a
ruffled collar and a soft black bow. Then he slipped on
some tight blue trousers and last a topcoat made from his
father's old suit.
He went down stairs and ate his oatmeal. As he
started off to school with his brothers, he waved his hand
to his mother.
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Lesson 28 Armonian New Year
Christinas is not the day for exchanging gi+'ts in
Armenia. lie find that the New Year is more important to
the Armenians. That evening ohe family are all at home to
celebrate. After they have eaten their supper they light
their fireplaces. The fire is kept burning until after
midnight. This is done because they believe thus that the
family life will continue to be bright and cheerful.
A large table is set up in the center of the room
and on it are place many dishes filled with raisins, nuts,
and candy. The beys and girls sat as much as thej can
possibly hold.
During this time baskets of sweets and goodies are
lowered down through the chimney. No one knows who the
Santa Claus is. The family soon have their baskets ready
and go out and climb on their neighbors' roofs and let
down their baskets through the fireplaces.
Lesson 29 Sweden's Santa Lucia
One of the lovely celebrations of Swede is the
festival of Santa Lucia. Lucia night falls on December 21st,
It is so long according to the peasants, that th*. hungry ox
bites the c^ib. Some say it is celebrated to honor a beauti-
ful girl who was to have been married. She gave all her
money to the Christians because of their courage. He lover
was so angry that he turned her over to her enemies and
they tried to burn her. at the stake, but she did not die.
It was necessary for them to place a sword into her throat
before they could kill her.
The day is observed in a very queer fashion. At
about three o' clock in the morning the sleeper is awakened
to find a lovely maiden dressed in white standing by the
bedside. Her hair is hanging down her back. On i r head
is a wreath of green leaves in which have been placed
lighted candles. In her hands she holds a tray with coffee
and cakes which are to be eaten in bed. After this has
been finished all the guests get out of bed, dress r-nd go
down stairs and sit down tb a big feast. Following the
feast many of the guests go forth to shoot fish by the light
of a torch which has been made of chips of dry wood.
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Lesson 30 Shell Collecting
If you wish to collect shells by all means try to
secure the living specimens. Not only are shells beautiful,
curious, or strange in form and color, but they are among
the easiest of objects to collect and preserve. Shells are
never harmed by insects, by dampness, nor by decay. They
do not take up much space when storing. There is a definite
number of kinds of shells and it is easy to find all the
kinds that are near one's home.
No special outfit or equipment is needed to collect
shells. Some old clothes, a dip net, a spade, and a thin-
bladed Kitchen knife are all ~'~e hum ing tools needed. It
is as simple to prepare and preserve one shells rs it is to
collect them. Remember never to place any specimen in boil-
ing water as it affects the shell.
After you have prepared your specimens they should
be labeled. Many have several names so they should be labeled
with their Latin or scientific name. You should mention the
place where you found the shell, whether in mud, sand, or
among rocks, and in addition any interesting facts about its
habits which you noticed.
When arranging your collection be sure to make
arrangements so that it will be possible to view the shells
over an electric light. You will be surprised how many
beautiful colors will show through the light.
Lesson 31 Viking Boats
The Viking ships were only open boats. Their only
protection was a piece of canvas which could be unfolded and
stretched over them like a roof. The ships had a single row
of oars and one square sail. At the prow was the fierce
looking head of a dragon or sea monster sticking far out of
the water. On the sides protecting the oarsmen, were hung
the shields of the warriors. When they were out robbing >
people they changed their gaily striped sails for black ones.
Often when a Viking died they pulled his boat in on
shore, placed his body on it and piled a huge mound of dirt
on top of it. That is the reason that today we know how
these old Viking boats looked.
A few years agon a boat like these was built and a
sturdy captain and eleven brave men sailed it across the
Atlantic Ocean to America.
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Lesson 32
14
Football
As we examine old pictures of the Romans and Greeks,
we find that they too played a game of football, or at least
a game where they used their "cot. Our own American Indians
also played football. The game of football that we play to-
day started at the great English Public Schools, Eaton, Rugby,
and Harlow. The game was popular and soon spread to all
parts of the world.
There are two kinds of football. The game of Rugby
in which both the hands and feet are used is the one we see
played here in the United States. The other kind is soccer
ball and in this game one can use only his feet.
Football games can be played by amateurs and
professionals. As a professional gone it has not yet gained
the popularity of baseball.
To play football it is necessary to lay out a field
or gridiron as it is called, which is 360 feet long and 160
feet wide. The bell is oval and shaped like an egg. It is
a rubber sack covered with leather and filled with air.
The ball is a foot long and seven inches thick in the center.
Each team has eleven members, seven who make up the line and
four who are in the backfield.
There are three ways for a team to score.
1.
It can carry the ball over the other team's goal
line.
line,
posts
.
2. It can trap the other team behind its cun goal
3. It can kick the ball over the other team’s goal
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Lesson 33 Franklin D, Roosevelt
When Franklin Roosevelt was a small boy his father
took him to Washington D. C. to call on President and Mrs.
Grover Cleveland. Mrs. Cleveland was happy to see her small
guest, but found it necessary to excuse herself for a few
minutes. She left Franklin sitting on a huge chair in the
Red Room of the White House.
Now what small active boy is going to sit still very
long? He got off the chair end began to walk around the
halls and soon found himself in fromt of huge doors. He
put out his hand and slowly turned the handle. The door
swung open and lo-there was the largest room he had ever
seen. The floors looked so smooth he decided to try slid-
ing over them. Franklin ran and slid clear across the floor,
right into a picture. Yes, it was a picture of George Wash-
ington. Franklin stood there looking at the picture, wonder-
ing whether Washington was smiling or scowling at him. One
minute he was sure that it was a smile and then he was afraid
it was a frown. He felt something on his arm and turned to
see a footman who said, "’/here have you been? The President
is waiting to see you."
The footman quickly took the small boy to the
President’s study and left him with Mr. Cleveland, Poor
Franklin was scared that he would be punished for sliding
in the famous East Room. Mr. Cleveland smiled and said,
"Franklin I am going to make a strange wish for you. I
hope you will never be President of the United States."
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Lesson 3L
_
Dogs
There are manjr kinds of dogs. There is a breed of
dog for every kind of person. Big dogs, little dogs, long
haired dogs, short haired dogs, black dogs, white dogs, red
dogs, in fact one could goron indefinitely classifying dogs.
Dogs have lived with men for many years. Me know
this because we find the bones of dogs and men buried to-
gether. In the beginning of time dogs went with men so
that they might get a share of the meat from the bunt. In
later years the men began to train these dogs so that they
would help them hunt. The dogs were taught to carry burdens
and to watch the fires.
If you watch your dog you will see that he does many
things that seem odd and strange to us. These are acts that
his ancestors did when they were wild dogs. When your puppy
gets up and turns around three times before lying down in
his dog basket just remember that the wild dog had to do
this in order to tramp down the tall grass in the wild
jungle.
Certain kinds of wild dogs can be found in many
countries today. These wild dogs do not bark as do our pets.
Some scientists tell us that the domestic dog barks because
he is trying to imitate the voice of the human being.
There is disagreement as to whether or not dogs
were descended from wolves. It is generally believed that
the dog and the wolf have a common ancestor.
Lesson 35 Dolly Madison
When Dolly Madison was six years old her grandmother
gave her a piece of linen. It was ten inches wide and twelve
inches long. She also gave her a box of bright colored threads.
Dolly was now big enough to make a sampler. Her mother
drew a vine with flowers all along the edge. Dolly worked
this in cross stitch with the bright colored wools.
Inside the vine Dolly made letters. It looked like
the first page of a primer. Big A, little a, Big B, little
b, she hod made every one and knew them too.
Her brother opened his book and with a blade of grass
pointed at every letter. It was true, she knew every single
letter. She said, "When you sew a letter you know it."
'...
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Lesson 4 Louis XIII
Use the idea line to help you tell your partner what you have been reading.
WHAT WHAT
On Holy Thursday King was killed
Thirteen old men Louis was afraid
King was ill Didn't want to put away his toys
Louis refused Didn't want to become a man
Louis was not punished
Les son 5 Bands as a Hobby
Use the idea line to help you tell your partner what you have been reading.
WHAT BAND WHAT
glass bottles 1 . three years old
water 2. thirteen years old
different 3.
levels 4.
coat rack 5.
Lesson 9 Cri cket
Use the idea line to help you tell your partner what you have been reading.
Cricket is the national
game of England
Equipment needed for
Cricket
Rules for Cricket
T
J. \ 1. 1.
/'
(L
,, 2. 2.
3, a. 3.
a. (1) 4.
b. (2)
I
e
sson 10 Doing Things
Ude the idea line to help you tell your partner what you have been reading.
Common hobbies Action hobbies
i, Cheap hobbies 1. physical exercise
22 ping pong 2. mental exercise
y a baseball 3. reading books
4* • Expensive hobbies 4.
aviation
polo
yachting
big game hunting
5.
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Lesson 16 Robert Fulton
Use the idea line to help you tell your partner what you have been reading.
Boyhood Paint U "ush Matilda
1. 1. 1. 1.
2. 2. 2. F.ed cat 2.
3. a.
4. b.
5. c.
3.
4.
Les son 17 The Diri gible
Use the idea line to help you tell your partner what you have been reading.
Advertisement tin
Rescue people cloth :j- can be directed
Carry food and supplies light motors
easy to mend propellers
easily painted elevators
rudders
Lc s
s
en 21 Circus
Use the idea line to help you tell your partner what you have been reading.
First Circus Second Circus Other Circuses
1. 1. 1.
r
t 2. • 2.
j . 3. 3.
I
4. .
I as son 22 Arbor Day in the United States
Use the idea line to help ybu tell your partner what you have been reading.
o beginning of Arbor Day How the idea spread
To plant trees 1.
Trees cut for 2.
houses £. •
a firewood b.
b. c.
a.
b
c.
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Lesson 26 Tarsiers
Use the idea line to help you tell your partner what you have been reading.
IB 211
Viewing the
animals
The collector The cost of bringing
them
Tersiers
l. kind 1. who 1 . amount 1 0 looks
2, 2. 2. 2 J
3. where from 3. 3. why the high cost 3. size
4. 4. what 4. 4.
5. where seen 5. 5. what they do
6. 6.
7.
Lesson 27 Jashington Irving
Use the idea line to help you tell your partner what you have been reading.
street
d sland
top floor
sunny
bed
bed covers
age
Mother said
shirt :
collar :
tic :
trousers
coat :
oatmeal
to school
Lesson 2B Armenian Now Year *
0-3u the idea line to help you tell your partner what youhave been reading.
R -? sons for light-
iug fireplaces nhc basket
]
.
holds dishes of 1 .
raisins 2.
nuts 3.
candy 4.
boys and girls eat all they can
L: -son 32 Football
a the idea line to help you tell your partner what you have read.
VLo have played kinds of
football
who play now equipment scoring

Lesson 33 Franklin D. Roosevelt
Use this idea line to help you tell your partner what you have read;
in Washington
et the White House
the doors
the room
the picture
the frown
the wish
Le sson 34 Dogs
Use this idea line to help you tell your partner what you have read.
Kinds of dogs Habits of cogs
Relation of
dog and wolf
lived together
for years
hunting
carrying burdens
watch fires
do not bark
'••
APPENDIX A - 2
MATERIALS FOR OUTLINE ANALYSIS PRACTICE
WORKBOOK BETA
2 - ;a
Beta Group - Set One
WORK -• BOOK
To the Pupil Checking Answer s: Read the directions
carefully and have your partner do just what it asks him
to do. When he finishes reading a..k him the questions,
checking his answers for him. When no finishes them you
will then take your book of stories and he will" help you.
NAME
SCHOOL,
TEACHER
,'
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Lesson 1 Bowling
Have your partner read the first paragraph and then ask
him to choose the best heading from these that you will
read to him.
.
Bowling Is An Old Sport
How Bowling Is Done
Ten Pins
answer
:
How Bowling Is Done
Nov/ have your partner read the second paragraph and then
you read these headings. Ask him to choose the best.
The Blue Laws
A Tenth Pin Is Added
The Dutch Introduce Bov/ling
answer
The Dutch Introduce Bowling
Lesson 2 Teddy
Have your partner read his story and then have him tell
you which paragraph goes with j •:.-h of these headings.
Rescuing Teddy
Examining Teddy
answers
:
Rescuing Teddy goes with the paragraph
beginning, "Teddy, a small fox-
Examining Teddy goer w.th the paragraph
beginning, "The doctor who
Lesson 3 Yuletide in Russia
Ask your partner to read the story. When he finishes you
are to read these sentences to him and ask him to choose
the one that tells about the entire story.
The boys carry the holy water
.
Each person kisses the cross.
The house and household are blessed at Yuletide.
The priest goes from room to room.
answer
;
The house and household are blessed at Yuletide.
>«
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Lesson A Hans Andersen
Have your partner read his story and when he finishes tell
him to turn to page 16 in his book and use the idea line
there to help him tell you the story, he has just read.
The girl at school
pretty
liked arithmetic
wanted to be a dairymaid
in a castle
Han ! s story_
drew picture
of castle
nobleman
fairies stole him
lived with cobbler
What the girl thought of Hans
die iked him
did not tell truth
was foolish
Hans was sad
because she did not believe in fairies
Lesson $ Learning and Studying As A Hobby
Your partner is to read his story and when he finishes
have him turn to page 16 and use the idea line there to
help him tell you what he has been reading,
A hobby is interesting
languages
art
electricity
gardening
A hobby is a change
change from regular work
engineer studies the stain
doctor studies art
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Lesson 6 Rabbits
Your partner is to read the story first. You will then have
him match the paragraphs with the headings. Read these
headings to him.
Why We Like Rabbits
Defenseless Creatures
The Rabbits’ Feet
Rabbit Food
Rabtits and Hares are Different
Rabbits Live in Groups
Which heading iiXjS the first paragraph?
answer
;
Why We Like Rabbits
Which heading fits the second paragraph?
answer The Rabbits' Feet
Which heeding fits the third paragraph?
§nil_JLL Rabbit Food
Which heading fits the foui th paragraph?
answer
:
Rabbits and Hares are Different
Lesson 7 independence Day in Costa R jca
Have your partner read his story and then when he finishes
it read these paragraphs headings to him and have him tell
you which came first in the story, second, and then third
Judging the Parade
The Date of Independence Day in Costa Rica
Decorating the Carts
answer : The correct order airraid be
1. The date of Independence Day in Costa Rica
2. Decorating the Cart?
3. Judging the Parade

5
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Lesson 8 Clipper Ships
Have your partner read his story and then have him pick out
the important general ideas that you will read to him.
Pictures of beautiful ships
High masts and large sails
'
J
-'he clippers were slender, fast sailing vessels.
Many people and products were carried on the clippers.
Airplanes are called clippers.
Now say to ycur partner Which are the main ideas?"
answers
;
The clippers were fast, slender, sailing vessels.
Many people and products were carried on the clippers.
Lesson 9 Lacrosse
Have your partner read his stcry and when he finishes it have
him turn to page 16and use the idea line to help him tell
you a't Diit what he has read. Check the answers he has given.
Origian of the game
Indians
wore was paint
the :sands would play
Object of the game
small sponge rubber ball
four periods of play
Field
“
100-120
60-70
ball carried down the field in a "cross"^
Team
10 men
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Lesson 10 Collecting butterflie s
Have your partner read his story and when he finishes it
have him turn to page 16 and use the idea line to help him
tell you about what he has read. Check the answers he has
given you.
Popular hobby
collection sold for $ 50,000
National Museum
Washington,D „C
.
Care in hand Ling
to save colors
to prevent insects from destroying
keep butterflies in glas/; cases
moths may be kept in dark cabinets
Labeling
name cf species
date-
place found
Equipment^
field glasses
net
killing bottle
Lesson 11 Cats
Your partner is going to choose the best headlines for the
different paragraphs. Have him read the first paragraph and
then read these headlines to him and ask him to choose the
one that best fits the paragraph
The Cat Family
ihings for Which Cats Are Known
Beautiful Cats
answer
;
Things for which Cats Are Known
Now the second paragraph is to be read.
Choose the best headline.
The Cat’s Teeth
The Cat’s Eyes
The Cat Makes Use of His Teeth and Whiskers
answer : The Cat Makes Use of His teeth and Whiskers
Ask him to read the third paragraph and then read these
headings to him an^ have him choose the best one.
Persian Cats
Many Breeds of Cats.
Cats Came From the Far East
answer
:
Many Breeds of Cats
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Wesson 12 Amelia Earhart
7
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Ask your partner to read the story and then to reeall all he
can of it. Check the things he tells you.
The first woman
to cross the Atlantic Ocean
in an airplane
was Amelia Earhart.
She also made the solo flight
for a woman
over the Pacific.
In 1937
on almost the last lap
of a flight
around the world
she took off from New Guinea
for a central Pacific island
and was never seen again.
Lesson 13 Button Collecting
When fcrour partner finishes reading his story you are to read
to him these paragraphs headings and have him tell you which
came first, second, thir^
.
and fourth.
Materia], for common buttons
Ornamental buttons were once useful
Why buttons are on the right side of men’s coats
Expensive buttons
answers :
1. Ornamental buttons were once useful
2. Why buttons are on the right side of men’s coats_._
3. Materials for common buttons
4. Expensive button
,
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Lesson 14 Hallowec i
Ask your partner to read one paragraph at a time and then
read to him these major and minor ideas. Have him pick
out the main idea after reading each paragraph.
Read these after the paragraph.
Halloween is celebrated October 31st.
Halloween means holy evening.
Halloween is celebrated as a result of many
customs and beliefs.
answer
:
Halloween is celebrated as a result of many customs
and beliefs.
Have the second paragraph read and then read to your partner
these headings.
The decorations we use arc the result of the
Druid 1 s autumn festival
.
The Dnuids lived in England
.
The Druids celebrated the autumn harvest.
answer
The decorations we use arc the result of the
Druids’ autumn festival.
Have the third paragraph ream ann then read to your* partner
these headings.
The witches came to harm people.
Witches and ghosts decorations are the Be suit
of the Druids' tales.
The bonfires scare gho:; away.
answer
Witches and ghosts decorations are the result of
the Druids' tales.
Have the fourth paragraph read and then read to your
partner these headings.
Children bob for apples.
There are many parties at Halloween,
people tell ghost stories.
answer
:
There are many parties at Halloween.
f
9222Lesson 15 Qolf
When your partner finishes reading have hin pick out the
major or general ideas that he finds in this list which
you will r ead to him.
Golf has been played for many years.
The king of Scotland played in 1400.
Qolf is a very popular game.
Two and one half million people play golf.
There are more than 6000 golf courses.
Each player tries to beat himself.
People play at all ages
Some "orld champions start playing at thirty.
Bobby Jones was a champion at twelve
,
P
A nswers:
Golf has been played for many years.
Golf is a very popular game.
People play at all ages.
Lessor 16 John Paul Jones
Have your partner read this story and then when he finishes
have him turn to page 17 and use the idea line to help him
toll you thr story that he has ^ust rdad.
The dream
Sleeping on a rock
Excited when found
Captain
Great sea fight
Ship afire
Afraid it would sink
The officer's wish
John to be a captain
of a ship
The flag
not English
red and white
blue field
white stars
The officer's comment
no such flag
rest of dream may come true
but not the flag
..
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Lesson 17 Astra Dome Trial-:
Have your partner read his story and when he has finished
tell him to turn to pagel7 and use the idea line to help
him tell you what he has been reading
,
Maker of astra dome
General Motors
Maker of automobiles
will sell train for $1,500,000
Locomo ':ive
20J hp
100 mpb
stops without jerk
has solid joints
sway proof
Telephone
radio telephone
to hone
to sea
Cars
four levels
private dining room
small compartments
normal far6
playroom
Lesson 18 Henry Clay
Have your partner read the story and when he is through
read these titles for him and let him choose the one that
is the best >
Henry Likes Soap
Making Soft Soap
India and the Soap
answer
making Soft Soap
.
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Lesson 19 Croquet
Your partner is to rear! the entire story, but Before he
does you read to him the following headings and ask him to
think which heading goes with each paragraph. When he
finishes again read them to him.
Origin of the game
The croquet set
Equipment needed
building a croquet court
answer
:
Pargriaph 1. ^uil^ing a croquet court
Paragraph2 > Equipment needed
Paragraph3. ^uilding of the game
Lesson 20 The Racing Car
You are to have your partner read this story. When he
finishes you will read to him these sentences and have him
choose the one that is the main topic sentence
.
The racing car has a slight frame.
The racing cur has a powerful motor.
‘'he racing car was built only for use on the speedway,
wiany parts of the racing car have been left off.
The racing car is not easily tipped over,
answer
:
The racing car was built only for use on the speedway.
d-t .
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LessorJi The ^ion's Paw
xhe little story that your partner is reading is going to
be told to you. When finishes the story have him turn to
page 17 and use the idea line there to help him tell you
the story that he has just read.
In the cave
Roman slave
was hiding in the cave
lion entered
with thorn is his paw
slave
removed hie thorn
In x,Le cage
master wanted to amuse his guests
placed the slave in the cage
lion recognized the slave
and ] icked the slave * s i ace
the raster was surprised
and the slave was set free
Lescon 22 Twelfth Night in England
First have your partner read his story and then give the
idea line which he will find on pagel7 of his book. Ask
him to tell ^ou all he can remember of what he has rea^.
Why celebrated
C 'ming of the wiseman
Changing water into wine
Baptizing of Jesus
What happens on the street
buy some sweets
look in shop windows
pin coat tails together
Contests
gr innings whistling
yawning midnight
Chesshire cheese
bor the widest grin
;.
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Lesso 23 Collecting lyings
Have your partner read only one paragraph at a time and ask
him to pick from this list the one that fits each paragraph
.
Many interesting things are collected.
There are many collections of useless things.
The value of collections ranges from samll to great.
answer
;
1. There are many collections of useless things.
2. Ihe value of collections ranges from small to great.
3. Many interesting things are collected.
(Besurc and read this list after each paragraph)
Lesson 24 Doll Collections
Have your partner read his entire story and when he finishes
have him tell you all he can r. icnuer of it B
^Thousands of people
_in all parts of the world
_make a hobby
_of collecting dolls.
_Sorae collectors
_own a thousand or maore.
mhere are big dolls
M
the size of grown-ups
and th' sc ore tiny dolls
smaller than a sugar lump.
One doll is small enough
to hide in a thimble.
Poll collections
are taken about the country
and shown in libraries
schools
culbs and museums.
Many famous people
have had doll collections.
Lmptror Monte zuman
amused himself
with a collection.
Queen Victoria owned
dozens of dolls.
Her favorites
were small wooden dolls
with joints.
Anothtr famous collection
was owned b;- Eugene £ ield
,
the poet
who wrote
"Little Boy Blue".
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Lesson 2$ Curling
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Have yonr partner read his story. When he finishes reading
his story you are to read him the titles of the paragraphs ,
How the Stones Are Used
The Size of the Rink
^here the Game Is played.
What was the first paragraph about?
answe ; Where the Game is Played
What was the second paragraph about?
answer : The Size of the Rink
What was the third paragraph about?
answer : How the Stones Are Used
Lesson 26 Armadillo
Your partner is to read the story and when he finishes
have him turn to page 18 and use the idea line there to
help him tell you what he has been reading,
Relation
Cousin of ant-eater
Appearance
Hard bony covering °hort legs
C laws
Eating Habits
Roots Insects Worms Snakes
Defense
Tunnel Out at night
Use
Baskets
Food in ^outh "mcrica
.,
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Lesson 27 John Quincy Adams
Ask your partner to read his story and when he finishes
have him turn to page 18 and tell you all he can remember
about What he read.
Father's return
from Philadelphia
brought a present
it was a diary
John's Diary
Dec. 2, 1777
happy day
papa came home
Mr o Adams' diary
binding worn
few blank pages
Dec. 2, 1777
happy day
home with my family
Famous diaries
laid on mantel
read by thousadds
Two of the most famous ever written
Lesson 28 Mother's Day
Following your partner's reading of the story have him turn
to page 18 and use the idea line to help him tell you all that
he can remember about what he h" s read.
Mother's Day is
set apart
to honor mothers
xhe act
idea began in Sunday School
in Philadlephia
1914
Congress passed the act
ihe time
May 9, 1914
President Wilson said
flags should fly
second Sunday in May
Carnation
in windows
chosen because William McMnly wore one

Lesson 29
22916
New Year's Day in Scotland
Have your partner read his story and when he finishes ask
him to tell you which of these headings go with the first,
second, and third pargnnph,
The New Year
Scotland's Great National Holiday
Kitchen Visitors
Scotch Children's Observance of New Year's
Qpen House
The Family Party
answers
:
Par ‘..graph 1
Scotland's Great National Holiday
Paragraph 2
Scotch Children's Observance of New Year's
Paragraph 3
The Family Party
Lesson 30 Famous Collections
After your partner has read his^tory read to him these
headings and ask him which came first, second, third,
fourth, and fifth.
Collections at the Metropolitan Museum
Collections of Wealthy People
Museums in Large Cities
Greenfield Village
famous Collections in Washington, D.C.
answers:
1. Collections of Wealthy People
2. Famous Collections in Washington, D.C.
3. Collections at the Metropolitan Museum
4. Greenfiled Village
5. Museums in Large Cities
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Lesson 31 Subways
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Your partner is to read his story first. Now read the
following list of topics to him and ask him to pick out
the ones tiiat arc. the_ma,ipr ty^ics.
ft subway is a tunnel.
There are two kinds of subways.
New York uses one rail.
°hacago has only a freight subway.
Subways connect cellers.
Ashes are hauled in subways.
New York is to have new subways.
A subway car costs & 32,000.
answers
:
-'here are two kinds of subways.
Chicago has only a freight subway.
New York is to have new subway cars.
Lesson 32 Baseball
Have partner read his story and when he finishes have him
turn to pv.ge 18 and use the idea line there to help him
tell you what h o has been rerding.
In the beginning
1339
Coolerstown
Abner Doubleday
general in Union Army_
Museum in Cooperstown
How professionals start
vacant lots
high school
college
Salary of professionals
$>20,000
Babe Ruth earned $ 30,000 one year
Negro players
Jackie Robinson with Brooklyn
Larry Doby with Cleveland
is 23.
from Newark
American League
Ewell Blackwell
strikeout king
24 Years old
National league
6ft. 5in.
$ 10 .000
(
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Lesson 33 William Osier
13 231
Have your partner rear* his story and when he finishes have
him turn to page 19 and use the idea line there to help him
tell you what he has been recoin T
.
Birthplace
1349
wilds of Canada
father was a missionary
small village
200 people
15 miles from doctor
Pail of nr. Ik
tied to stake
calf tied co same stakv.
fell in pail
calf laughed
Jokes at school
geese
chairs
Beginning of ir* ceres t in science
injuries leg in bed
te? caer microscope
Lesson 34 Horses
Have your partner read his story and when he finishes have
him turn to page 19 and use the idea line there to help
tell you what he has been reading.
Horses work
warfare
hauling
planning
Uses for horse
meat
hide
shoe s
gloves
baseball
Kentucky horse_
gaits
gallop
run
rack
singlefoot_
pacing
trot
canter
hair
cloth
stuffing
brushes
fishlines
Arab horses
pure breed
saddle
15 hands high
slender legs_
small feet
handsome head,
full nostrils,
large eyes
strong back
colors
gray
white
chestnut
bay.
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Lesson 35 Marie Curie
Have your partner read his story and then ask him to tell
you all about what he can re-memb'r* Check his answers.
rjhen Marie Curie
was a small child
she played
with fairies
in her father's workshop*
She spent much time
in keeping her father's
tables
,
shelves
,
glass tubes
and other things
sparkling clean.
She knew that in these
glass things
the fairies lived.
She loved to hear
her father talk
about atoms
and the mysterious forces
_
that made the visible world
in which we live.
°hc knew the names of
the fairies,
rainbow light waves
that made all the colors
and irony more
that our eyes are not abl
to discover
—
sound waves
,
electricity
magnetism
gravitation
.
By the tine she was nine
she could help her father
prepare apparatus
for his teaching
in the university.
..
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Beta Group
Storie s
To the Pur>il
:
You and your partner are going to heir) one
another with your reading, hrch of you have a hook of stories
and a beok containing chock pages. Always wait and do just what
your partner tells you to do. Mien you finish ”ith your lesson
you help your partner with his. If you follow the directions it
will soon be easy to remember v,hnt you road.
Name
School
Teacher
' r
'*
*
Lesson
_1__ Bowling
Bov/ling is one of the oldest indoor snorts. It is
pieyed by rolling a ball down a highly polished wooden runway
toward ten wooden t>ins set up in the fern of a triangle.
The Dutch originally brought the game of nine pin 3
to hew -Amsterdam about 1900» It ''?s wowular . so a blue la.w
messed to prevent nLaying p.;ne uins. The weowle got around
it by adding a tenv.h pin.
There are several kinds of bowling in the United States.
Duckpins are played mainly along the eastern coast while candj.epins
are played around Boston,
Lesson 2 Teddy
Teddy, a small fox terrier, spent seventeen days
trapped in a ruined building. He was finally coaxed out by
the sound of his master's voice, -md a niece of fish*
The doctor who examined Teddy thought he must have
drunk rain water and eaten food lee’t in the ruins because he
was not very thin.
Lesson 3 Yul e t ide in Bn s
s
i a
A pretty custom at the yuletide season in Russia is
the blessing of the house and household. The wriest visits each
house in the neighborhood, accorroanied by boys carrying a. dish of
holy water. The wriest sprinkles each room with the "ater, and
each -person wresont then kisses the cross that he carries. He
pronounces the benediction as he proceeds from room to room.
The people do not gicct one another "ith "Merry Christmas 11
in Russia., One hears "Greetings for the Lord's birth", to which the
one addressed replies, "God be with you."
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.Le sson. 4 TTant! A'-yl orsp.n
When Hans Andersen was a school hoy, he liked a
pretty little girl in his class. All the little girl '-ranted
to do was to learn arithmetic so she could he a dairymaid in
' )
a. grand castle.
One day Hans drew a. Picture of a castle and told
her that this castle vas his hone, and that he was a grand
nobleman. The fairies had stolen hi i from the castle and
left him 'hen a baby with a poor cobbler.
The little girl did not like such foolish stc-'les,
and said that Hans was not telling the truth. She even s^id
that he v'ps foolish. It made ~kns very sad to think that the
little girl did not believe in fairies*
Le sson 5 .Learning and Study inr as a Hobby
If you ’'ant to be successful in carrying out a hobby
you must do some studying. Bub did you over stop to think that
Just learning itself nay also be a profitable and interesting
hobby V it might be the study of languages, art, electricity,
or gardening. Whatever it is the person ’-'ill alvrays find that
he has gotten a great deal from his hobby.
Many people study just to have a change from their
regular work. The engineer nay decide to study about the stars,
while the doctor may wish to study art. Some people have studied
in order to change into a new job.
Lesson 6 Babbits
V/e all love rabbits or hares. They ^re such gentle
creatures with their large soft eyes, big inquiring oars, and
wiggling noses. These mild, timid, defenseless creatures have
strong hindlegs and can run very fast without becoming tired.
Their hindlegs arc !> -^nger than their forelegs so they
can run faster uphill than downhill. Their front paws have five
toes and their hind paws have only four. Their senses of sight,
hearing, and scent are very keen.
They like to eat vegetables and many times steal the
grain and vegetables from the farmers. They can also live very
well on the inner bark of the trees.
Hares and rabbits look alike, but there are many dif-
ferences. The hare is a much larger animal than the rabbit. Rabbits
.always live in groups while the hare lives by himself.
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Lesson 7 Independ ence Day^ in. Costa. Rica
Here in the United States we celebrate our Independence
Day on July 4th* In Costa Rica they too celebrate an Independence
Day which takes place on September 15tho
We often celebrate with a patriotic parade, while their
parade is one of gaily painted ox carts... Every ox man tries to
make his cart as bright as possible*
Our friend, Don Pedro went to the paint shop and bought
four cans of paint* The colors were green, purple, yellow, and
red.
First he painted the cart all over a lovely green, and
then he decorated the two wheels, the sides, and the shaft as well
as the oxen's yoke with stars, stripes, and scallops-
When the ox carts came to the city they formed a huge
parade and passed before two sets of judges. The fust set judged
the pretty carts and the second set judged which yoke of oxen were
the finest.
Lesson 8 Clipper Ship s
•
You have seen pictures of beautiful sailing vessels
many times. These were the clipper ships which were slender, fast
sailing "•essels, built in America in the 1830 : s and i840's« The
clipper ships had high masts and many large sails. At the time of
the clipper ships many people were dealing in slaves from Africa,
while others were bringing tea and opium from China. The traders
found these fast ships to be fine for their needs.
During the gold rush of 1849 many passengers were carried
to California on them. Today the large airplanes carrying passen-
gers from America to China are called clippers.
Lesson 9 Lacrosse
Lacrosse is a game which the Canadians took from the
northern Indians and changed slightly. The Indians played it in
grand style. Warriors of two tribes in full war paint played. As
many as a thousand played at one time.
The object of modern lacrosse is to drive a small ball of
sponge rubber between the enemies' goal posts. The goal posts are
from 100 to 120 yards apart. The field is from 60 to 70 yards wide.
The ball is thrown or carried with a cross which is a curved pole
much like a hockey stick with a loose net fastened to it. Each team
of ten players tries to send the ball through the enemies' goal posts
as many times as possible in the four periods of play.
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Lesson 10 Collecting Butterflies
Butterflies and moths are among the favorite items of
collectors of insects. One private collection of these insects
was bought by the United Sta.tes government for $50,000 and placed
in the national museum in Washington, DC.
Such collections must be carefully handled in order to
preserve the original colors, and to prevent living insect pests
from destroying the specimens. minted butterflies can be kept
in. glass cases exposed to the light and will not fade. Moths must
be kept :.n dark cabinets, otherwise then coloi s fade quickly*
Bach butterfly specimen shouic be labeled with the name
of the species-, and the dats and place where it is found.
A few articles are needed to smart a butterfly collection
namely field glasses, a net, and a killing bottle*
Lessen 11 Cats
Cats belong to the same family as the lion.. tiger,
jaquar, and leopard. They are known for their beauty, strong
spines, power, looseness of skin, padded feet, and claws*
The cat uses his teeth for tearing and chopping his
meat. He has no teeth that he can use for grinding his meat.
Has long stiff whiskers help him at night to feel his way in the
dark. Cats cannot see in the dark as some people tell us, but
they can see in a very dim light.
There are many breeds of cats. Most of the cats were
brought to this country from the Bar East. Today one can find
in our country Siamese, Tabby, Persian, Manx, Angora, and the
Maine cat, commonly called a ”coon cat.”
Lessen 12 Amelia Sarhart
The first woman to cross the Atlantic Ocean in an airplane
was Amelia Earhart. She was also the first woman to make the flight
alone. She was the first woman to make a solo flight over the Pacific
too. In 1937 on almost the last lap of a flight arcund the world, she
t-ok off from New Guinea for a central Pacific island and was never
heard from again.
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lesson 13 Butter 13 ectin^:
Collecting "buttons is lots of fun because buttons date
from the earliest times. Many buttons which are merely ornaments
today were at one time useful for seme purpose, l'he buttons on a
man’s sleeve were used to fasten the e-uffs o;er the lace frills
which decorated the shirt sleeves. The buttons on the back of men's
long tailed cutaway coats were once used to hold up the coat tails
when the wearer rode horseback,
Buttons on men's clothes are always sewed on the right side.
This custom began so that a man could unbutton his coat easily with
his lent hand and withdiaw his sword •uickly with his right.
Buttons are made from mother of-pearl, vegetable ivory,
bone, dried blood, and me':alc Other mutton materials are wood. pape:r :
leather, plastic, shell, stone, and glass.
Expensive ornamental buttons are made from ivory, agate,
marble, jade, pearls, and amber. In colonial times, men's suits
often had buttons of pewter, silver, or gold
People have used many novel and clever methods of displaying
their collections of buttons. Some sew them on to paper plates,
others use large sheets of cardboard to fasten the buttons to, while
still others have giass cases with shelves c.vered with silks and
velvets to display the buttons.
Lessen 3.4 Halloween
Halloween is a festival celebrated October 31st. Its
name means holy evening because it comes the day before All Saints'
Bay. 'in modern times it is celebrated with pranks and parties, and
with customs that are a mixture of many beliefs.
The Bruids, an early people of Britain, celebrated their
autumn festival at this tine of the year- It was L'he time of feast-
ing on all kinds of food which had been grown during the summer.
The modern custom of decorating for Halloween parties with pumpkins,
autumn leaves, and cornstalks cones from the Bruid autumn festival..-
The Bruids also believed that on Halloween, ghosts, spirits,
fairies, witches, and elves came out to harm people. They built
large bonfires to scare such people away. The people gathered around
the fires and told of their meetings with such ghosts. \Je have kept
this up by using pictures of witches and ghosts to decorate at this
season of the yea.r.
Halloween is a time for parties for grownups and children.
There are certain games played, such as bobbing for apples, telling
fortunes, and ghost stories. Many children go to parties dressed
in funny costumes and wearing masks.
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Lessen 15 Golf
The Butch were the first to play the game of golf, but
the Scotch were the ones who developed it, and gave it to us.
In 1400 the king of Scotland said that the game could no longer
be played in Scotland because the people were neglecting their
archery practice. When it was learned that the king was playing
golf the rule was done away with and all the people began to play
again.
Golf was usually knovi a.s a rich man’s game, because it
was p? ayed by men who had little to do. Later it was played by
men in all walks cf life. Now it is the dicso popular game in
Amerir-ct played by both man ana women- It is said to have two and
a hall million players who are. playing on 2 . BOO private courses,
2 V 800 daily fee courses, and 700 publ;c owned courses.
The game of golf is a game of skill rather than strength.
Each player tries to make a better score than his opponent, but
does not try to prevent his opponent from soaring.
People beg ;.n playing au all ages, Bobby Jones was play-
ing at six years and was a champion wnen he was twelve. On tna
other hand some wc^ld champions have not taken up golf until they
were in their thirties.
Lessen 16 John Paul Jones
John Paul Jones was sleeping on a rock when the tide
wa.s out. When he did not come home on time a young officer was
sent out to look for him. When he found the boy, he discovered
that young John Paul was very much excited because he had had a
most unusual dream. He thought he wa.s the captain of a ship out
in the midst cf a great sea fight. The ship was afire, and they
were afraid it would sink.
The officer said tha.t he hoped seme day that the hoy
would have the opportunity of being a captain of a ship.
John said, "This strange ship in my dream did not fly
the English flag. At the masthead was the strangest flag I have
ever seen. It was red and white with a blue field filled with
stars in the corner. What country’s flag is that?"
The officer said, "No such flag; I know them all, there’s
none like that. The rest of your dream may come true, but not
that about the flag,"
Do you think the dream came true?
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We sson 17
_ Astra Dane . Train _. .. _
Some day you will see the new train which its makers call
the Astra Done* It was "built "by General Motors, makers of automo-
biles, at a cost of about $1,500,000,
The locomotive is a 2000horsepo'.ver diesel which will run
at a speed of LOO miles per hou The engineer is able to start
and stop the train without a jerk, because of the solid joints between
the cars, thus giving the passengers a ?way-proof ride.
There is radio telephone service, so that the passengers on the
train •,;ill bo able to call the., f friends at home or at sea.
The train is to be arrange*-, on four levels. The dining rooms
are to be on the different, levers will: private dining rooms fo: snail
parties. The coach cars are divided into small compartments where a
family can travel in sem:.< privacy at the normal coach fare. Tue
children will find a nice playroom,
Xm oso 'i 18 Henry
On. thing Henry Clay liked to do when he was a boy down in the
south was to help make the soap. Dor weeks the cook had been
saving greaso 0 She had also saved wood ashes from the fireplace.
She put the aches into a barrel end poured water over them. The
water trickled through the ashes. It dripped through a hole in the
bottom of the barrel into a wooden tub. This was ohe "lye." When
mother dropped a potato into it, the potato bobbed around near the
top, India, the cook built a fire in the yard. SHe hung a kettle
over It. She poured the grease and lye into the kettle. She stirred
it with a big stick. As India worked over it the grease disappeared..
A clear soft jelly began to form. This was the soft soap.
Lessen 19 Crooue t
Croouct is a game played indoors and *xit by men, women,
boys, and girls. The outdoor game is the most popular. It requires
a smooth, level area, measuring forty-five by ninety feet. Well
rolled sod or clay makes the best field, but any level lawn will do,
A croouet set consists of eig'.t balls, two stakes, mallets wir-L
which to strike the ball, and nine wire arches.
Croquet is thought to have originated from the old Drench game,
pall mall
,
which gave its name to the famous street Pall Mall.
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Lesson. 2Q The Saclag. .Car— _
A slight frame built around a powerful engine and a light,
but strong chassis,— that’s the racing car. It is built only for
use on the speedway. In designing the car all parts are considered
for speed, weight, and balance. It is built e,s light as possible and
is streamlined in every way. The engine of the racing car is more
fully developed that that of the ordinary passenger car. The many
parts of the engine are studied to see if more speed can be obtained.
The body of the car is made of aluminum or steel, and all
extra parts such as fenders, running boards, etc., are left off. In
spite of its lightness the racing car is not easily tipped over be-
cause it is perfectly balanced and built very low.
Lesson 21 The Lion’s Paw
Long ago there was a Ro ..an slave who was hiding in a cave.
A lion came in and showed his pa^ to the slave. The slave could see
a : horn 'n the paw. The slave removed the thorn and the lion left.
Sometime later the slave* s master wishing to amuse his
guests had the slave thrown into a lion’s cage. The lion recognized
his friend, the slave. He ran to the slave and began to lick his
face.
This action of the lion so amazed the master that he had
the slave set free.
Lesson 32 Twelfth Right in England
January 6th In England Is Twelfth Night. Three things
are celebrated at that time. The coming of the three wiseman to
Bethlehem, the changing of the water into wine at the marriage feast,
and the baptising of Jesus in the Jordan by John the Baptist.
There are many sweets to buy and while the people are
looking in the shop windows, the children on the streets pin the coat
and tails and capes of different people together.
At the parties they have many contests. Grinning matches,
whistling matches, and a yawning match are the most liked. The
yawning match takes place at midnight and the prize, a Cheshire Cheese
goes to the man who can yawn the widest yawn.
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I*0S2-Qn.-23 Collecting things
Many of the collections r)eoT>le have are useless. They are
collected solely for pleasure. Some people dollect match "books, "bottle
caps, street car transfers, cigar "bands, or buttons.
Other collections range in value from a few dollars invested
in a small stamp collection to a million dollar art collection. Some
of -,hese are so valuable that they are housed m large museums where
thousands of people may see them. Of all types of collections
,
the
mosu popular is stamp collecting. Many persons also collect coins-
Such collection'- bring duplicates and them the collectors can trade.
Tracing has of + en brought pbcasan ; friendships
,
Other i/nings that are co7.cct.-tJ are insects and butterflies,
autographs
,
rare books, minerals, lolls, shells, and maps. Many women
like to cc .lect antique furn: ture
,
glass, pewter, and brass.
242
he sson 24 Doll Collections
Thousands of people in all parts of the world collect dulls
as a hobby. Suae collectors own a thousand or more. There are big
dc . 1 s the size of grown-ups and there are tiny ones smaller than a sugar
lump. One doll is small enough to hide in a thimble.
Doll collections are often taken about the country and shown
in libraries, schools, clubs, end museums.
Many famous people have had doll collections, Emperor Monte-
zuma amused himself with such a collection. Q,ueen Victoria owned dozens
and dozens of dolls. Her favorites were small jointed wooden dolls.
Another famous collection was owned by Eugene Field, the poet, who wrote
,rLittle Bey Blue. 1’
Le cson 2f; Curling
For hundreds of years Scotsmen have played a game in which
they slide granite stones along a. level sheet of ice. This is curling,
Scotland’s national winter sport. It has spread to many lands including
Canada, United States, and Switzerland. Teams play on a na.rrow rink 4"".'
yards long. Four men make up a team. Each man has two stones and play*
each alternately with his opponent.
A stone weighs between c2 and 44 pounds. It is round, about
twelve inches across the middle arid flattened at the top and bottom.
A handle ai the top helps the player to give the stone a twisting motion
as it leaves his hands. Two teammates with brooms move ahead of the
stone to sweep the ice so that the stone will slide along. The captain
is called a skip and directs the play of the team.

11.
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uS**aon ,2&- .... Armadillo
__
One of the strangest animals that we find is the
armadillo. It is a cousin of another strange animal, the ant-
eater.
The armadillo is covered with a hard, honey case. This
case is sometimes made into a basket. The eating habits of the
armadillo are odd, because he ea.ts r.ots, insects, worms, and
snakes. His legs are very short, buu nevertheless he can run
very fast.
If you wish to see one it is necessary to be out after
dark as they move around mostly at night. When they wish to
escape from an enemy, they dig a turn el down in the ground and
hide. They can hold on to the xr place in the ground with their
e 1aw s
.
The armadillo can be found in Texas and in many parts of
South America. Many of the na.tives of South America use the
meat of the armadillo for food,
lesson 27 John Qul ~ ‘.dams
Mr, Mams returned from Philadelphia, vdth a present for
his son John. It was a diary. John didn't understand what he
was to do wiuh it until his father told him that he kept one
too. John wrote in his December 2, 1777— "Today is one of the
happiest days we have had in a long time. Papa came home to us."
Mr,. Adams vent over to his trunk and took out his diary. It
wasn't new like John's. The binding was worn and there were very
few blank pages left. He began to write and in a few minutes
he handed his book to John. December 2, 1777— "Today is one
of the hanpiest days I have hai in a long time. I have come
home to my family." Mr. Adams and John looked at each other
and smiled. Then they walked over to the fireplace and put their
diaries down on the mantel. Neither of them knew that some day
these diaries would be read by thousands of people and that they
would be two of the most famous diaries over written.
Lesson 28 Mother's Day
Each year one day is set apart to honor our mothers.
But since mothers are such wonderful people we should honor
them everyda.y.
The idea of a day to be set apart to honor mothers
started in a Sunday School in Philadelphia. In 1914 the Con-
gress of the United States passed an act saying that the Presi-
dent should set apart a special day on which to honor mothers.
May 9, 1914 President Woodrow Wilson said that all flags
should fly on public buildings hhe second Sunday in May in
honor of mothers everywhere.
On Mother's Day you see many shore windows filled \idth
many things to buy as gifts for mother. In these same windows
there acre many carnations, because they are the flower, chosen
to represent Mother's Day.
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Lesson
_
29 JSe.w Y_e_ar * s Nav in Scotland
Scotland’s great national holiday is not Christmas as
you might think, "but rather it is New Year's Nay. The holi-
day lasts two days, the last da.y of ino old yea.r and the first
day of the new year, All the shops factories, a.nd mills are
closed and the members of the families all come home for the
two days.
The children call at their neighbors* homes and receive
gifts which are usually atonies, orangos, or a sweetmeat. In
certain parrs of Scotland the -.ic.ion dress up m funny clo-
thes, carry turning in which they have cut the eyes, nose and
mouth They "nut a lighted candle in; xde the turnip and parade
from house to house. If they are invited into the house they
will give a funny play in the kitchen. They then take up a
collection and march on to another hoase
.
The gi own-uns have fun too. Cn New Year's evening they
have a family narty when all the children, grandchildren, mo-
thers, fathers, and grandnrrents gather together to see the
old year out. On New Year's Nay they go calling on their
friends. / t is good luck to take with them a gift. In Scot-
land a gift a.3 usually wine or shortbread.
lesson 30 Famous C qllections
The hobbies of many wealthy reople have often resulted
in collections of great value to all of us.
In Na.shington N.C. there are three wonderful collec-
tions made by wealthy men that the public have the opportu-
nity to enjoy. Mr. Folger' s collection of Shakespeare has a
special building. The Mellon Art Gallery was presented to
the people of the United States by Andrew Mellon, a former
Secretary cf the Treasury, while another the Freer Art Gal-
lery was given by Mr. Freer of Netroit.
The famous Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York houses
two famouc collections made by rich men; Benjamin Altman, a
merchant of New York, gave his art collection and in 1923 the
private library of J. Pierpont Morgan was placed there.
For those of you who are interested in the life of our
forefathers, the collection of buildings and articles that
were in daily use in early American days would be interesting.
You can see this collection in Nearborn, Michigan where Henry
Ford has brought them together in one place and called it
Greenfield Village.
Nearly every large city has some kind of a museum in
which you can spend a great deal of time studying the collec-
tions that have been assembled there.
4
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Lesson 31 _ Subways. _ . - — ....
A subway is a tunnel below some of the streets of
a city. Cars that run there may be either trolley cars
brought in on tracks that connect wi .h those on the surface^
or third rail cars. Both kinds are used in Boston. In New
York only the third rail plan is usec>.
There is also a subway in Chicago, but there the
cars are for freight only. Coal ashes end the dirt from the
foundations of new buildings are all hauled away underground.
So is the freight of all kind'; since the cellers cf stores
and warehouse s in the business districts are connected with
the subway, which runs to the railway stations and piers.
In New fork they recently ordered 640 new subway
cars. The new cars will carry forty s tanding passengers
instead of the twenty-eight which the cars m use at the pre-
sent time do. The cars will cost $32,000 each.
Lesson 32 Baseball
Ba.seball as it is played today began in 1839 on a
field in Cooperstown, New York. The rules were made by Abner
Doubleday who later became a general in the Union Army. The
National Baseball Museum i 3 located at Cooperstown in his honor.
Baseball is the most highly organized professional
sport in America. The professionals get their start by play-
ing on vacant lots as children, and with high school and college
teams.
The professional makes jaseball his life work and in
the ma,;,or leagues earns an excellent salary. Many earn as much
r s $20,000 a year. One year Babe Ruth made $80,000.
For many years the major leagues did not employ negro
talent, but since negro Jackie Robinson has overcome racial pre-
judice and joined the Brooklyn Dodgers, scouts are looking for
negro talent. Recently the Cleveland Indians signed Larry Doby,
a 22 year old infielder who has been playing with the negro team
at Newark, New Jersey. When they ask Larry if he wanted to fly
to Cleveland he said he was too excited and he wanted to go by
train.
In his first three times at bat, for Cleveland, Left-
handed Larry Doby, the first negro in the American League,
struck out twice and hit one single.
In 194? the strike out king of the National League
was 24 year old Ewell Blackwell, who is 6 feet 5 inches tall.
Many think he is as good as Bob Feller, but there is a differ-
ence. Feller makes $75,000 a ye^r and Blackwell makes about
$10 , 000 .
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Less.cn 33
_
_WilTLie.ni Osier
Sir William Osier was the most "beloved, doctor of modern
times. He was born in 1849 in the wilds of Canada where his fa-
ther was a missionary. He lived in a small village of only two
hundred people. It was twelve miles r rom the post office and
fifteen miles from the nearest doctor.
When Willie was a lisile icy his mother tied him to a
intake in the yard. What makes this a fanny story is the fact
that she tied the calf to the same stake. One day little Willie
fell into a. pail of milk which had been placed there for the
calf. The little ce.lf stood anu laughed at Willie in the pail of
milk. At least Willie thought it did.
As Willie grew older he was full of tricks. One day
the teacher came to school and found a new family living on the
first floor. It was a flock of geese which had been placed there
by Willie. Another time he carried all the seats from the first
floor to the second floor of the school houne. The teacher was
very angry wr th him, but in time he was forgiven.
While playing ball one day, his leg was injured. It
was necessary for him to stay in bed for sons time. His favorite
teacher brought him a microscope and showed him hew to use it.
This was the beginning of his great interest in science.
Lesson 34 Horse s
The horse ha.s played an important part in world his-
tory. In the early times he was used only for war, but now he
contributes his part by hauling and plowing for his master.
In many parts of Surope horsemeat is eaten. Horse-
hide is used for making shoes and gloves and for covering base-
balls. Horsehair is made into cloth and stuffing for uphols-
tered furniture, and in addition, is used for brushes and fish-
lines.
The Arab horse is the oldest and purest breed of
saddle horse. It is small, rarely over fifteen hands high. It
has slender legs and small feet. The head is handsome with full
nostrils and large intelligent eyes. The back is short and
strong. The Arab horse may be one of several colors such a.s
gray, white, chestnut, or bay.
The Kentucky thoroughbred with his five gaits owes
much to his Arab ancestor. The gaits are the gallop or run,
the rack or single foot, in which case two feet Are rarely on
the ground at the same time
,
the trot in which the legs diagon-
ally opposite move together and the canter in which the front
legs and the hind legs are alternately on the ground. When the
legs on the same side are lifted at the same time it is called
pacing.
'
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lesson. 35
.
Msxie r _
a
_
When Marie Curie was a small child she played with
fairies in her father's workroom, rather than playing with
dolls. She spent much time in keeping her father's tables,
shelves, glass tubes, and other things sparkling clean. She
knew that in these different glass things the fairies lived.
She loved to hear her father talk abou; atoms, and the mys-
terious forces that make the visible world in which we live.
She knew the names of the fairies—rainbow light waves— that
make all the colors we see—and many more that our eyes are
not able to c.xscover—sound wanes, electricity, magnetism,
and gravitation. By the time she was nine she could help her
rather nrepa.re apparatus to be ased in his teaching at the
university.
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Tiffs son 4 Hans Andersen
Use this idea line to help you tell the story you have teen reading.
What? What? What?
in room picture foolish stories
wanted to do nobleman not the truth
taty foolish
Hans is sad
Lesson 5 Learning and Studying as a Hetty
Use this idea line to help you tell the story you have teen reading.
What? A hotty is a change
1 language
rO j
1. •
2.
Z. eleccricity
4.
3.
less on Lacrosse
Use the idea line to help you tell the story you have teen reading.
Origin : Object of the game
•
•
Field Team
who : what
whe re i
how :
size how many
Le sson 10 Collecting Butterflies
Use the idea line to help you tell what you have teen reading.
•
•
•
•
Care in hand!
i
g* Equipment needed
value of collections : 1 . :name of species : 1.
where they might te : 2. :date found : 2.
seen : 3. : place found : 3.
••
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Le asoru-lfi. John Pan! Jone s
Use this idea line to help you tell the story you have been reading.
The dream The officer's wish j The flag The officer 1 s
comments
1, 1, : i 1. 1.
o
C • 2. : 2. 2.
z. 3. r 3. 3.
4.
'
-
: 4.
5. ••
6. • i• •
Lesson 17 Astra Dome Train
Use lhi.? idea line to help you tell the stony you have been reading.
ho ; What
*
Whe re :Whrt
ane ;po wer call friends s levels
rho m^kes it i speed : eating
ost : comfort : coaches
• :play
249
Lesson 21 The Lion* s Paw
Use this idea line to help you tell the story you have been reading.
in the cave In the cage
1 .
2-. 2.
3.
4. 4.
5. 5.
>sson 22 Twelfth Night in England
use this idea line to help you tell the story ynu have been reading.
'tfiiy celebrated Contests
sweets to buy
look in shop windows
pin the coat tails
1
.
2
.
3.
a.
b. prize
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iesson 2£l Armadillo
Use this idea line to help you tell the story you have been reading.
Relation : Appearance : Eating Habits : Defense : Its Use
cousin back
j egs
Le sson 27 John Quincy Ad aaa
Use this idea line to help you to tell the story you have been reading.
from Philadelphia ? Dec. 2, 1777 : old worn binding
present happy day : few blank pages
7, papa : Dec. 2, 1777
r
> : hone with
on mantel
read by mar
7
two of the most
famous
ever written
l e sson 28 Mother’s Day in
_
jod States
Use this idea line to help you tell the story you have been reading.
Whaf is it : •
• •
The time ••
•
: starred in a Sunday : in windows
? School : on people
; Philadelphia •
: 1314
: Congress passed an
: act
Lesson 32 Baseball
Use the idea line to help you tell the story you have just read.
iv ginning profe ssionals Salary: negroes Larry Doby: Ewell Blackwell
•
•
time where amount: who age : age
place : with pe rformance : height
by whom : what
: team
where from :what did he do?
•
•
•. i . ? .
.
4
:
* i
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Lesson 33 William Osier
Use this idea line to help you tell the story you have teen reading.
•
•
9
•
<? ate : yard geeeo
where : chairs in bed
t i ze : teacher
distance : calf laughed
LessonJ'_i Hors ' is
Use this idea line to help you tell the story you have been reading,
work of horses what? Arab horses What?
raeat size gaits
hide looks 1.
1. colors 2.
2. 3.
3. 4.
hair 5.
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
_r r
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APPENDIX B - 1
MATERIALS FOR GRADED QUESTION PRACTICE
WORKBOOK ALPHA

1 .
253
Alpha Group set Two
a v- d V<~
—
To the Pupil: You and your partner arc going to help
one another with your reeding- Each of you have a book
of stories and a book containing check pages. Always
wait and do just what your partner tells you to do.
When you finish with your lesson, you help your partner
with his. If you follow the directions it will soon be
easy to remember what you read.
Name
School_
Teacher
• i
,C c .
' ir >! I.
.
Lesson 1 Ice Hockey
Ask your partner these questions and then have him
read the story.
1. How is ice hockey played?
2 . Inhere is it played?
3. Y,hy do people like it?
when he finishes reeding the story you are to
read the following questions to him and then
check the answers that he gives you.
The number of men on a team is (5, 6, 7)
answer : 6
Ice hockey "is played in (Africa, Canada, Mexico)
answer : Canada
It was first played at harvard, Yale, McGill)
answer: McGill
Lesson 2 Beetles
He ve your partner read his story about Beetles
and then read these sentences to him. Check
his answers.
The Japanese beetle likes to eat (meat,
zinnias
,
wheat)
.
answer : zinnias
There were ( 4 , 5, 6) girls hired at the airport.
answer : 5
The girls Vvere to pick (flowers, berries,
beetles )
.
answer : beetles
The beetle dies when the temperature is
(10, 15, 20) degrees below zero.
answer : 15
The beetle cannot live in (Virginia, New York,
Northern States).
answer: Northern States
Lesson 3 April Fool's Day
Have your partner read his story and then as
you read these sentences ask him to tell you
whether they are true or false,
The warning cry is "Look behind you." Yes
You hear it on New Year's Day. No
The Feast of the Hull is held in India. Yes'
It is held on December 25. No
The people art sent on foolish errands. Yes
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Lesson 4 Louis XIII
Have your partner read his story and then as you
read these questions to him check his answers.
Who was Louis XIII?
answer: prince
What was the' king going to do before he was ill?
answer : wash the beggar s feet
Who did wash the beggar's feet?
answe r: priest
Why didn’t the prince want to be a king?
answer : he was afraid
What didn't the prince want to give up?
answer : toys
What didn't he want to become?
answer : a man
Lesson 5 Bands as a Hobby
Ask your partner these questions and then have
him read the story.
1. Why is this an odd band?
2. Ho v/ were the chimes made?
3. Could you play in such a band?
When he finishes his story ask him th^se
ques t
i
ons and chock hi s answers.
Why was this an unusual band?
answer : because of the chimes
What were the chimes?
answer
: glass bottles
Prom what did the chimes hang?
answer : coat rack
Of what instruments was the band composed?
answers : xylophone harmonicas
piano chimes accordians
Lesson 6 Bears
Ask your partner these questions before you have
him read his story.
1. Vvhat can you tell me about the boar's nose
2. About his teeth?
3. What does the bear eat?
4. Does he kill large animals?
Now have him read his story silently and ask him
these questions.
It is hard for bears to smell. No
They use their noses to detect enemies. Yes
Boars eat only flesh and meat. No
They have both cutting and cheek teeth, Yes
The cheek teeth grind the food. Yes
Bears sometimes kill livestock. Y^s
They frequently harm human beings. No
Bears like honey. Yes

Lesson 7 S t_. _G_e org_e_’s Day in Roumania
You are to read these questions to your partner
before he reads his story.
1. How do the houses and barns look?
2. What kind of fun do they have during
the day?
3. V.hy do they carry pails?
4. How do they end the day?
Y.hen he has read his story ask him these
questions and have him t~ll you if they are
yes o r no.
St. George’s Day marks the beginning
of spring. Yes
It occurs on May 1st. uo
The doors and windows are covered with
ivy and honeysuckle. Yes
This is to keep away the evil spirits. Yes
In the evening the girls put on their
good clothes. Jo
The boys and girls have a water fight. Yes
They nave a dance in the afternoon. No
Lesson 8 He 1 i copter
Have your partner read his story first and then
read these questions to him. Be sure to check
his answers.
What can the helicopter do?
answers : fly straight up forward
straight down backwards
sidewards hang motionless_
What does the helicopter look like?
answers : wingless airplane windmill
What is the propeller called?
answer : rotor
_
What is the name of the helicopter’s cousin?
answer : autogiro
Which machine has a propeller on its
answer: autogirc
nose?
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Lesson 9 ''ricket
Reed these questions to your partner before he
reads his story.
1. What is the national game of England?
2. What is the object of the game?
3. How is the game played?
Now have the s tory read and when he finishes
read to him these questions.
Where is the game played?
answers ; England United States
With what is tho field covered?
answer: gross
How far apart are the wickets?
answer : 22 yeards
How many stumps make a wicket?
answer : 3
How high are the s tumps?
answer : 27 28
How must the game be played?
answers : courtesy ceremony
What does the expression"] ^It wouldn't then be
cricket" mean?
answers: unfair unethical
Lesson 10 Doing Things
Have your partner read his story and then have
him answer these questions for you.
Name the hobbies that were mentioned in the
first paragraph.
answers : games sports dancing
gardening photography
radio rope tricks magic
What are some of tho hobbies that require a
great deal of money?
answers
: polo aviation yachting__
big game hunting
What hobbies require action?
answers : tennis baseball
football basketball
What do some people buy in order to get both
physical and mental exercise?
answer: a dog
‘'
...
••
>
.
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Dogs In the AirLe sson 11
Ask your partner to read the dog story and find
the answers to these questions.
1. What can you tell me about the dog’s
trip?
2. Who shipped the dogs to their masters?
3. Why were the dogs examined?
Have him read the story silently. Now read
these questions to him and have him choose the
correct answer.
The dogs arrived at (Logan, LaGuardia, New York
Field)
.
answer : LaGuardia
They came from (Frankfort, Berlin, Hamburg).
answer : Frankfort
There were (24, 48, 54) dogs in the lot.
answer: 54
The Railway Express Company (bought, shipped,
sold) them.
answer ; shipped
They were inspected to see whether they had
(hoof and mouth, fleas, lice) disease.
answer : hoof and mouth disease
There were five (boxers, terriers, mongrels).
answer : mongrels
Lesson 12 The Automobile
Ask your partner to read the story and then to
recall all he can of it. Check the things that
he is able to r emember and tell you.
The automobile has changed itself
many times
in the past
one hundred years.
_It has had legs
and lost its legs.
It once had a boiler
and lost it.
Once pipes stuck up from its roof;
now there are no pipes.
In the beginning
the automobile looked like a locomotive.
Then it looked like a buggy.
Now it doesn't look like anything else.
It looks like what it is--
an automobile.
"
Les son 13 Stamp Collecting
Have your partner rtad his story and then
ask him to tell you whether these questions
are answered yes or no,
There are many ways of getting stamps. Yes
Stamps are a very useless hobby. No
Stamps are a very popular hobby. Yes
Stamps tell many historical stories. Yes
Most people collect revenue stamps. No
The most valuable stamp collection
ever sold was owned by an Austrian. Yes
Lesson 14 Ash Wednesday in Iceland
Before your partner begins to read his story
ask him these questions.
1. Yvhe re do they get the ashes?
2. what have the children been doing before
the day?
3. With what are the bags filled?
4. Do the grown-ups play too?
Have him read the story and when he has finished
ask him these questions.
Where do they get the ashes?
answer: palm
What have the children been making?
answer s bags
What color are they?
answer: all colors
Prom what kind of materials are they made?
answers: silk wool cotton
What do they put on the ends of the strings?
answers : bent pins
Mth what are the bags filled?
answers: stones ashes
How many do they sometimes hang on grown-ups?
answer: 30
.. ,
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Lesson 15 Be ske tball
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Have your partner read the story and when he
finishes reading ask him these questions,
Tell me all you can remember of the first
basketball game.
answers ; 1891 James Nai smith
Y.M.C.A. College indoor
winter months peach basket
soccer . 11 given time
Tell me all you remember about the games
as played today-,
answers ; 90,000,000 Chicago
Madison Square 19,000
What does one have to havo in order to play?
answers : speed of foe t
good vision
Muscular coordination
How do you account for the popularity of
the game?
answers : swiftness of actions
movement continuous
Lesson 16 Robert Pulton
Read these questions to your partner before he
reads the story.
1. Who was Robert Pulton?
2. Why did he feednatilda?
3. How did she look?
Now have the story read and when he finishes
ask him these questions.
Who was Robert Fulton?
answer : inventor
What five colors of paint did he have?
answers : red blue ink yellow_
brown
Prom what did he get the blue paint?
answer : bark of the blue ash
Who was Matilda?
answer : cat
Why v/as she important?
answer : for the brush
How did Matilda look after he made the brush?
answer : plump patchy

Lesson 17 The Dirigible
Your partner is to read his story and then
you can give him som^ questions to answer.
As soon as he finishes oegin the questions r
For what purposes are dirigibles used?
answers : rescue pecole_ advertising
What do they use for covering the blimp?
answers ; cotton tin_
How does the dirigible get its name?
answer : it can be directed
What are the things that direct it?
answers : engines propellers
rudders elevators
Lesson 18 Julia Ward Howe
Your partner is to read his story and when
he finishes ask him these questions,
The story takes place when Julia was (4, 6, 8,).
answer : 6
Julia was taken to the (theater, circus, opera).
answer : opera
The night was (cold, warm, rainy),
answer : cold
The people arrived in (cars, carriages, buses).
answer : carriages
The ladies wore (silks, velvets, furs),
answers: velvets furs
The men wore(straw hats, caps, silk hats),
answer: silk hats
Julia was excited by the (jewels, noise,
music )
.
answer
:
jewels
She taught her brother the (songs, dances,
tricks )
.
answer : songs
Julia (despised, enjoyed, disliked) the opera.
answer : enjoyed
'. 1
•
Lesson 19 Lawn Tennis
Read these questions to your oartnur and hove
him read to find the answers.
1. Where was tonnis first played?
2. when was it introduced into the United
Sta te s?
3. How is the court made?
..hen he finishes reading the story give him
these true and false statements. Mark those
that he does correctly.
Lawn tennis is a very old game. No
Tennis is played in a covered court. No
Lawn tennis was first pi; '^d in
England in 1873. if s
The court can be made of grass,. Yes
The court is marked off into squares. No
The net is five feet high. No
The ball is 3 inches in diameter. No
Thu ball weighs a little over two
ounces. Yes
Lesson 20 Gliding and S oa ring
Ask your partner these questions beforu he
reads his story.
1. What is the difference between a gliding
and soaring machine?
2. Which machine s taya in the air the
longest?
3. Who sailed 180 miles in a contest?
Now have him read the story and then ask these
questions.
Which of the machines makes use of air currents?
answer ; soaring plane
Which pTane cannot rise above the soaring point?
answer: glider
Which plane weighs less?
• answer: glider
Which plane stays in the air the longest?
answer : soaring plane
How far did the Frenchman sail?
answer: 180 miles
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Lcsson21 The Circus
11 263
Before, you ask your partner to read the story ask
him these questions.
1. Who brought the first circus to A uerica?
2. When?
> 3. Who attended a circus in 1792?
4. By 1840 how many circuses were there
in America?
Now have your partner read his story. When
he finishes ask him these que s tions
„
When did the first circus come to America?
an swer : 17 85
Who brought it?
answer: Thomas Pooiw
From whore?
answer : Png 1and
Where did it play?
answer : Philadelphia
Who else brought a circus to America?
answer: John Bill Riche
t
Who attended one performance?
answer : George Washington
How many were touring by 1840?
answer: 30
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Lesson 22
12 264
Arbor Day in the Uni t e d States
Your partner is to read his story and you will
ask him some ques tions.
Why do we have Arbor Day?
answer : to plant trees
Who observe it?
answer : school children
Where was the first Arbor Day held?
answer : Nebraska
When was it held?
.. answer : April 10, 1872
Whose idea. was it?
answers t Sterling Norton
newspaper publisher
of Nebraska City
Give three reasons for cutting the trees.
answers : houses
firewood_
clearing for farms
Where did l* ho man from Connecticut go to tell
about planting trees?
answers: United States
Europe
asia
,'
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Lesson 25 Making Things
15
265
Before your partner reads his story you ar. to read
these questions to him.
1. How many things can you name that
people make as s hobby?
2. Do you know anyone who makes things
as a hobby?
3. How can the theater be made a hobby?
Now toll your partner to read his story and when
he finishes read these sentences to him and have
him give you the best answer.
Many useful things can be made from
wood
barns
grass
answer ; wood
Some peop]e like to bind
books
hay
ti res
answer : bocks
Some like to play a musical
story
note
instrument
answe r j instrument
Many people enjoy putting on
airs
plays
clothe s
answer: plays
•
-
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Lesson 24 Hobbies
14. 266
You are to have your partner read his story and
when he finishes reading it ask him to tell you
all that he can remember of it.
"No man is really happy
’or safe
without a hobby
’and it makes precious little difference
what the outside interest may be
botany
,
’beetles
,
'or butterflies
’tulips
’or roses:
’fishing
mountaineer: ng
'or antiques--
’anything will do
’so long as l.e straddles a hobby
’and rides it hard."
With these words
’Sir William Csler
’the famous doctor
'once expressed his faith
’in hobbies.
A hobby can be almost anything
’a person likes to do
in his spare time.
'People take up hobbies
because they bring happiness,
’friendship,
knowledge
’and a change of work.
There are four types of hobbies;
Doing things
Collecting things
’Making things
’Studying or learning about things.
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Lesson 25
__
Hi Oil
ppforo your partner reads his story ask him these
questions.
1. Who play badminton?
2. How did the game get to England?
3. What does the racket look like?
Now have him read the story and when he finishes
you are ready to read these questions to him.
He is to answer yes or no.
Badminton is played only by children. No-
Bo th Americans and Englisumen play. Yes
Badminton is the same as shuttlecock. Yes
The game got its name from Badminton. Yes
The court is easy to build. Yes
The racket is larger than the tennis racket. No
The shuttlecock is the bird. Yes
The bird is two inches across. No
There are twenty-four feathers attached. No
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Lesson 26 Tarsiers
16. 268
Have your partner read his story and when he
finishes ask him _the se questions.
Where did the animals come from?
answer: Philipnine Islands
Where were the animals exhibited?
answer ; New York Zoo
How many tarsiers came?
answer : 34
Tell all you can about the man.
answers; Charles i.hartcn
23
6 ITT 6 in.
lieutenant
zoologist
Tell about the flight.
answers
: |9000
by plane
low altitude
to prevent freezing
What did you learn about the tarsiers.
answers ; pounces
leap 10 ft.
large rc md eye3
pounce on victims
;
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Lesson 27 Washington Irving
17
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Ask your partner to read carefully to find what
Washington wore and where he lived. When he
finishes ask him these questions.
Tell where he lived.
answers : Williams Street
Manhattan Island
Describe his room.
answers : sunshine
top floor
trundle bed
knit blankets
patch work quilt
What clothes did he wear?
answers : cambric shirt
blue trousers_
ruffled collar
topcoat
black tic
What did he do after he was dressed?
answers : went downstairs
ate oatmeal
went to school
wen t w i th br o the r
s
waved his hand
to his mother
Lesson 28 Armenian New Year
Ask your partner to read his story and then ask
him these questions.
What is done on New Year’s in Armenia?
answers : light fireplaces
keep the fireplace burning
family life to be cheerful]
What three things are placed on the table
New Year’s Eve?
answers ; raisins
candy
nuts
What happens after the dinner?
answers ; basket comes through the
chimmey
basket contains sweets
family takes baskets to
neighbors
*>
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Lesson 29 Sweden’s Santa Lucia
18 270
Read these questions before your partner reads his
story.
• 1. Where is the festival of Santa Lucia
celebra ted?
2. Why is it celebrated?
3. How is it celebrated?
Now have the story read and after that ask him
these questions.
Santa Lucia falls on
January 21, December 21, November 21.
answer: December 21
It is to honor a
prince, king, girl.
answer : girl
She gave her money to the
church, Christians, lover.
answer : Christians
She was killed by
burning, a gun, a sword.
answer : a sword
A person is awakened at
two, three, four.*
answer : three
A sleeper finds a lovely
child, flower, maiden.
answer : maiden
She wears (flowers, candles, candy) in her
hair.
answer : candles
She hands the sleeper a tray containing
oatmeal, coffee, raisins,
answers: coffee
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Tell your partner to read his story and then
read him these question s.
If you collect shells be sure you get
dead ones
living onos
answer; living ones
Shells take up
much space
little space
answer : little space
The number of kinds of shells is
defini to
not definite
answer ; definite
The hunting tools needed are-
hip boots
rod ; nd reel
dip net
answer ; dip net
Shells should be labeled ith
scientific name
date weather
answer ; scientific name
Shells should be shown in
a dark room
over an electric light
black light
answer : over an electric light
..
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Lesson 31 Viking Boa ts
Before your partner reads his story ask him these
questions
.
1. What did the Viking ships look like?
2. How do we know how they looked?
3. Has anyone sailed a Viking Boat in
modern times?
Now have him read his story after which read these
questions to him anu check his an swers.
Tell me all you can remember about the boats.
answers ; open canvass over the top
single row of oars
square sail dragon
shields striped sails
black sail when robbing
How do we know how the old ships looked?
answers t a dead Viking was placed on his
boat
the boat was then covered with
a huge mound of dirt
,,hat do you know about the modern Viking?
answers ; captain
11 orave men
sailed across the Atlantic
to America
...
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Football 273
Your pnrtraoi- 'Will read his story first and
then you are to ask him these question s.
vvha t old civilizations played some form of
football?
answer s Romans Greeks Indians
where did the fame start?
answer s Raton Rugby Harlow
Vi/hat are the two kinds of football?
answer ; soccer Rugby
who play football?
answer ; professionals amateurs
How large is the gridiron?
answer : 500 ft. 160 ft.
How long is the football?
answer : 1 ft.
How many men are on a team?
answer ; 11
Vvha t are the three ways for the team to score?
answer ; Carry the. ball ov^r the other
team i s goal line
Trap the team behind its own
goal line
Kick the ball over the other
team's goal posts
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Lest on 33 Franklin D. Roosevelt
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Ask your partner these questions before he reads
his story.
1. To whom did Franklin go to visit?
2. What did he do while waiting?
3. What did the president say to him?
Have him read his story and when he finishes
ask him these questions and check his a
n
swers
.
Why was franklin left alone?
answer ; Mrs. Cleveland went away
Tell in the correct order what happened.
answer : got off the choir
walked to doors
opened the doors
slid across the floor
into the picture
of George '.a shing ton
felt something on arm
footman asked, 11 here have you
been?
"
What did the president say?
"Franklin, I’m going to make a
strange wist for you. I hope
you will never be President of
the United States. 11
answer:
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Lesson 34 Dogs
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Ask your partner to read his story and when he
finishes ask him these questions and check 1 is
answers
.
What did the first paragraph sa y about dogs?
answer ; big little
.long haired short haired
black red white
For what were the dogs us^d?
answer : to hunt watch fires
carry burdens
Why do dogs bark?
answer : to imitate human voices.
Is there any relation between dogs and wolves?
answer ; they hav^ a common ancestor
«
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Dolly Mad l con
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L&ss on 35
Have your pnrvrifci” x i --/ o a tory and then ask
him to tell you all he can remember. Shock
these answers as he tells them to you
.
Dhen Dolly Madison
was six years old
her grandmother
gave her a piece of linen.
‘it was twelve inches long
‘and ten inches wide.
[She also gave her a b . .. ..
‘of bright colored threads.
Dolly was now big enough
‘to make a sampler.
Her mother drew a vine
with flowers
all along the edge.
Dolly worked this
‘in cross stitch
with bright colored wools.
Inside the vine
[Dolly made letters.
_It looked like the first page
of a primer.
_Big A, little a, big B, little b--
she made everyone
and knew them too.
Her brother opened his book
and with a blsdo of grass
[pointed at evv_ry letter.
It was true,
she knew every single letter.
[She said,
‘"'when you sew a letter
‘you know it. 11
..
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Alpha Group
Stories
To the Pupil : You and your partner are going to help
one another with your reading. Lech of you have a book
of stories and a oook containing check pages. Always
wait and do just what your partner cells you to oo.
When you finish with your lesson, yon help your partner
with his. If you follow the directions it will soon be
eacy to remember what you read.
Name
School_
Teacher

2
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on 1 Ice Hockey
The game of ice hockey is played on ice and the
players wear skates. Each team has six players. Ice
Hockey is nearly always played by men. It can be played
outdorrs and on indoor rinks.
The sport is chiefly played in Canada, but it is
also played in the northern and eastern parts of the
Uni +A d States. The first game was played at Me ill
University about 1875. It remained an amateur game until
1908 when professional teams were organized. Tie speed
and daring action attracts many people.
Lesson 2 Beetles
The Japanese beetle likes to eat everything from
an apple orchard to a zinnia Recently five girls were
hired at LaGuardia Airport to see that no beetles were
attached to the clothing of passengers.
The bettle cannot live at a temperature of fifteen
degrees below zero. Thus the bettle does not live in the
northern states.
Lesson 3 April Fool's Day
"Look behind you", how many of you have heard that
warning cry on April Fool' s Day? They have a day in India
which is called the Feast of the Huli. It falls on March
31st. We read that it has the same origin as our All
Fool's Day. All classes of people in India celebrate
this Spring Festival. No one is exempt from being sent
on errands that will - end in disappointment for the per-
son sent.
Lesson 4 Louis XIII
When Louis XIII was a little boy he was asked to
take his father' s place at a ceremony which occured on
Thursday of Holy Week. The king was supposed tc wash
the feet of thirteen old beggars. The king was ill,
people said the little prince should do it. Louis
refused, and it was necessary for the clergyman to do it.
The king felt sorry for the little prince so he was not
punished for refusing to do it.
Later the king was killed and the prince did. not
want to become the king, because he was afraid he too
would be killed. Poor little King l He did not want to
put away his toys and become a man.
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Lesson 5 Bands as a Hobby
I suppose many of you have attended Daily Vacation
Bible School at some time. Recently there appeared in the
New York Times a story about r band which was being formed
in ore of these schools. The unusual thing about this band
was the chimes.
The chimes were made from glass bottles filled with
water at different levels hung from oxd coat racks.
The entire band was composed of a xylophone, two
accordians, a piano, fifteen harmonicas, and the chimes.
The members of the banc ranged from three to
thirteen years of age.
Lesson 6 Eears
Eears have noor sight and hearing, but a very keen
sense of smell. They depend upon their noses to a great
extent, to find food and detect enemies.
The bears are celled flesheaters, but that does
not mean that they cat only flesh meat. They he ~e long
cutting teeth like cats, and in addition they hare cheek
teeth which are flatter and broader and more ade stable to
the grinding of food.
Brown bears feed on berries, roots, grass,
vegetation, mice, marmots, and other small mammals. They
occasionally kill other larger animals, and at times are
destructive to live stock. They seldom bother man unless
they are provoked. The many stories of their attacks are
greatly exaggerated.
Lessen 7 St. George's Day
The twenty-third of April is a red-letter day for
children in Roumania. It marks the beginning of spring .
and is called St. George's Day.
On St. George's eve the doors and the windows of
the houses and stables are covered with willow branches,
ivy, and honeysuckle which has been brought in from the
neighboring forests. These green decorations are to
prevent the evil spirits from hurting men and beasts, so
they believe.
Early in the morning of St. George's Day the girls
put on their finest clothes and carry wooden pails to the
well to get fresh water. The boys meet them when they
return and of course they have a contest. Each side
throws handfuls of water. The fight usually ends with
the girls running home to get ready for the most
important part of the day. A merry folk dance en the
village green whidh lasts until late into the night.
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liSaaon 8
.
Ho.! i copter
_
The helicopter cen fly straight up and straight
down as well as forward. It can fly backward and sideward
or it can hang motionless in the air and stay in one spot
like a humingbird.
The helicopter looks like a wingless airplane with
a windmill on top of it. The propeller which lifts it into
the air is called a rotor. The helicopter end its cousin,
the autogiro, are often celled flying windmills. You can
be sure of an autogiro if you see a propeller on the nose
of the machine.
Lesson 9 Cricket
Cricket is an outdoor game played between two teams.
It is the national game of England, and is popular in u ;ner
British lands. Cricket is also played in some parts of the
United States.
The game is played on a level field of grass on
which stand two x^ickets, twenty-two yards apart. Each
wicket consists of three stumps, twenty-seven to twenty-
eight inches in height. Two pieces of wood rest across the
tops of the stumps. The stumps stand near enough together
to prevent the ball from passing between them.
The rules of cricket demand that the game be played
with the utmost courtesy and ceremony. Many have wanted to
change the rules so as to quicken the game, but without
success. One noted player remarked, "It would not then be
cricket." That remark has core to refer to any unfair or
unethical act.
Lesson 10 Doing Things
Doing things is one of the most common hobbies.
Some of the others are games, sports, dancing, gardening,
photography, amateur radio operating, and even rope tricks
and magic.
Many hobbies in this class cost little or nothing.
Sports such as ping pong or baseball may require a little
inexpensive equipment. Still others as polo, aviation,
yachting, and big game hunting are for the people who
have more money to spend.
Many people enjoy doing things that require action,
such as tennis, baseball, football, or basketball.
Some people get a dog and train him. This gives
the owner both physical and mental exercise. There are
many books written for pet owners. Animals often require
as much care as children, and some owners do not know how
to care for them.
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Las-son .11 Dogs in the Air
On July 9, 1947 one of the largest shipments of
dogs on record arrived at LaGuardia Field. There were
fifty-four dogs of a dozen breeds who traveled aboard a
Pan-American World Airways cargo clipper for thirty-six
hours, They came from Frankfort Germany.
The Railway Express Agency called for them at the
airport, and the dogs were shipped to owners and friends of
service men in various parts of the country*
After landing at the airport the dogs were inspected
to be sure that they did not have th*_ hoof end mouth disease
which might be given to human beings.
Only five mongrels could be counted in the group
which included boxers, German shepherds, cocker spaniels,
dachshunds, springer spaniels, Joberman-Pinchcrs, Schauzers,
wire-haired fox terriers, Pomeranians, Pekinese, Newfound-
land, and St. Bernard.
Lessen 12 The Aut omebi 1 c
The automobile has changed in appearance many times
in the past one hundred years. It has had legs
—
and lost
its legs. It once had a boiler. At one time pipes stuck
up from its roof; now there are no pipes, in the beginning
the automobile looked like a locomotive. Next it looked
like a buggy. Now it doesn't look like anything else. It
looks like what it is—an automobile.
Lesson 13 Stamp Collecting
If you are interested in building a stamp collection,
the best way to start is to buy a small package of stamps
from a dealer. You may add to your collection in several
ways. You may exchange stamps with collectors. You may buy
the new series of stamps as they ccmc. to the postofficc.
Lists of wanted stamps may be sent by moil to stamp dealers,
and it is also possible to take advantage of the stamp
auctions conducted by mail in all parts of the country.
Every stamp has an interesting and fascinating story
to tell. It may be geography, history, science*, invention,
industry, or transportation, "hus it is easy to so., why
stamp collections have become one of the most popular
hobbies of so many people.
The majority of collectors are interested only in
postage stamps. However there are some people who do
collect tax and revenue stamps.
The most valuable private collection of stamps of
all time was held by an Austrian who died in 1917. The
French government seized the collection and sold it for
about two million dollars. The largest collection in
America was the celebrated Hind Collection which was
sold at auction between the years 1933 and 1935. It
brought about 1875,000.
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Lesson 14
.Ash Wednesday
.
In our country. Ash Wednesday, the beginning of
Lent is a church holiday when the sign of the cross is
placed upon the forehead of members >y the priest. The
ashes come from the burning of the palms of the. previous
year.
We find that there is a quaint custom which is
celebrated in Iceland on Ash Wednesday. Many days before
Ash Wednesday the children are very busy m: king small bags.
Of course the boys ask their mothers or big sisters to help
them. The bags are made of every color you could think of
and the material may be silk, wool or cotton. The;/ run
drawstrings in the edges of the bags and on the ends of
these thy fasten bent pins.
The bags are filled with ashes from the stove and
with small stones. The ashes are intended for the beys and
the stones for the girls.
When the bags are filled the fun begins. As you
would expect the beys oppose the girls. Grown-ups often
enter the spirit of the fun too. The idea is to see how
many bags they can pin on each other. Sometimes as many as
thirty bags may be pinned on some grown-up who has joined
in the spirit of the game.
Lesson 15 Basketball
Back in 1891, a young teacher at the Y.M.C.A.
College in Springfield Massachusetts wanted an indoor sport
for the winter months. His name was James Naismith. He
nailed a peach basket on the wall and divided his class
into two teams, and started a contest to see how it ny times
each side could throw a soccer ball into the basket in a
given amount of time.
Today the game of basketball is watched by more
people than any other. Last year in the United Stated over
ninety thousand people attended high school and college games.
In such arenas as the Chicago Stadium and New York City'
s
Madison Square Garden as many as nineteen thousand people
have seen a single game. The season lasts from October to
early April.
The game is played by gi*ls and boys of all ages.
Every high school and college maintains courts in gyms, in
field houses, and out of doors.
From its beginning basketball has been a swift,
scientific game, played between teams of five players who
nave speed of foot, good vision, and a high degree of
muscular coordination. The swiftness of the action, and
the fact that movement is almost continuous is one of the
reasons for the popularity of the game.
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Lesson 1
6
Robert Fulton
Me usually think of Robert Fulton as the inventor
of the steamboat, but when he was a little boy he was
something of an artist.
On the shelf sat five jugs of home-made paint.
The red came from berry juice, the yellow from the earth,
and the blue from the berk of the blue ash tree. From
walnut hulls he got a pretty brown color, and th> ink
came from the bark of the goosefoot manic tree.
The question of a brush bothered him at first
because he had no camel from which to got hairs. He saw
his cat, Matilda—-a happy thought—he would give her cream,
chicken livers, and fish and maybe she would let him have
some of her hairs. He took them and fashioned them into
a point just like Matilda's tail. He. took a long hair
from his own head, and wound it around the bundle of cat
hairs as tightly as he could. Then he glued the bundle
• nto his goose quill. He thought, ,M:ho n^cds a camel to
make brushes?"
Matilda grew to be a most peculiar looking cat.
She became very plump'. But, oh, her fur'. It was as
patchy as a rag bag.
Lesson 17 The Dirigible
The dirigible is sometimes called a blimp. It
has been used for many purposes. Me often see it used for
advertising some product. It has sometimes served as a
mercy ship because it has carried food and supplies to
people who could be reached in no other way. It has also
been used to rescue people stranded in some out of the way
pla ce
.
Two things may be used for covering the blimp.
When it is called a "tin bubble" it is covered with a thin
sheet of tin.. The most satisfactory covering is cotton
cloth. It is light in weight, easy to mend if torn, and
can be painted with aluminum paint to keep the sun from
entering and warming the gases.
The dirigible gets its name from the fact that it
can be directed by its engines, propellers, rudders and -;i.
elevators.
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Lesson 18 Julia Ward Hove
At the age of six Julia Ward Howe was taken to the
opera by her parents. Her teacher thought she should hear
good music. It was a bitter cold night in New York City,
Long lines of carriages pulled up before the opera house and
the ladies wearing velvets and furs alighted
.
The men were
wearing high silk hats and opera capes. That night thv,re
was a famous singer and the people came from Boston,
Providence, and Albany to hear him.
Julia was excited by the jewels in the 1 .dies’ hair,
and by the lights and decorations of the theater.
At home she acted out the opera, and taught her
brothers some of the songs. Her parents took her many times
to the opera. People thought it strange for a little girl
to enjoy the opera, and said surely she must be ill and
would probably die. They were surprised to see her rosy
cheeks and bright eyes.
Lesson 19 Lawn Tennis
Lawn tennis is a modern development t f an older
game of tennis which was played on a covered court- The
game as we know it was first played in England about 1873,
and soon thereafter was introduced into the United States.
It is played on a level court of grass, asphalt,
concrete, or earth. Clay courts are often surfaced with
brick dust, stone dust, or special preparations. The
court is marked off in sections. The net is 3 feet high
at the center and 3 l/2 feet at the posts. The ball is
about 2 l/2 inches in diameter, and weighs a little over two
ounces.
Lesson 20 Gliding and Soaring
'
1
In a gliding flight the machine loses altitude
continuously throughout its course. In soaring the
machine is sailed on rising currents of air. During a
glide a plane never rises higher than its starting point.
During a soaring flight, it often circles high above the
spot from which it was launched. Soaring planes, by being
made lighter, more perfectly streamlined, and with greater
wing surface than gliders, are able to drift through the sky.
They are carried from one rising air current to another, thus
being able to stay in the air for many hours without the aid
of an engine.
Recently during a soaring contest in Texas one of
the Frenchmen sailed a distance of 180 miles.
Many people are confused as to which is the differ-
ence between gliders and soaring planes. Maybe this little
story will help you to know the difference.
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Lesson 21 Circus
The first circus to come to America was that of the
Englishman, Thomas Pool, who began his performances in Phila-
delphia in the year 1785. In 1792 John Bill Richet started
a famous circus in Philadelphia too. One of his performances
was attended by President Washington. Other circuses soon
followed and by 1820 as many as thirty were wand ring over
the eastern states giving shows.
Lesson 22 Arbor Day
Arbor Day is a day which has been set apart for
the planting of trees, The day is always observed by the
school children. The first Arbor Day was held in Nebraska
on April 10, 1872, It was the idea of Sterling Norton, a
newspaper publisher of Nebraska City, Every state now
celebrates Arbor Day as does Canada and Hawaii.
The reason for this interest in planting trees
was to replace the trees that had been cut down for houses,
firewood, and clearing for farm land.
A man from Connecticut traveled all over the United
States, Europe, and Asia begging the people to plant trees.
Lesson 23 Making Things
Many People prefer to make things rather than to
collect them. This is especially true of men and women who
spend most of their time working with their minds. There
are many kinds of tools and materials which can be used in
such hobby. Many useful and beautiful articles can be made
with wood, clay, leather, cloth, plastics, glas, linoleum,
soap, cement, wax and metal.
Making these ships, airplanes, trains and coach
models is popular with many people. Some hobbyists choose
to bind books, others to weave, or to design furniture.
Many enjoy trying their hands at one of the arts,
as writing, painting, modeling in clay, or playing a
musical instrument. Some have tried writing, directing, or
staging amateur plays, and some others, are interested in
the domestic arts: cooking and sewing, and interior decorat-
ing.
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Lesson 24 Hobbies
"No man is really happy or safe without a hobby,
and it makes precious little difference what the outside
interest may be — botany, betle, or butterflies; tulips,
or roses; fishing, mountaineering, or antiques anything
will do so long as he straddles a hobby and rides it hard."
With these words Sir William Osier, the famous doctor, once
expressed his faith in hobbies.
A hobby can be almost anything a person likes to
so in his spare time. Peoole take up hobbies because they
bring happiness, friendship, knowledge, and change of work.
There are four tyoes of hobbies:
Doing Things
Collecting Things
Making Things
Studying or Learning About Things
Lesson 25 Badminton
Badminton is a game which may be played by persons
of all ages and skills. It has become a popular family game
among the American and British people.
Badminton is a simpler and more modern form of an
earlier game known as shuttlecock. British officials in
India learned the game and returned to Lngland with it.
There it was played at Badminton, the country home of a duke,
in 1873. It was from this place that the present game got
its name.
Some colleges now include the game in their sports
program, and many students enjoy the game. Now badminton
is played at. home because the court is much easier to set
up than a tennis court.
The racket looks like a tennis racket only it is
smaller and lighter. The shuttlecock or "bird" is a cork
ball about one inch thick in diameter to which are fastened
14 or 16 feathers.
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Lesson 26 Tarsiers
A rare group of animals and monkey-eating eagles
from the Philippine was recently exhibited to the press at
the New York Zoological Park in the Bronx. In the group
were thirty-four monkey-like tarsiers from the island of
Mindano.
The collection was made in the last seven months
by Charles Wharton, twenty-three, a six-foot-six former
lieutenant, who took his discharge in the Philippines to
continue his war-interrupted work as a zoologist,,
He spent his war-time savings of £>9,000 to collect
the animals, and oring them here from Manilla by plane in
a special low altitude flight to keep them from freezing
to death.
The most striking in appearance were the delicate
tarsiers. Weighing about eight ounces, the tarsiers can
leap a distance of ten feet because of the long bone in
their hind feet. Their habit before pouncing on insects
is to shut their large round eyes, which occupy about half
of their head. Then they pounce, start eating their victims,
and re-open their eyes.
Lesson 27 Washington Irving
When Washington Irving was a little boy he lived
on Williams Street at the tip end of Manhattan Island.
You know that Manhattan Island is now New York City.
His room was pleasant with plenty of sunshine and
was on the top floor of the house. He had a little trundle
bed which could be pushed unddr his brothers' bed during
the day.
One morning early Mrs. Irving crept upstairs,
pulled the heavy hand knit blankets and patch work quilts
off of her little four and a half year old son and said,
"Do you know what day this is? Come, put on all your nice
new clothes that I have made for you. You are going to
school."
Little Washington put on a cambric shirt with a
ruffled collar and a soft black bow. Then he slipped on
some tight blue trousers and last a topcoat made from his
father's old suit.
He went down stairs and ate his oatmeal. As he
started off to school with his brothers, he waved his hand
to his mother.
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Lesson 28 Armenian New Year
Christinas is not the day for exchanging gifts in
Armenia, We find that the New Year is more important to
the Armenians, That evening the family are all at home to
celebrate. After they have eaten their supper they light
their fireplaces. The fire is kept burning until after
midnight. This is done because they believe thus that the
family life will continue to be bright and cheerful,
A large table is set up in the center of the room
and on it are place many dishes filled with raisins, nuts,
and candy. The boys and girls eat as much as they cm
possibly hold.
During this time baskets of sweets and goodies are
lowered down through the chimney. No one knows who the
Santa Claus is. The family soon have their baskets ready
and go out and climb on their neighbors’ roofs and let
down their baskets through the fireplaces.
Lesson 29 Sweden ’ s Santa Lucia
One of the lovely celebrations of Sweden is the
festival of Santa Lucia. Lucia night falls on December 21st,
It is so long according to the peasants, that the hungry ox
bites the crib. Some say it is celebrated to honor a beauti-
ful girl who was to have been married. She gave all her
money to the Christians because of their courage. He lover
was so angry that he turned her over to her enemies and
they tried to burn her at the stake, but she did not die.
It was necessary for them to place a sword into her throat
before they could kill her.
The day is observed in a very queer fashion. At
about three o' clock in the morning the sleeper is awakened
to find a lovely maiden dressed in white standing by the
bedside. Her hair is hanging down her back. On her head
is a wreath of green leaves ii which have been placed
lighted candles. In her hands she holds a tray with coffee
and cakes which are to be eaten in bed. After this has
been finished all the guests get out of bed, dress md go
down stairs and sit down to a big feast. Following the
feast many of the guests go forth to shoot fish by bhe light
of a torch which has been made of chips of dry wood.
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Lesson 30 „ Shell Collecting
If you wish to collect shells by all means try to
secure the living specimens. Not only are shells beautiful,
curious, or strange in form and color, but they are among
the easiest of objects to collect and preserve. Shells are
never harmed by insects, by dampness nor by decay. They
do not take up much space when storing, There is a definite
number of kinds of shells and it is easy to find all the
k-inde that are near one's home
No special outfit cr equipment is needed to collect
shells. Some old clothes, a dip net-., a spade, and a thin-
bladed kitchen knife arc all ; e hurting tools needed. It
is as simple to prepare and preserve the shells as it is to
collect them. Remember never to place any specimen in boil-
ing water as it affects the shell.
After you .have prepared your specimens they should
be labeled. Many have several names so they should be labeled
with their Latin or scientific name. You should mention the
place where you found the shell, whether in mud, sand, or
among rocks, and in addition any interesting facts about its
habits which you noticed c
When arranging your collection be sure to make
arrangements so that it will be possible to view the shells
over an electric light. You will be surprised how many
beautiful colors will show through the light.
Lesson 31 Viking Boats
The Viking ships were only open boats. Their only
protection was a piece of canvas which could be unfolded and
stretched over them like a roof. The ships had a single row
of oars and one square sail. At the prow was the fierce
looking head of a dragon or soa monster sticking far out of
the water. On the sides protecting the oarsmen, were hung
the shields of the warriors. When they were out robbing p
people they changed their gaily striped sails for black ones.
Often when a Viking died they pulled his boat in on
shore, placed his body on it and piled a huge mound of dirt
on top of it. That is the reason that today we know how
these old Viking boats looked.
A few years agon a boat like these was built and a
sturdy captain and eleven brave men sailed it across the
Atlantic Ocean to America.
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nesson iz Fooibg.ll
As we examine old pictures of the Romans and Greeks,
we find that they too played a game of football, or at least
a game where they used their feet. Our own American Indians
also played football. The game of football that we play to-
day started at the great English Public Schools, Eaton, Rugby,
and Harlow. The game was popular and soon spread to all
parts of the world.
There are two kinds of football. The game of Rugby
in which both the hands and feet are used is the one we see
played here in the United States. The other kind is soccer
ball and in this game one can use only his feet.
Football games can be played by amateurs and
professionals. As a professional game it has not yet gained
the popularity of baseball.
To play football it is necessary to lay out a field
or gridiron as it is called, which is 360 feet long and 160
feet wide. The ball is oval and shaped like an egg. It is
a rubber sack covered with leather and filled with air.
The ball is a foot long and seven inches thick in the center.
Each team has eleven members, seven who make up the line and
four who are in the backfield.
There are three ways for a team to score,,
1. It can carry the ball over the other team's goal
line
,
line.
posts
.
2. It can trap the other team behind its own goal
3. It can kick the ball over the other team's goal
i
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Lesson 33 Franklin D, Roosevelt
When Franklin Roosevelt Was a small boy his father
took him to Washington D. C. to call on President end Mrs.
Grover Cleveland. Mrs. Cleveland was happy to sec her small
guest, but found it necessary to excuse herself for a few
minutes. She left Franklin sitting on a huge chair in the
Red Room of the White House.
Now what small active boy is going to sit still very
long? He got off the chair and began to walk around the
halls and soon found himself in fromt of huge doors. He
put out his hand and slowly turned the handle. The door
swung open and lo-there was the largest room he had ever
seen. The floors looked so smooth he decided to try slid-
ing over them. Franklin ran and slid clear across the floor,
right into a picture. Yes, it was a picture of George Wash-
ington. Franklin stood there looking at the picture, wonder-
ing whether Washington was smiling or scowling at him. One
minute he was sure that it was a smile and then he was afraid
it was a frown. He felt something on his arm and turned to
see a footman who said, "Where have you been? The President
is waiting to see you."
The footmsn quickly took the small boy to the
President's study and left him with Mr. Cleveland. Poor
Franklin was scared that he would be punished for sliding
in the famous East Room. Mr. Cleveland smiled and said,
"Franklin I am going to make a strange wish for you. I
hope you will never be President of the United States."
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Lesson 34 Doi?s._ 291
There are many kinds of dogs. There is a breed of
dog for every kind of person. Big dogs, little dogs, long
haired dogs, short haired dogs, black dogs, v/hite dogs, red
dogs, in fact one could goron indefinitely classifying dogs.
Dogs have lived with men for many years. We know
this because we find the bones of dogs and men buried to-
gether. In the beginning of time dogs went with men so
that they might get a share of the meat from the hunt. In
later years the men began to train these dogs so that they
would help them hunt. The dogs were taught to carry burdens
and to watch the fires.
If you watch your dog you will see that he does many
things that seem odd and strange to us. These are acts that
his ancestors did when they were wild dogs. When your puppy
gets up and turns around three times before lying down in
his dog basket just remember that the wild dog had to do
this in order to tramp down the tall grass in the wild
jungle.
Certain kinds of wild dogs can be found in many
countries today. These wild dogs do not bark as do our pets.
Some scientists tell us that the domestic dog barks because
he is trying to imitate the voice of the human being.
There is disagreement as to whether or not dogs
were descended from wolves. It is generally believed that
the dog and the wolf have a common ancestor.
Lesson 35 Dolly Madison
When Dolly Madison was six years old her grandmother
gave her a piece of linen. It was ten inches wide and twelve
inches long. She also gave her a box of bright colored threads.
Dolly was now big enough to make a sampler. Her mother
drew a vine with flowers all along the edge. Dolly worked
this in cross stitch with the bright colored wools.
Inside the vine Dolly made letters. It looked like
the first page of a primer. Big A, little a, Big B, little
b, she hod made every one and knew them too.
Her brother opened his book and with a blade of grass
pointed at every letter. It was true, she knew every single
letter. She said, "When you sew a letter you know it."
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MATERIALS FOR GRADED QUESTION PRACTICE
WORKBOOK BETA
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Beta Group II
Work-Book
To the Pupil Checking i-n.. wers: Read the
directions carefully and have your partner
do just what it asks him to do. When
he finishes reading ask him the questions,
checking his answers for him. When he
finishes them you will then take your
book of stories and he will help you.
Name
School_
Teacher
: O r.
.
•
.Cl
-
Le s s on 1 Bowling
2 . 294
Ask your partner these questions and then have
him read his story.
1. How is bowling done?
2. Who brought it to America?
5. How many kinds of bowling are there?
bhen he finishes, read these questions to him
and then check his answers.
Bowling is one of the (newest, oldest, fastest)
indoor sports.
Answer ; olde s t
Bowling was introduced to the Americas ’ by the
(French, English, Dutch).
answer ; Dutch
Bowling is done with (several kinds of pins,
canelopins, duckpins).
answer ; several kinds of pins
Le
s
s on 2 Teddy
Have your partner read his story about Teddy
and then read these sentences to him. Check
his answers.
Teddy was a small (rat terrier, fox terrier
bull terrier)
.
answer ; fox terrier
Teddy was trapped in a (building, house, barn).
answer : building
He wa s’ coaxed out with (meat, milk, fish).
answer ; fish
The doctor thought Teddy had drunk (milk,
soup, a ter),
answer; water
Teddy was not (very thin, fat, large),
a .swer : very thin
Lesson 3 Yuletide in Russia
Have your partner read his story and then as
you read these sentences hava him tell you
whe :h ,r they are true o r false
«
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
The story is about New Year’s.
The priest visits each house.
Boys go with him.
Each person kisses his ring.
In Russia they say "Merry Christmas".
X'
••
:!'
; ; i . . nn
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Lesson 4 Hans And ^sen
Ask your partner to read his story, following
whicn ask him these questions,
Whom did Hans like?
answer: pretty little girl
What did the girl want to learn?
answer : arithmetic
Why did she want to learn arithmetic?
answer : to be the dairymaid in me castle
What picture did Hans draw?
answer ; a castle
Whom did Hans say he was?
answer : a nobleman
What did he say happened when he was a baby?
answer : fairies stole him
What did they do with him?
answer ; left him with a cobbler
What did the girl think ° Ms story?
answer ; Hans was foolish
Why was Hans sad?
answer: the little girl did not believe in
fairies
Lesson 5 Learning and Studying as a Hobby
Ask your partner these questions before he
reads
.
1. . hy is study interesting?
2
.
iii ha t might you scuuy?
3. ’Why do people study?
When he finishes reading the story ask him
these questions.
Why must you study a hobby?
answer : to be successful
What might you study?
answer ; languages gardening
electricity art
Why do many people take up" hobby?
answer ; to have a change in their work
.'
.
.
Lesson 6 Rabbi ts
Ask your partner these questions before he reads
his s tory.
1. why do we like rabbits?
2. What are their feet like?
3. What do they eat?
4. Wha t are the differences between hares
and rabbits?
Now have him read his story silently and ask
him these questions,
^
No
Yes
Ye s
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
The rabbit grows tired quickly.
The rabbit lias large- soft ey^.s.
The rabbit can run very fast.
The forelegs are longer than tho
hindlegs
.
They can run faster uphill than
downhill.
They have a keen sens., of sight,
sound, and scent.
They cat nothing but grain.
Hares and rabbits re the same.
Lesson 7 Independence Day in Costa Rica
You are to r«.ad these questions to your partner
before he reads his story.
1. How do the people in Costa Rica cele-
brate Independence Day?
2. How many colors did Don Pedro use,
3. How did he decorate Lis cart?
4
. What do the judges do?
Now have him read the story. When your part-
ner finishes it ask him these questions and
ha ve Mm answer yes or no
.
People in Costa Rica celebrate Inde-
pendence Day,
They celebrate on July 4th.
They hove a patri tic parade.
They have a parade of ox carts.
Don Pedro bought green, orange, blue,
and red paint.
He painted the entire; cart blue.
The parade is judged by three sets
of judges.
The oxen and the carts arc judged
so para tely.
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
^
Yes
,.
’
•
,
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Lesson
_8 Clipper thi^s
Have your partner read his story and then ask
him to answer these questions.
Describe the clipper ships.
answers : slender fast
high masts' large sails
When were they built?
answers; 1830_
_
1840
What was carried on them.?
answers; slaves tea opium
What’ happened in 1849?
answer
s
; gold rush California_
Wha t a fe called clippers today
answers; large airplanes
Where do they fly?
answer; between America and China
Lesson 9 Lacrosse
Read these questions to your partner before he
reads his story.
1. How did we get the game of lacrosse?
2. whut is the object of the game?
5. How is the game played?
Now have the story read. When your partner
fini she s a sk him th e s e q uestion s.
How did the Indians play lacrosse?
an sv. rs ; with war paint_
before thousands^
What kind of a ball is used?
answer s ; small of sponge rubber
How far apart are the goal posts?
answer ; 100 yards 120 yards
How is "the ball carried?
answer
; with a cross
How many are on a team?
answer; 10
How "many peri ods of play?
answer; 4
'.
Lesson 10 6
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Collecting Futterflies
Have your partner read his story and then have
him answer these questions for you.
Tell me all that you can remember about what
took place in the first paragraph,
answers ; butterflies
moths
orivate collections
$50,000
National Ku s eun
7/a shing t on
Why must one be carcfu] i,± bundling butterflies?
ans '.srs! to preserve the colei
s
to protect them f ± o:r lnse’cts_
butterflies may be kept in glass
cabine ts
moths must be kept in dark cabinets
How should specimens be labeled?
an swer
s
i name
date
place
What is needed to start a collection?
answers s field glasses
net
killing bottle

Lesson 11 Ca ts
Before the story is read ask your partner these
qucsti ons.
1. Wha t are some of the members of the
cat family?
2. For what are cats known?
5. lor what do they "se their whiskers?
Now have him read his story silently and when
he f i nishes ask, him ther. que s tions.
Cats belong to the same family as the
muskrat, jaguar, canine.
answer : j e g ua r
Cats are known for their strong
spines, feet, skin
answer ; spines
The cat. uses his teeth for
chopping, grinding
,
chewing
answer : chopping
Whiskers help him
smell, eat, feel
answer » feel
In the dark, cats
Cun see, cannot see
answer ; can see
Cats come from the
Islands, Far East, Africa
answer; Far East
The Maine cat is called
an angora, a tabby, a coon
answer: a coon
_'•
.
.
‘‘
-
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Lesson 12 Amelia Earhart 8 .
Ask your partner to read the story and then to
recall all he can of it. Chtck the things that
he can r emembe r
.
_The first woman
’to cross the Atlantic Ocean
in an airplane
was Amelia Earhart.
She was also the first woman
to make the flight alone.
’She also made the first solo flight
for a woman
’over the Pacific.
In 1937
’on almost the last lap
'of a flight
’around the world
’she took off from New Guinea
for a central Pacific island
and was never seen again.
Lesson 15 Button Collecting
Have your partner read h* s story and then ask
him to answer these with yes or no.
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
'
Yes
The buttons on men’s sleeves once
served a useful purpose.
The buttons on a cutaway coat were once
used to hold on the hat.
Buttons on men’s clothes are sewed on
the right side.
Buttons are made from shells.
Buttons are made from pearls.
In colonial times buttons were made of
copper.
Displaying buttons nicely is one way
of sharing your hobby with friends.
l» ft. :
"
.
. r.
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Lesson 14 Halloween In the United States 9
.
Before your partner begins to read his story
ask him these questions.
1. Do you know when Halloween is celebra-
ted?
2. Do you know how it happened to be
celebrated?
3. What were the beliefs of the Druids?
4. How is Halloween celebrated today?
When he finishes reading the story ask him
the following questions a c
h
eck his answers.
_
What does Halloween mean?
answer: All Saints ? Eve
When is it celebrated?
answer: October 31
Whc were the Druids?
answer ; early people in Britain
Why do wo decorate with pumpkins, cornstalks,
and autumn leaves?
answer: Druid autumn festival
Wh;, did the Druids build large bonfires?
answer : to scare away ghosts, spirits,
witches, fairies, and elves
What are some of the garr.es played at parties?
answer
s
: bobbing for apples
telling fortunes
ghost stories
Lesson 15 Golf
After your partner reads his story have him
answer these questions for you.
What was
answers
:
How many
answer
:
How many
answer
What does
answer :
Wha t did
answers
the first paragraph about?
Dutch played it first
Scotch gave it to as
King stopped people playing
King began to play it himself
people play?
two and half million
golf courses are there?
2800 private
2800 daily fee
700 public owned
the game demand?
skill
you learn about Bobby Jones?
played at 6 years
champion at 12 years
s'
••
•
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Lesson 16 John Paul Jones 10 .
Read these questions to your partner before
he ret ds the story.
1. What did the young officer say?
2. Wheat was the strangest part of the
dream?
3. Did the dream come t?ue?
Now tell him to read the story and when he
finishes ask him these quests ens
.
Why was John Paul excited?
answers s dream ship afire captain
sea fight fear it would sink_
What did John Paul say about the flag?
answers ; not English red and white
blue field vwiite stars
What did the officer say?
answers ; dream may come true_
but not about the flag
Lesson 17 Astra Dome Train
Your partner is to read his story and then you
car give him some questions to answer. As soon
as he .finishes begin the questions.
What did the first paragraph tell you about
the new train?
answer s astra dome General Motors
cost is #1 , 500,000
j makers of automobiles
What did you learn about the locomotive?
answer s 2000 horsepower diesel
100 miles per hour
stops easily
solid joints between cars
sway- pro of ride
Why will your friends be able to visit with
you on the train?
answer ; telephone radio service
What did you learn about the new cars?
answer : four levels private dining room
small compartments in coaches
normal fare playroom

303
Lesson 18 Henry Clay
When your partner finishes his story have him
choose the best ending to these sentences.
Henry liked to
ride horseback, go fishing, make soap.
ansW ' r: make soap
India put ashes in a
barrel, pan, tub.
answer : barrel
Water dripping through the ashes made
soap, vinegar, lye.
answer : lye
As India worked something disappeared, it was
lye, grease, water.
answer : grease
She could see something form, it was
lye, grease, soap,
answer: soap
Lesson 19 Croque t
Read these questions to your partner and have
him read to find the answers.
1. How do you make a croquet field?
2. What do you need for a croquet set?
3. From what old game did croquet come?
When he finishes give him these true and
false statements. Mark those he does cor-
rective;
Yes Croquet is played both indoor and out.
Yes The outdoor game is the most popular.
No The ground must be 75 by 100 feet.
No Cement makes the best field.
No It takes ten balls and five stakes to
play.
Yes Nine wire arches are used.
Yes The game croquet comes from an old
French game.
Yes Pall Mall is the
Street.
11 .
name of a famous London
••
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Lesson 20 The Racing Car 12 .
Ask your partner these questions before he reads
the story.
1. Why is the car streamlined?
2. Is the engine like that of a passen-
ger car?
3. Why don’t the racing cars turn over?
Now have him read the story and ask the ques-
tions.
______
Describe the racing car.
answers: slight frame powerful engine
light chassis^ strong chassis
How does the engine compare with that of the
passenger car?
answer : more powerful
Of what do they make the body?
answer : steel aluminum
What extra parts are left off?
answer : fenders running board
Why doesn't the racing car tip over easily?
answer
;
perfectly balanced low
Lessen 21 The Lion’s paw
Read the following questions to your partner
before he reads his story.
1. Who was hiding?
2. Where was he hiding?
3. How did the slave get free?
Have your partner read the story and when he
has finished read the following questions to
him and check his answers.
Who was hiding?
answer: the slave
Where was ho hiding?
answer : in the cave
Why did the lion come into the cave?
answer : he had a thorn in his paw
Why was the slave placed in • lion’s cage?
answer : to amuse the guests
What happened?
answers : lion recognized the slave
lion licked his face
What happened to the slave?
answer: he was set free
-.
Lesson 22 13
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Twelfth Night in England
You are to have your partner read his story
and then you will ask him these questions.
When is "'Twelfth Wight"?
answer : January 6th
What three things arc celebrated?
answers : coming of the wi semen
changing water into wine
baptizing of Christ
Where was Christ baptized?
answer ; in the river Jordan
What happens on the street?
answers ; sweets to buy
people look in windows
coat tails arc pinned together
What kinds of contests do they have?
answers ; grinning matches
whistling matches
yawning matches
Who/, does the yawning ms ten take place?
answer ; at midnight
What is the prize?
answer: a Cheshire Cheese
...
.
.
.. ao .•
* •
'
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Lesson 25 Collecting Things 14.
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Before your partner reads his story you will
read these questions to him.
1. Why are some collections useless?
2 . What are some of the interesting
collections?
3. What good can come from collections?
Now ask your partner to read his story and
when he is through have him choose the best
endings for these sentf-^p. a,
Among useless collections are
stamps, bottle caps, art.
answer : bottle cap
The most popular collecting hobby is
guns, cigar bands, stamps.
answer ; stamps
Trading often brings
friendships, enemies, troubles.
answer ; friendships
Many women like to collect antique
butterflies, furniture, nails,
answer; furniture
:
.
.
*
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Lesson 24 Doll Collections 15.
Ask your partner to read his story so that
he can tell you what ho has read
.
Thousands of people
in all parts of the world
make a hobby
of collecting dolls.
Some collectors
own a thousand or more.
There are big dolls
_the size of grown ups
and there are tiny ones
smaller than a sugar lump.
One doll is small enough
to hide in a thimble.
Doll collections
are taken about the country
nd shown in libraries,
schools
_clubs, and
museums
.
Many famous people
have- had doll collections.
Emperor Montezuma
amused himself
with a collection.
Queen Victoria owned
dozens of dolls.
Her favorites
were small wooden dolls
with joints.
Another famous collection
was ov/ned by Eugene Fiold,
the poet
who wrote
"little Boy Blue".
, ..
/
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Lesson 25 Curling
Before your partner reads his story ask him
these questions.
1. What is the game of curling?
2. Where is it played?
3. How many men make up a team?
4. How large are the stones?
5. What is the captain called?
Now have him read the story and when he fin-
ishes you are ready to read these questions to
him He is to answer y^- s or no.
No The Irish play curling
„
Yes Curling is Scotland's national winter
sport.
Yes The rink is 42 yards long.
Yes Loch man has two stones.
No L stone weighs fifty pounds.
Yes The stone is about twelve inches
across the middle.
Yes The ice is swept to keep it smooth.
Yes The captain directs the play.
Yes The captain is called a skip.
16.
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Lesson 26 Armadillo
Have your partner read his story and when he
finishes ask him these questions.
The armadillo is a cousin of what other strange
animal?
answer ; an tea ter
What is the shell of the armadillo sometimes
used for?
answer : to make a basket
Vi/hat are the four things that an armadillo
ea ts?
answer : roots insects
worms snakes
What are his legs like?
answer : short
When can you usually find the armadillo?
answer : after dark
Where do they hide?
answer ; in a tunnel
Whore can they be found?
answer : Texas South America
What do the natives of South America do with
them?
answer : they eat the meat
_• ;
. i c.
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Lesson 27 John Quincy Adams
Ask your partner to read carefully to find
what John wrote in his diary and also what
John’s father wrote in his diary. When he
finishes ask him these questions.
Tell all you can about Mr. ^dams ' return.
answers : from Philadelphia
brought a diary home’ for John
John did not know what to do with
i t
What did John write in his diary?
answers : December 2, 1777
Today is one of tho happiest days
we have had for a long time
Papa came home to us
After Mr. Adams wrote in his diary what did
they do?
answers : smiled
walked to the fireplace
put their diaries on mantel
Were the diaries lost?
answer? no
How do you know?
answer: thousands have read them
18.
Lesson 28 Mother’s Day
Ask your partner to read his story and then
ask him these questions.
Why do we have Mother’s Day?
answer ? to honor Mother
How did it start?
answers ? Sunday School
Philadelphia
1914
Congress passed an act
President should set a day to honor
mothers
What president set it?
answer ? Woodrow Wilson
second Sunday in May
May 9, 1914
Why are carnations used?
answer
:
to honor William ^aAinley
_..
:
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Lesson 29 New Year’s Day In Scotland 19.
Ask your partner these questions before he
reads his story.
1. What is the national holiday of Scot-
land?
2. Ho v/ do the children observe New Year’s?
3. What do the families do on New Year's
evening?
Now have him read the story and when he finishes
ask him these questions and check his answers.
The national holiday of Scotland is
Christmas, New Year’s, iallowsen
answer : New Year’s
The shops and factories are closed
one, two, three days.
answer ; two days
The children call at the neighbors with
turnips, pumpkins, apples.
answer
;
turnips
They sometimes give a play in the
yard, kitchen, living-room
answer ; kitchen
They then gather up a
bag, collection, turnip
answer ; collection
On New Year's Day the grown ups go
calling, fishing, golfing.
answer ; calling
They take as a gift
coffee, tea, wine
answer; wine
!
.
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Lesson 30 Famous Collections
Have your partner read his story and when he
is finished read these questions and have him
choose the best answer.
Many wealthy people, have given their collec-
tions to their
children, the public, the church.
answer : the public_
The Mellon Art Gallery is in
De tr oi t , New York , Wa shi . 13 ton
,
answer ; Vila shing t on
J. Fierpont Morgan gave ,o the Metropolitan
Museum his
library, jewels, pictures,
answer : library
The Metropolitan Museum contains the col-
lection of Freer, Altman, Mellon.
answer ; Altman
Greenfield Village is in
Detroit, New York, Dearborn.
answer ; Dearborn
Greenfield Village was given by
Harvey Firestone, Henry Ford Ford, Thomas
Edi son
answer
;
Henry Ford
20 .
:
21 .
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Lesson 31 Subwavs
Before your partner reads his story ask him
these questions.
1. How many kinds of subways are there?
2. Where do we find .? bvays?
3. What kind of subways do they have in
Chicago?
4. Where are they going to have new sub-
way cars?
Now have him read his story after which read
these questions to him and have him answer
them.
Name the two types of subways.
ans wers : trilley third rail
Where are both kinds used?
answer : Boston
What kind of a subway do they have in Chicago?
answer g freight
What does it carry?
answer : ashes dirt freight
What does it connect?
answer s : stores railway station
warehouses piers
Where have they recently ordered new
subway cars?
answer : New York City
How many did they order?
answer : 640
How many people can stand in the new cars?
answer : 40
How much will they cost?
answer s $32,000

22
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Lesson 32 Baseball
Your partner will read his story first and then
you are to ask him these questions.
Where was baseball first played?
answer ; Coopers town
When was it first played?
answer; 1939
f
How do professional players get their start?
answers ; on vacant lots high school
college
Ho v/ much money did Babo Ruth earn in one
year?
answer
: $80,000
Wha ' two negroes are on major league teams?
answers
.
Larry Dobv Jackie Robinson
On what team does Larry play?
answer ; Cleveland
Who was the strikeout king in 1947?
answer ; Blackwell
How old is Blackwell?
answer ; 24
How tall is Blackwell?
answer; 6 ft. 5 in.
What is Bob Feller’s salary?
answer ; $75,0G0 a year

Lesson 33 William Osier 23 315
Ask your partner these questions before he
reads.
1. Who was William Osier?
2. What funny things happened to him?
3. Why did he become a great scientist?
Have him read the story and when he finishes
ask him these questions.
Where did William Osier live?
an swers ; village wilds
of Canada born in 1849
father a missionary
twelve miles from postoffice
fifteen miles from doctor
What happened to Willie?
answ rss tied to a sta^c calf tied also
Willie fell in pail
the calf laughed so Willie thought
What two things did Willie do?
answers : left a flock of geese in school
moved the chairs to the upstairs
How did he become interested in science?
answers ; injured leg stayed in bed
teacher left microscope
Lesson 34 Horses
Ask your partner to read his story and when
he finishes ask him these questions and check
hi s answer s
.
For whs t
answers
:
purposes have horses
meat
gloves
cloth
brushe s
been used?
shoes
baseball
stuffing
fishlines
Tell all you can remember about the Arab
horse
.
answers : small 15 hands high
slander legs
intelligent eyes
small feet
handsome head
full nostrils
gray white
chestnut bay
What gates
answer?
does the Kentucky thoroughbred have?
gallop run
rack
trot
single foot
canter
pacing
. ,
!
.
.
.
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Lesson 35 Marie Curie 24 316
Have your partner read his story and then ask
him to tell you all about what he can remember.
Check his answers.
When Marie Curie
was a small child
"she played
"with, fairies
in her father’s workshop.
’"She spent much time
in keeping her father’s
"tables
,
"shelves
,
glass tubes
"and other things
"sparkling clean.
"She knew that in these
glass things
"the fairies lived.
'She loved to hear
"her father talk
"about atoms
"and_ the mysterious forces
"that made the visible world
"in which we live.
"She knew the names of
"the fairies,
"rainbow light waves
"that made all the colors
"and many more
"that our eyes are not able
"to discover--
"sound waves,
". lectrici ty
"magne ti sm
gravi ta tion.
~By the time she was nine
"she could help her father
prepare apparatus
"for his teaching
_in the university.
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Storie s
To the Purnl
:
You end your partner ere going to he In one
another with your reeding, hr ch of you hrve a "book of stories
end r hook containing chock r>ages. A3. 'rays it end do just v/hat
your partner tells you to do. Mien you finish ”ith your lesson
you help your partner ’dth his. If you folio*; the directions it
will soon be easy to remember ’-hat you read.
Name
School
Teacher
iI
Lesson 1 Bowline
Bov/ling is one of the oldest indoor snorts. It is
ployed by rolling a ball down a highly polished wooden runway
toward ten wooden pins set up in the form of a triangle.
The Dutch originally brought the game of nine pins
to Hew Amsterdam about 1900, It '-'as nonular. so a blue law
’^as passed to prevent playing fgne Pins. The people got around
it by adding a tenth pin.
There are several kinds of boiling in the United Stah.es.
Duckpins are played mainly along the eastern coast while can&lcoins
are played around Boston*
Lesson 2 Teddy
Teddy, a small fox terrier, spent seventec?i &f\ys
trapped in a ruined building. He was finally coaxed out by
the sound of his master's voice, md a Piece of fish*
The doctor who examined Teddy thought he must have
drunk rain water and eaten food left in the ruins because he
was not very thin.
Lesson 3 Yuletide in Paissia
A pretty custom at the yuletide season in Russia is
the blessing of the house and household. The orient visits each
house in the neighborhood, accompanied by boys carrying a. dish of
holy water. The priest sprinkles each room with the "ater, and
each person present then kisses the cross that he carries. He
pronounces the benediction as he proceeds from room to room.
The people do not greet one mother HLth "Merry Christmas"
in Russia, One hears "Greetings for the Lord's birth", to which the
one addressed replies, "God be with you."
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iesgpn._4 Hone l-^lersan
When Hans Andersen was a school bo:/, he lihed a
pretty little girl in his class. All the little girl ’ranted
to do was to learn arithnetic so she could be a dairymaid in
a grand castle.
One day Hans drew a Picture of a castle and told
her that this castle was his h. 3, end that he v;ar a grand
nobleman. The fairies had stolen hi i from the castle and
left hirn ’iien a baby with a moor cobbler.
The little girl did not like such foolish stories*
and said that Hans was not telling the truth. She even s^id
that he was foolish. It rna.de urns very sad to think that the
little girl did not believe in fairies.
le sson 5 .learninr eng feudvina as a hobby
If you ’rant to be successful in carrying out a hobby
you must do some studying. But did you over ston to think that
just learning itself nay also be a -oroFitabie and interesting
hobby V It might be the study of languages, art, electricity,
or gardening. Whatever it is the person ’’ill always find that
he has gotten a. great dead from his hobby.
Many peonle study just to have a change from their
regular work, The engineer nay decide to study about the stars,
while the doctor may wish to study art. Some peonle have studied
in order to change into a. new job.
Lesson 6 Rabbits
V/e all love rabbits or hares. They ^re such gentle
creatures with their large soft eyes, big inquiring ears, and.
wiggling noses. These mild, tir.id, defenseless creatures have
strong hindlegs and can run very fast without becoming tired.
Their hindlegs are longer than their forelegs so they
can run faster uphill than downhill. Their front paws have five
toes and their hind paws have only four. Their senses of sight,
hearing, and scent are very keen.
They like to eat vegetables and many times steal the
grain and vegetables from the farmers. They can also live very
well on the inner bark of the trees.
Hares and rabbits look alike, but there are many dif-
ferences. The hare is a much larger animal than the rabbit. Rabbits
always live in groups while the hare lives by himself.
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Lesson 7
_
Indertenfl enca Day i n C osta. Rica
. .
Here in the United States we celebrate our Independence
Day on July 4th. In Costa Rica they too celebrate an Independence
Day which takes place on September 15th*
We often celebrate with a patriotic parade, while their
parade is one of gaily painted ox carts.. Every ox man tries to
make his cart as bright as possible*
Our friend, Don Peart vent to the paint shop and bought
four cans of paint. The colors were green, purple, yellow, and
red.
First he painted the cart all over a lovely green, and
then he decorated the two wheels the stdes, and the shaft as well
as the oxen's yoke with stars, stripes, and scallops
When the ox carts came to the city they formed a huge
parade and passed before two sets of judges. The fust set judged
the pretty carts and the second set juaged which yoke of oxen were
the finest.
Lesson 8 Glimmer Shins
You have seen pictures of beautiful sailing vessels
many times. These were the clipper ships which were slender, fast
sailing vessels
>
built in .America in the 1830 : s and ±840 's.. The
clipper ships had high masts and many large sails. At the time of
the clipper ships many people wore dealing in slaves from Africa,
while others were bringing tea and opium from China. The traders
found these fast ships to be fine for their needs.
Luring the gold rush of 1849 many passengers were carried
to California on them. Today the large airplanes carrying passen-
gers from America to China are called clippers.
Lesson 9 Lacrosse
Lacrosse is a game which the Canadians took from the
northern Indians and changed slightly. The Indians played it in
grand style. Warriors of two tribes in full war paint played. As
many as a thousand played at one time.
The object of modern lacrosse is to drive a small ball of
sponge rubber between the enemies^ goal posts ; The goal posts are
from 100 to 120 yards apart. The field is from 60 to 70 yards wide.
The ball is thrown or carried with a cross which is a curved pole
much like a hockey stick with a loose net fastened to it. Each team
of ten players tries to send the ball through the enemies' goal posts
as many times as possible in the four periods of play.
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Lesson 10 Collecting Butterflies
Butterflies and moths are among the favorite items of
collectors of insects* One private collection of these insects
was bought by the United States government for $50,000 and placed
in the national museum in Washington, D. C.
Such collections must be carefully handled in order to
preserve the original colors, and to prevent living insect pests
from destroying the specimens. Mounted butterflies can be kept
in glass cases exposed to the light and will not fade, Moths must
be kept in dark cabinets, otherwise therir colors fade quickly*
Each butterfly specimen should be labeled with the name
of the species, and the date and place where it is found®
A few articles are needed to sc art a butterfly collection
namely field glasses, a net, and a killing bottle.
T
Lesson 11 Cats
Cats belong to the same family as the lion, tiger,
jaquar, and leopard. They are known for their beauty,, strong
spines, power, looseness of skin, padded, feet, and claws.
The cat uses his teeth for tearing and chopping his
meat. He has no teeth that he can use for grinding his meat.
His long stiff whiskers help him at night to feel his way in the
dark. Cats cannot see in the dark as some people tell us, but
they can see in a very dim light.
There are many breeds of cats,. Most of the cats were
brought to this country from the Ear East, Today one can find
in our country Siamese, Tabby, Persian, Manx, Angora, and the
Maine cat, commonly called a ”coon cat.”
i
Lessen 12 Amelia Earhart
The first woman to cross the Atlantic Ocean in an airplane
was Amelia Earhart. She was also the first woman to make the flight
alone. She was the first woman to make a solo flight over the Pacific
too. In 1937 on almost the last lap of a flight around the world, she
t„ok off from New Guinea for a c ntral Pacific island and was never
heard from again.
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lesson 13 Button Collecting
Collecting ‘buttons is lots of fun because buttons date
from the earliest times. Many buttons which are merely ornaments
today were at one time useful for seme purpose. The buttons on a
man’s sleeve were used to fasten the *.uffs over the lace frills
which decorated the shirb sleeves. Tie buttons on the back of men's
long tailed cutaway coats were once used to hold up the coat tails
when the wearer rode horseback-,
Buttons on men's clothes are always sewed on the right side.
This custom began so that a nan could unbutven his coat easily with
his left hand and withdi aw his sword o.aickly with his right.
Buttons are made from mother of-pearl, vegetable ivory,
bone, dried blood, and metal. Other mutton materials are wood, paper,
.leather, plastic, shell, stone, and glass.
Expensive ornamental buttons are made from ivory, agate,
marble, jade, pearls, and amber o In colonial times, men's suits
often had buttons of pewter, silver, or gold
People have used many novel and clever methods of displaying
their collections of buttons. Some sew them on to paper plates,
others use large sheets of cardboard to fasten the buttons to, while
still others have glass cases with shelves c verea with silks and
velvets to display the buttons.
Lesson 14 Halloween
Halloween is a festival celebrated October 31st. Its
name means holy evening because it comes the day before All Saints'
Day. In modern times it is celebrated with pranks and parties, and
with customs that are a mixture of many beliefs.
The Druids, an early people of Britain, celebrated their
autumn festival at this time of the year. It was the time of feast-
ing on all kinds of food which had been grown during the summer.
The modern custom of decorating for Halloween parties with pumpkins,
autumn leaves, and cornstalks comes from the Druid autumn festival,.-
The Druids also believed that on Halloween, ghosts, spirits,
fairies, witches, and elves came out to harm people. They built
large bonfires to scare such people away. The people gathered around
the fires and told of their meetings with such ghosts. \Ie have kept
this up by using pictures of witches and ghosts to decorate at this
season of the year.
Halloween is a time for parties for grownups and children.
There are certain games played, such as bobbing for apples, telling
fortunes, and ghost stories. Many children go to parties dressed
in funny costumes and wearing masks.
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Lessen 15 Golf
The Batch were the first to play the game of golf, but
the Scotch were the ones who developed it, and gave it to us.
In 1400 the king of Scotland said that the game could no longer
be played in Scotland because the people were neglecting their
archery practice. When it was learned that the kr.ng was playing
golf the rule was done away with and ai.1 the people began to play
again.
Golf was usually known as a rich man’s game, because it
was played by men who had little to do. Later it was played by
men in all walks of life. Wow it is the meso popular game in
America played by both men ana women- It is said to have two and
a ha'"i million players who are playing on 2. 800 private courses,
2,800 daily fee courses, and 700 public owned courses.
The game of golf is a game of skill rather than strength.
Each player tries to make a better score than his opponent, but
does not try to prevent his opponent from scoring.
People begin playing ex all ages. Bobby Jones was play-
ing at six years and was a champion wnen he was twelve. On the
other hand some wc^ld champions have not taken up golf until they
were in their thirties.
Lesson 16 John Paul Jones
John Paul Jones was sleeping on a rock when the tide
wa.s out. When he did not come home on time a young officer was
sent out to look for him. When he found the boy, he discovered
that young John Paul was very much excited because he had had a
most unusual dream. He thought he was the captain of a ship out
in the midst cf a great sea fight. The ship was afire, and they
were afraid it would sink.
The officer said tha.t he hoped some day that the boy
would have the opportunity of being a captacn of a ship.
John said, "This strange ship in my dream did not fly
the English flag. At the masthead was the strangest flag I have
ever seen. It was red and white with a blue field filled with
stars in the corner. What country’s flag is that?"
The officer said, "No such flag; I know them all, there's
none like that. The rest of your dream may come true, but not
that about the flag."
Bo you think the dream came true?
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lesson 17
Some day you will see the new train which its makers call
the Astra Done. It was "built "by General Motors, makers of automo-
biles, at a cost of about $1,500,000,
The locomotive is a 2000horsepower diesal which will run
at a speed of 100 miles per hour. The engineer is able to start
and stop the train without a jerk, because of the solid joints between
the cars, thus giving the passengers a sway-proof ride.
There is radio telephone service, so that the passengers on the
train will be able to call there friends at home or at sea.
The train is to be arranged on four levels. The dining rooms
are to be on the different levels with private dining rooms for snail
parties. The coach cars are divided into small compartments where a
family can travel in semi* privacy at the normal coach fare. The
children will find a nice playroom.
Lesson 18 Henry H.
One thing Henry Clay liked to do when he wa.s a boy down in the
south was to help make the soap. Tor weeks the cook had been
saving grease. She had also saved wood ashes from the fireplace.
She pub the cashes into a barrel and poured water over them. The
water trickled through the ashes. It dripped through a hole in the
bottom of the barrel into a wooden tub. This was the "lye." When
mother dropped a potato into it the potato bobbed around near the
top. India, the cook built a fo.ro in the yard. HKe hung a kettle
over it. She poured the grease and lye into the kettle. She stirrel
it with a big stick. As India worked over it the grease disappeared
A clear soft jelly began to form. This was the soft soap.
Lessen 19 Croquet
Croquet is a game played indoors and <s>ut by men, women,
boys, and girls. The outdoor game is the most popular. It requires
a smooth, level area, measuring forty-five by ninety feet. Well
rolled sod or clay makes the best field, but any level lawn will do.
A croouet set consists of eight balls, two stakes, mallets will,
which to strike the ball, and nine wire arches.
Croquet is thought to have originated from the old French game,
pall mall
,
which gave its name to the famous street Pall Mall.
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Lesson. 20 lbs. Racing C .r. -
A slight frame built around a powerful engine and a light,
but strong chassis,— that*s the racing car. It is built only for
use on the speedway. In designing the car all parts are considered
for speed, weight, and balance. It is built as light as possible and
is streamlined in every way. The engine of the racing car is more
fully developed that that of the ordinary passenger car. The many
parts of the engine are studied to see if more speed can be obtained.
The body of the car is made of aluminum or steel, and all
extra parts such as fenders, running boards, etc., are left off. In
spite of its lightness the racing car is net easily tipped over be-
cause it is perfectly balanced and built very low.
Lesson 21 The Lien' 3 Paw
Long ago there was a Roman slave who was hiding in a cave.
A lion came in and showed his paw to the slave. The slave could see
a thorn in the paw. The slave removed the thorn and the lion left.
Sometime later the slave ! s master wishing to amuse his
guests had the slave thrown into a lion J s cage. The lion recognized
his friend, the slave. He ran to the slave and began to lick his
face.
This action of the lion so amazed the master that he had
the slave set free.
Lesson 22 Twelfth Night in ngland
January 6th in England is Twelfth Right. Three things
are celebrated at that time. The coming of the three wiseman to
Bethlehem, the changing of the water into wine at the marriage feast,
and the baptising of Jesus in the Jordan by John the Baptist.
There are many sweets to buy and while the people are
looking in the shop windows, the children on the streets pin the coat
and tails and capes of different people together.
At the parties they have many contests. Grinning matches,
whistling matches, and a yawning match are the most liked. The
yawning match takes place at midnight and tie prize, a Cheshire Cheeso
goes to the man who can yawn the widest yawn.
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I»e s son 23 Collecting Things _
Many of the collections -oeorile have are useless, They are
collected solely for pleasure. Some people dollect match "books, "bottle
ca.ps, street car transfers, cigar "bands, or "buttons,
Other colle ctions range in value from a few dollars invested
in a small stamp collection to a million dollar art collection. Some
of these are so valuable that they a,re housed xn large museums where
thousands of people may see them. Of all types of collections
,
the
most popular is otamp collecting. Many persons also collect coins -
Such collections bring duplicates and then the collectors can trade
.
Tracing has often brought pleasan . friendships.
Ocher things that are collect-u are insects and butterflies,
autographs, ra.ro books, minerals, colls, shells, and maps. Many women
like to collect antique furn: ture
,
glass, pewter, and brass.
lesson 24 D oll Collections
Thousands of people in all parts of the world collect dolls
as a hobby, borne collectors own a thousand or more. There are big
dc.ls the size of grown-ups and there are tiny ones smaller than a suga1'
lump. One doll is small enough to hide in a thimble,
Doll collections a.re often taken about the country and shown
in libraries, schools, clubs, and museums.
Many famous people have had doll collections, Emperor Monte-
zuma amused himself with such a collection. Queen Victoria owned dozens
and dozens of dolls. Her favorites >.ere small jointed wooden dolls.
Another famous collection wa.s owned by .Eugene Field, the poet, who wrote
,rLittle Boy Blue.'*
Lesson Curling
.
For hundreds of years Scotsmen have played a game in which
they slide granite stones along a level sheet of ice. This is curling,
Scotland's national winter sport. It has spread to many lauds including
Canada., United Sta.tes, and Switzerland. Teams play on a narrow rink 4v
yards long. Four men make up a team. Each man has two stones and play
r
each alternately with his opponent.
A stone weighs between 32 ana 44 pounds. It is round, about
twelve inches across the middle and flattened at the top and bottom.
A handle at the top helps the player to give the stone a twisting motion
as it leaves his hands. Two teammates with brooms move ahead of the
stone to sweep the ice so that the stone will slide along. The captain
is called a skip and directs the play of the team.
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u*»aon 26. ... .. Armadillo
One of the strangest animals that we find is the
armadillo. It is a cousin of another strange animal, the ant-
eater.
The armadillo is covered with a hard, honey case. This
case is sometimes mode into a basket. The eating habits of the
armadillo are odd, because he eats r.ots, insects, worms, and
snakes. His legs are very short, but nevertheless he can run
very fast.
If yon wish to see one it is necessary to be out after
dark as they move around mostly at .sight, When they wish to
escape from an enemy, they dig a tun -el down in the ground and
hide. They can hold on to their pla.ee in the ground with their
claws.
The armadillo can be fc id in Texas and in many parts of
South America. Many of the na.iives of South America use the
meat of the armadillo for food.
Less on 27 John Quincy Adams
Mr, Adams returned from Philadelphia, with a present for
his son John. It we s a diary. John didn’t understand what he
wa.s to do w;. h it until his father told him that he kept one
too. John wrote in his Dece”Vr 2, 177?—"Today is one of the
happiest days we have had in a long time. Papa came home to us."
Mr* Adams went over to his trunk end took out his diary. It
wasn’t new like John’s. The binding was worn and there were very
few blank pages left. He begen to write and in a few minutes
he handed his book to John. December 2, 1777—- "Today is one
of the happiest days I have had in a long time. I have come
home to my family." Mr. x\dams and John looked at each other
and smiled. Then they walked over to the fireplace and put their
diaries down on the mantel. Neither of them knew that some day
these diaries would be rend by thousands of people and that they
would be two of the most famous diaries ever written.
Lesson 28 Mother’s Dry
Sach year one day is set apart to honor our mothers.
But since mothers are such wonderful people we should honor
them everyday.
The idea of a day to be set apart to honor mothers
started in a Sunday School in Philadelphia. In 1914 bhe Con-
gress of the United States passed an act saying that the Presi-
dent should set apart a special day on which to honor mothers.
May 9, 1914 President Woodrow Wilson said that all flags
should fly on public buildings the second Sunday in May in
honor of mothers everywhere.
On Mother’s Day you see many store windows filled with
many things to buy as gifts for mother. In these same windows
there are many carnations, because they are the flower, chosen
to represent Mother’s Day.
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Ii.es son 29 Jfew Scotland—. .
Scotland’s great national holiday is not Christmas as
you might think, but rather it is New Year's Day. The holi-
day lasts two days, the last day of the old year and the first
day of the new year, All the shops, factories, and mills are
closed and the members of the families all come home for the
two days.
The children call at their neighbors- homes and receive
gifts which are usually atopies orangss, or a sweetmeat. In
eertair parts of Scotland the onildoen dress up in funny clo-
ches, carry turnips in which they have cut the eyes, nose and
mouth'... They nut a lighted candle inf ide the turnip and parade
from house to house. If they are invited into the house they
will give a funny play in the kitchen. They then take up a
collection and march on to another hoase.
The gt own-ups have fun too. On New Year’s evening they
have a family party when all the children, grandchildren, mo-
thers, fathers, and grandparents gather together to see the
old year out. On New Year’s Day they go calling on their
friends. ,r t is good luck to tehee with them a gift. In Scot-
land a gift is usually wine or shortbread.
Lesson 30 Famous C ol lections
The hobbies of many wealt j people have often resulted
in collections of grea.t value to all of us.
In Washington D.C. there are three wonderful collec-
tions made by wealthy men that the public have the opportu-
nity to enjoy. Mr. Folger' s collection of Shakespeare has a
special building. The Mellon Art Gallery was presented to
the people of the United States by Andrew Mellon, a former
Secretary of the Treasury, while another the Freer Art Gal-
lery was given by Mr. Freer of Detroit.
The famous Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York houses
two famous collections made by rich men; Benjamin Altman, a
merchant of Sow York, gave his a-t collection and in 1923 the
private library of J. Pierpont Morgan was placed there.
lor those of you who are interested in the life of our
lorefatners, the collection of buildings and articles that
were in daily use in early American days would be interesting.
You can see this collection in Dearborn, Michigan where Henry
Ford has brought them together in one place and called it
Greenfield Village.
Nearly every large city has some kind of a museum in
which you can spend a great deal of time studying the collec-
tions that have been assembled there.
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Lesson 31 __ Subva . _ . - . -
A subway is a tunnel below some of the streets of
a city Cars that run there may be either trolley cars
brought in on tracks that connect wi'.h those on the surface^,
or third, rail cars. Both kinds are used in Boston. In New
York only the third rail plan is used.
There is also a subway in Chicago, but there the
cars are for freight only. Coal ashes and the dirt from the
foundations of new buildings axe all hauled away underground.
So is the freight of al ’ kinds since the cellers of stores
and warehouses in Ihe business dist.icbs are connected with
the subway, which runs to the railway stations and piers.
In New Xork they recently ordered 640 new subway
cars The new cars will carry forty s landing passengers
instead of the twenty-eight which the cars in use at the pre-
sent time do.. The cars will cost $32,000 each.
Lesson 32 Base nil
Baseball as it is played today began in 1839 on a
field in Cooperstown, New York. The rules we re made by Abner
Doubleday who later became a general in the Union Army. The
National Baseball Museum is located at Cooperstown in his honor.
Baseball is the most highly organized professional
sport in America. The professionals get their start by play-
ing on vacant lots as children, and with high school and college
teams.
The professional makes baseball his life work and in
the major leagues earns an excellent salary. Many earn as much
as $20,000 a year. One year Babe Ruth made $80,000.
For many years the major ^eagues did not employ negro
talert, but since negro Jackie Robinson has overcome racial pre-
judice and joined the Brooklyn Dodgers, scouts are looking for
negro talent. Recently the Cleveland Indians signed Larry Doby,
a 22 year old infielder who has been playing with the negro team
at Newark, New Jersey. When they ask Larry if he wanted to fly
to Cleveland he said he was too excited and he wanted to go by
train.
In his first three times at bat, for Cleveland, Left-
handed Larry Doby, the first negro in the American League,
struck out twice and hit one single.
In 1947 the strike out king of the National League
was 24 year old Swell Blackwell, who is 6 feet 5 inches tall.
Many think he is as good as Bob Seller, but there is a differ-
ence. Seller makes $75,000 a year and Blackwell makes about
$10 , 000 .
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Leaaon 33
_
_Willj.eni Osier
... .
Sir William Osier was the most "beloved, doctor of modern
times. He was "born in 1849 in the wilds of Canada where his fa-
ther was a missionary. He lived in a small village of only two
hundred people. It was twelve miles irom the post office and
fifteen miles from the nearest doctor.
When Willie was a little "boy his mother tied him to a
stake in the "'ard. What makes this a fanny story is the fact
that she tied the calf to the same stake. One day little Willie
foil into a pail of milk which had been placed there for the
c-lf. he little calf sr,cod ant. laughed at Willie in the pail of
milk. At least WIT. lie thought it did.
As Willie grew older he was full of tricks. One day
the tes,cher came to school and found a new family living on the
iirst floor. It was a fiock of geese which had been placed there
by Willie. Another time he carried all the seats from the first
floor to the second floor of the school house. The teacher v,'as
very angry with him, but in time he was forgiven.
While playing ball one day, his leg was injured. It
was necessary for him to stay in bed for some time. His favorite
teacher brought him a microscope and showed him how to use it.
This was the beginning of his great interest in science.
Lesson 34 Horse s
The horse has played an important part in world his-
tory. In the early times he was used only for war, but now he
contributes his part by hauling and plowing for his master.
In many parts of Europe horsemeat is eaten. Horse-
hide is used for making shoes and gloves and for covering base-
ballsc Horsehair is made into cloth and stuffing for uphols-
tered furniture, and in addition, is used for brushes and fish-
lines.
The Arab horse is the oldest and purest breed of
saddle horse. It is small, rarely over fifteen hands high. It
has slender legs and small feet. The head is handsome with full
nostrils and large intelligent eyes. The back is short and
strong. The Arab horse may be one of several colors such a.s
gray, white, chestnut, or bay.
The Kentucky thoroughbred with his five gaits owes
much to his Arab ancestor. The gaits are the gallop or run,
the rack or single foot, in which case two feet hre rarely on
the ground at the same time
,
the trot in which the legs diagon-
ally opposite move together and the canter in which the front
legs and the hind legs are alternately on the ground. When the
legs on the same side are lifted at the same time it is called
pacing.
I
f
15
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Le § son_ 35 Mar ie Curie
When Marie Curie was a small child she played with
fairies in her father’s workroom, rather than playing with
dolls. She spent much tine in keeping her father’s tables,
shelves, glass tubes, and other tnings sparkling clean. She
knew that in these different glass things the fairies lived.
She loved to hear her father talk about atoms, and the mys-
terious forces that make the visible world in which we live.
She knew the names of the fairies—rainbow light waves— that
make all the colors we see—and many more that our eyes are
not able to dxscover—sound waves, electricity, magnetism,
and gravitation. By the time she was nine she could help her
father prepare apparatus to be used in his teaching at the
university.
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1
.
A boy
was hurt
on our street
yesterday.
He had been playing ball
and was riding
his bic3?-cle
away from
the ball field
when a car
came down the road.
He did not see
the car coming
because he was looking back
at the boys
who were still playing ball.
The oar was going slowly.
It hit the boy
but did not run over him.
His arm
was hurt
his bicyle
was bent.
2 .
Peter Cooper
built one of the first
railroad engines
in the United States.
I-i-, was used to pull cars
from a city to a town
thirteen miles away.
No one thought that
che engine could do this.
In August
in the year 1830,
it was hooked to a car
packed full of people.
It went at a speed
of eighteen miles an hour
and made the trip
i r. forty-e ight minutes
.
People were surprised
that anyone could breathe
while going so fast.
Name
School
Teacher
3 .
Large kites have been used
for a great many things.
In war they have been used
to carry signal lanterns
and to carry automatic cameras
over enemy territory.
One general
used kites to pull ropes
across a swift river
so that he could start to build
a swinging bridge.
Some people in China
make ’’singing kites”
which are supposed
to frighten away
evil spirits.
The weather bureau has used kites
to study temperatures
and the speed of wind
at great heights.
A string of kites once went up
over four miles in the air.
Some kites are big enough
to lift a man.
Total number
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Final Test Oral Recall 334Name
1
.
A little girl
got off the train
all alone.
There was nobody
at the station
to meet her.
She asked the man
inside the station
where her mother was.
He said that her mother c
could not get the aar started.
A man was trying to fix it.
The little girl sat down
to wait.
A few minutes later
a tig car
name around the corner
with her mother in it.
The little girl got in
and they drove home,
2
.
About one hundred and fifty
years ago
jr_ Trance
' he first man
went up in a balloon.
His balloon was made of paper,
<. overed with strips of cloth
o make it strong,
i long rope kept it
from going too high.
Later the man took a friend
up in the ballon with him.
On this trip they rose
over five hundred feet.
The trip lasted
thirty minutes.
They came down
several miles
from where they started.
School
Teacher
3.
Early settlors
in America
found that Indians
would sell skins and land
for glass beads.
Many men earned their livirg
by making glass beads
and bottles.
In 1827
a man invented a way
to press molten glass
into iron molds.
The most famous glass works
was in the town of Sandwich in
Massachusetts
.
The Sandwich glass had
a bright silvery appearance
and it could be moldon into
very elaborate and attractive
patterns
.
Beautiful lamps and candlesticks
as well as all sorts of disbc s
were made from this glass.
In many New England homes
pieces of Sandwich glass
arc still found on display.
Total number
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1 .
Henry
goes to a. large lake
In summer,
last summer,
a motorboat sank
near his house.
The boat had ten men
on it
.
The man
who was running the boat
brought it
very close
to the shore
when the water was low.
He hit a big rock
under water.
It made a hole
xn the bottom o
of tne boat,
The water came in
very fast.
Ail of the men
swam to shore,
2
,
In 180?
Robert Fulton
took the first long trip
in a steamboat,
lie wont one hundred and fifty mile
up the Hudson Ri\cr.
The boat went
five miles an hour.
This was (faster
than a steamboat
had ever gone before.
Crowds gathered
on both banks of ohe river
to see this new kind of boat go by
The fishermen
did not like the boat.
They were afraid
that its noise and splaliing
would drive away
&11 the fish.
School_
Teacher
3 ,
The richest diamond field
in the world i
is in South Africa,
Deep pits
yield a hard substance
called :, blue ground ,r
which contains the diamonds.
The blue ground is spread
.
over the drying fields
for a year.
The weather
r cadually crumble s it
.
Then it is taken up
.n run through washing machines
7b ich sort out the stones
and the diamonds,
T value of the diamonds is
determined
by color, size, and purity.
Blue, yellow, orange, brown end
green diamonds
have been discovered.
The most valuable ones
arc pure white,
largest diamond ever fauna
weighed almost two pounds.
Total number
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Written Recall Name
1
.
Late in the summer
a man started
to build a house.
He wanted to finish it
before winter came.
He had some men
*dig the cellar
for him.
Then he built the floor
andthe cellar steps
himself.
Before he could do anything more
he had to move away
to another town,
lie left the house
jat as it was.
He told the bo}rs
next door
that they might use the cellar
as a clubhouse.
School
Teacher
3 .
Rubber came into general use
about two hundred years ago,
Columbus brought it back
from his second voyage
to America.
It was named "rubber”
because it wa s used to rub out
pencil marks.
Rubber comes mainly from Africa
and Brasil.
It is manufactu ed
from the milky juice
of the rubber tree
.
Rapi d handlirg of the juice
is . .ccessary.
It is collected
2
.
The first trains
were pulled
by horses.
Later,
engines wore used
to pull trains.
The first engines
could not go very fast
and often broke down.
Once there was a race
between a train pulled by
At first,
the herse was ahead
because the engine had to
Then the engine passed the
but something in the engine
broke
and the horse won the race.
early in the morning
when the flow is greatest.
At the factor v,
acid is added at once
to make the rubber rise
to the top.
It is .then treated
in many different ways.
Attempts to produce rubber
in the United States
have not been successful.
a horse.
start slowly,
horse
,
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Total number
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NEW CALIFORNIA SHORT-FORM TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
ELEMENTARY '47 S-FORM
Devised by Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark, and Ernest W. Tiegs
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%
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Mental Age
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1. Sensing Right and Left* 20
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TEST 1.
Directions: Draw a ring around the letter R under all right hands and feet. Draw a ring arour
the letter L under all left hands and feet.
Test 1. Score (number right).
— 2—
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TEST 2.
Directions: In each row find a drawing which is the same as the first drawing. Put an X under
it and write its number on the line to the right.
A
r~2 ! n
Lr
i
^h'vb 4.
2 aX-
r?
4. . ^ A
S\l
1
b "0
7 3 4- i
1 2 3 4- *
4%
i X
i
i
l 2 3-4- 3
4
'
i
fl
2 3 4 *
i
A £7^
2 a
A]
4 3
6
1
1
0 db
Z 3
In
A e
i
i
i
Th m ri—r-r—
2- 3 4 7
1 E 2> A.
Test 2. Score (number right)
!>
J
— 4—
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TEST 4.
Directions: Read each group of statements and draw a line under the correct answer. Write
the number of the answer on the line to the right. See sample 0.
0.
If the sun shines it is day.
The sun shines. Therefore
1 It will not rain 2 It is day
3 The moon may shine tonight 2 0
1. All four-footed creatures are animals
All horses are four-footed. Therefore
1 Creatures other than horses can walk
2 All horses can walk
3 All horses are animals 1
2. Either the sun moves around the earth or
the earth moves around the sun.
But the sun does not move around the earth.
Therefore
1 The earth moves around the moon
2 The earth moves around the sun
3 The sun is larger than the earth 2
3. Manuel runs faster than Harry.
Burt runs faster than Harry.
Which is the slowest of the three?
1 Burt 2 Manuel 3 Harry 3
4. Jane is taller than Helen. Helen is taller
than Barbara.
Which is the tallest: Jane, Helen, or Barbara?
1 Helen 2 Jane 3 Barbara 4
5. All mammals are vertebrates
The cow is a mammal. Therefore
l-
1 Some vertebrates live on land
2 Some mammals live in water
3 The cow is a vertebrate 5
6. A is either B or C.
A is not C. Therefore
1 A is not B 2 A is B 3 C is B G
7. Either your cousin is older than you, or the
same age, or younger.
But your cousin is not older, nor is he younger.
Therefore
1 Your cousin is younger than you
2 Your cousin is older than you
3 Your cousin is the same age as you 7
8. All circles are round figures.
The figure is not round. Therefore
1 It is not a circle 2 It is oval
3 It is either a square or a triangle 8
9. All metals are solids.
Gold is a metal. Therefore
1 Gold is valuable 2 Gold is a solid
3 Metals are usually heavy 9
10. Some fishes fly.
No birds are fishes. Therefore
1 All creatures that fly are fishes or birds
2 No fishes resemble birds
3 Creatures other than birds can fly 10
11. Three boys are up on a ladder.
Tom is farther up the ladder than Paul.
Jim is farther up than Tom.
Which boy is in the middle position on the
ladder?
1 Tom 2 Paul 3 Jim 11
12. George Washington was a skillful general.
George Washington was President of the
United States. Therefore
1 Skilled generals make good presidents
2 One President of the United States was
a skillful general
3 Good presidents make skillful generals 12
13. A is situated to the east of B.
B is situated to the east of C. Therefore
1 C is situated close to A
2 A is situated to the east of C
3 C is nearer to A than to B 13
14. He is either honest or dishonest.
But he is not dishonest. Therefore
1 He is desirable for a position
2 He comes of honest people
3 He is honest 14
15. A is equal to B.
B is equal to C. Therefore
1 B is larger than C 2 A is equal to C
3 A is equal to B plus C 15
Test 4. Score (number right)
Directions: In each row of numbers below, there is one that is wrong. Find this wrong num-
ber among the answers to the right. Draw a line under it and write the letter on the
line to the right. In Sample A, the correct answer is 9 and letter b is written on the line
to the right.
Answers
Sample: A. 2 4 6 8 9 10 Sample: A. a 8 b 9 c 4 d 10 e 2 b A
( 1 ). 5 10 15 20 22 25 30 a 5 M0 e 15 d 20 a 22 1
( 2 ). 18 15 13 12 9 6 3 a 15 M3 M2 d 9 e 3 *>
(3). 2 5 8 10 11 14 17 a 5 b 8 M0 dll a 17 3
(4). 1 2 4 8 14 16 32 a 2 b 4 c 8 d 14 a 16 4
/
(5). 27 9 3 1 0 % a 9 b 3 c 1 d 0 a l/3 5
( 6 ). 3 4 7 8 11 12 14 15 a 3 b 14 c 15 d 7 a g 6
(7). 3 9 27 76 81 243 a 9 b 27 a 76 d 81 a 243 7
( 8 ). 25 24 22 19 18 16 13 12 9 10 7 a 25 b 22 a 19 M3 a 9 Z
(9). 1 2 4 7 11 15 16 22 a 15 b 16 a 22 d 2 a '4 7
( 10 ). 12.5 11.4 10.3 9.8 9.2 8.1 7.0 a 11.4 b 9.8 a 9.2 d 8.1 a 7.0 10
Test 5, Score (number right)
TEST 6.
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Directions: Work these problems. Use the side of this page to figure on if you need to See
sample problem A. (Read the problem.) The correct answer is 8
,
so the letter b is
written on the line to the right.
A. There are 5 birds in the tree and
3 birds on the fence. How many
birds are there?
Ans.: a 2 b 8 c is a 7 b A
1. Tom has 5 marbles. Bob has 4
marbles. Bill has 3 marbles. How
many marbles do all three boys
have
Ans.: a l b 2 c 12 d 60
2. Tickets to the kite show cost 10
cents. Jim’s big brother bought 2
tickets. How much did he pay for
them?
Ans.: a 20^ b 2 $ c 12 ^ d 8 ^
3. Ben earns 4 dollars each month
helping his father after school. He
has earned 16 dollars. How many
months has be been working?
Ans.: a 20 b 64 < $4 d 4 -
4. Seventy girl scouts were divided
into 5 groups of equal size. How
many girls were there in each
group?
Ans.: a 15 b 14 * 20 d 3 -
5. How many marbles can you buy
for 25 cents at the rate of 3 for 5
cents?
Ans.: a 15 b 75 <33 d 40
6 . Two boys had a watermelon stand
at the ball game. They had 50
cents in the cash box to start with.
They sold 40 slices of melon at 5
cents a slice. How much should
they have in the cash box at the
end of the day?
Ans.: a $2.00 b 80^ <$3.00 d $2.50 -
7. Baseball mits which usually sold
for 65 cents were sold for a short
time for 25 cents less. Frank
bought a mit at the lower price
and gave the clerk 50 cents. How
much change should he get back?
Ans.: a 25^ b 20^ <10^ d 5^
8 . At Camp No. 9 it took 10 boy
scouts 3 days to set up camp. At
Camp No. 12 the camp must be set
up in one day. How many boys
will be needed to do the work?
Ans.: a 3 b 30 <27 d 13 8
9. George lives one-fourth of a mile
from school. He goes home at
noon for lunch. How far does he
walk each day going to and from
school?
Ans.: a V^mi. b lmi. < %mi. d iy2mi.
9
10. A newsboy delivered papers to 30
customers for a month. At the end
of the month he collected $15.
How much did each customer pay?
Ans.: a 50^ b $2.00 <5^ d $5.00 19
11
.
There are 20 girls in the Sunday
school class. Each week each girl
gives 5 cents to go toward a fund
for needy families. How much
will all the girls give in 5 weeks?
Ans.: a $1.00 b 25^ <$5.00 d $7.50 44
12. Richard saw a bicycle advertised
for $21 at one-third off for cash.
How much money will he need to
buy it?
Ans.: a $14.00 b $7.00 <$18.00 d $9.00 12
13. How much will*your mother have
to pay for the cleaning of a rug
9 ft. wide and 12 ft. long at the
rate of 20 cents a square foot?
Ans.: a $8.40 b $1.08 <$4.20 d $21.60 13
14. In a field meet, 20 events were
listed for the day. Pupils from
your school won 60 per cent of the
events. How many events did you
lose?
Ans.: a 4 b 3 <8 d 12 14
15. A swimming pool is 60 ft. long and
30 ft. wide. The water in the pool
is 4 ft. deep on the average. How
long will it take to fill the pool if
the water runs in at the rate of 90
cubic feet a minute?
Ans.: a80min.b5min.<26min. d45min. 15
Test 6. Score (number right)
TEST 7.
Directions: Draw a line under the word which means the same or about the same as the first
word. Write the number of this word on the line to the right, as:
0. blossom
1. journey
1 tree 2 vine
3 flower 4 garden
1 state 2 travel
3 end 4 fair
2. law 1 rules 2 power
3 able 4 help
3. always ] larger 2 forever
3 know 4 apart
4. almost 1 rarely 2 never
3 now
5. alarm
nearly
1 blame 2 signal
3 address 4 comfort
6. damage 1 manage 2 collect
4 recover
2 publish
4 destroy
1 make 2 better
3 satisfy 4 admit
1 different 2 pleasant
3 hard 4 task
1 mind 2 time
3 past 4 hopeless
injure
7. announce 1 keep
3 reform
8. improve
9. difficult
10. despair
11. consent
12. portion
13. amuse
14. lack
15. cease
«
16. disguise
17. distinct
18. sincere
19. lofty
20. extend
21. condemn
22. humble
occur 2 offer
4 a rrrf° oppose
1 collect 2 part
3 make 4 refer
1 afford 2 gift
game
use 2 want
3 admit
1 consent
3 stop
1 reveal
3 show
4 please
4 apart
z concert
4 strain
2 declare
4 mask
1 success 2 clear
3 interest 4 noticed
1 satisfactory 2 genuine
3 hopeful 4 noble —
1 tone 2 high
3 example 4 toil —
1 refuse 2 remain
3 lengthen 4 revert —
1 false 2 blame
3 oppose 4 alarm —
1 secure 2 dwelling
.16
.17
.18
.19
.2 0
.21
3 lowly 4 proud 2 2 3 vain 4 conquest
23. expert 1 average 2 master 48. malign 1 insure - slander
3 business 4 student 2 3 3 muffle 4 invade
24. apply 1 piece 2 use 49. facile 1 fragile 2 futile
3 correct 4 mean 24 3 easy 4 remote
25. legal 1 lawful 2 court 50. empower 1 enlarge 2 permit
3 lawyer 4 humane 25 3 surpass 4 indulge
26. endeavor
27. conclusion
1 help 2 hero
3 attempt 4 harm
2 end
4 right
2 hidden
4
1 settlement
3 journey
28. obscure 1 clear
3 odd * quaint
29. extraordinary 1 prefer 2 unusual
3 particular 4 favorable
30. location 1 relieve 2 choice
3 view 4 situation
31. imaginary 1 existing 2 trifling
3 unreal 4 substantial
42. compassionate 1 respectftil 2 free
3 sly 4 kind
43. deter 1 meddle 2 applaud
3 hinder 4 reline -
44. complex 1 simple 2 compliment
3 complexion 4 mixed
45. dispatch 1 discount 2 mood
3 relieve 4 haste -
46. venerable 1 admirable 2 aged
3 youthful 4 reliable -
47. conceited 1 variable 2 connected
.2 6
.2 7
.2 8
.29
.3 0
.31
32. escort 1 avoid 2 occasion
6 3 attend 4 remain 3 2
33. merit 1 deserve 2 merry
7 3 desire . 4 just 33
34. compile 1 aid 2 ample
8 3 collect 4 answer 3 4
35. console 1 empower 2 reduce
9 3 order 4 comfort 3 5
36. legislator 1 elector 2 lawmaker
10 3 minor 4 citizen 3 6
11
37. revert 1 persist 2 perplex
3 return 4 unknown 37
1
2
38. significance 1 prevention 2 treatment
3 83 meaning 4 certainty
13 39. petulant
1 oppressive 2 stagnant
393 sprightly 4 peevish
1 4 40. dispute 1 disturb 2 question
3 subdue 4 disguise 4 0
1 5 41. deplete 1 complete 2 final
3 exhaust 4 fearless 41
.4 3
.4 4
.4 5
.4 6
.4 7
.4 8
.4 9
.5 0
Test 7. Score (number right)
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STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST
By Truman L. Kelley, Giles M. Ruch, and Lewis M. Terman
Inter.
INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE ARTS TESTS Lang. Arts
FORM Dm Dm
For Use with Separate Answer Sheet
Do not open this booklet or turn it over until you are told to do so.
Samples
1-2 Dick and Tom were playing ball in the field. Dick was 1
throwing the —l— and —2— was trying to catch it.
3-4 Mary’s mother gave her a little garden for her own. In 3
it she planted some lettuce and some onions. Soon Mary
hopes to gather lettuce and —3— from her —4—. 4
6 A rose is a — 1 box 2 flower 3 home 4 month
Answers
bat 2 toy
field 4 ball
Dick 6 Tom
field 8 she
flowers 10 vegetables
onions 12 radishes
garden 14 work
seeds 16 plants
5 river s
6 A roof is found on a — 6 book 7 person
8
rock 9 house 10 word . . . e
7 Apples l “ e good
8 He 3 told4 tolled
7
me 8
9
A black
3 ^ ^ ran across our path.
10
What is
? l
name?
.9
10
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DIRECTIONS. Read each paragraph below. Decide which one of the four words at the right is the best one
for each blank. Make a mark on your answer sheet in the space which is numbered the same as your
choice. Study the sample below, and answer the other questions in the same way.
SAMPLE. Answers
1-2 Dick and Tom were playing ball in the field. Dick was throwing
the —l— and —2— was trying to catch it.
12 A mother bird was picking worms out of the ground. Instead of
eating them herself, she carried them to her 7—1-^.to feed to her —2—.
sn
3-4 It was a lovely sunny morning. Bobby and Betty were happy as
they piled baskets of good things to eat into the car. —3— were
going on a —4—
.
1
2
1
2
3
4
1 bat 2 toy
3 field 4 ball
5 Dick 6 Tom
7 field 8 she
9 bird 10 nest
11 father 12 worm
13 self 14 friend
15 nest 16 birdies
17 Girls 18 They
19 We 20 Boys
21 picnic 22 hike
23 boat 24 horse
5-6 Have you ever heard of a library without any books? There is
such a library, owned by a motion-picture company, that contains
nothing but hair. It has more than fifty thousand pieces — wigs,
mustaches, and beards in styles of many years, past and present.
The next time you see your favorite brunette actress appear on the
screen as a blonde, either she may have had her hair bleached, or,
more likely, she is wearing a —5— from this —6—.
3+
25 dress 26 ribbon
27 wig 28 book
29 picture 30 stqry
31 library 32 hair
7-8-9 When traveling in China, I came upon an old fort with stone and
earth walls that were twenty-four feet high and twelve feet thick.
The —7— were therefore twice as —8— as they were —9—.
r, 33 forts
35 rocks
o 37 thick0 39 strong
o 41 highy 43 thick
34 Chinese
36 walls
38 long
40 high
42 long
44 before
5
10-11-12 One of the most famous explorers of Africa was a missionary
sent from England named Livingstone. He traced the course of im-
portant rivers, discovered great lakes, and tried to find the parts of
—10— that were best suited to white men. He performed his mis-
sionary work as he traveled, establishing missions and preaching
the gospel of Christianity. Finally his arduous labors ruined his 11
health, and he —11— in Africa. His body was taken back to his
home in —12— for burial, and he is honored as one of the world’s 12
greatest explorers.
45 world 46 England
47 land 48 Africa
49 lived 50 died
51 killed 52 went
53 England 54 Livingstone
55 Africa 56 time
1
Go right on to the next page.
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8tonI.inter r^a
13 14 Achilles was a character in the old Greek stories. The story goes
that when Achilles was an infant his mother, wishing to protect him,
dipped him in the river Styx, the water of which rendered his body
invulnerable. The only exception was the heel by which she held
him, which did not get wet. However, after many heroic deeds
through which he came unharmed, —13— was finally killed by a 13
poisoned arrow shot by his rival, Paris, which struck him in the —14—,
14
his only vulnerable spot.
1 Achilles
3 Styx
5 heart
7 head
2 Paris
4 rival
6 back/
8 heel ' #
15-16 In this country we seldom hear of duels today, but in colonial days,
and for some time after, the duel played a considerable part in Ameri-
can political and social life. Many great names have been connected
with the story of the duels in this —15—, including one President of the
United States. The most famous of all American —16— was the tragic
meeting of Hamilton and Burr.
9 time 10 way
11 country 12 period
13 duels 14 people
15 presidents 16 men
17-18 Fruits which are not too ripe contain pectin, the most important
substance in jelly making. Fruit juices with the proper amounts of
fruit acids, pectin, and sugar will always jell. In overripe fruit, the
—17— content is too low and the juice will not —18—.
21 fruit 22 pectin
23 juice 24 sugar
25 ripen 26 cook
27 sweeten 28 jell
19-20-21 jn olden days men made their own pens from the quills of
feathers. It required considerable skill to cut a pen properly so as to
suit one’s individual taste in writing. Students were always on the
lookout for good goose, swan, turkey, or other bird feathers. Goose 19
quills made the most satisfactory —19— for general —20—, but school- 20
masters liked pens made from the —21— of swan feathers because
they fitted best behind the ear. 21
44
29 quills 30 writing
31 feathers 32 pens
33 taste 34 use
35 students 36 Washingtoi
37 feathers 38 tails
39 quills 40 wings
22-23-24 Samuel Weller is a character in Dickens’s well-known book, Pick-
wick Papers. He was a servant to Mr. Pickwick and was devoted to
his master. He is a very entertaining character, combining wit, sim-
plicity; humor, and fidelity. When Pickwick Papers came out, people
were greatly amused by^Mr. Pickwick and —22 23— and were eager
to read other books wr T.cen by —24—.
99 41 Dickens
“ 43 Pickwick
9Q 45 papers^ 47 Weller
9A 49 Pickwick
51 Dickens
42 master
44 Samuel
46 Dickens
48 characters
50 them
52 Weller
25-26 in speaking of gold, the term " carat ” is used to indicate the pro-
portion of gold in a given mass. A carat is one twenty-fourth of the
whole mass. Thus, a fourteen-carat ring is one with fourteen parts
of pure gold and ten parts of some other metal, usually copper. A
twenty-four-carat watch chain is pure —25—. A bracelet that is
half gold and half copper would be called a —26—carat gold bracelet.
25
26
53 mass 54 carat
55 copper 56 gold
57 twelve 58 half
59 fourteen 60 twenty-fo®
Go right on to the next page.
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5
27-28-29 There were three great philosophers and leaders of thought in
ancient Greece who are still revered by students everywhere. Socrates,
the first of these, was put to death because of his teachings. Plato, a
young student of Socrates, took up the latter’s work after his death
and taught the people what he had learned from his great instructor.
After Plato came Aristotle, who, though he belonged to a different
school of thought from that of —27— and —28—, was an equally great
—29— and teacher.
30-31-32 One of the paradoxical developments of the machine age is
increased leisure-time interest in handicrafts. Such activities as
weaving, woodworking, and knitting are carried on by large numbers
of persons. By decreasing the amount of time necessary to perform
many kinds of labor, the widespread use of —30— has increased the
desire of people to do work with their —31— in their —32— time.
33-34-35we have two ready means of communication with others,
speech and writing. But it has not always been easy to make one’s
self understood wherever one went. For this reason sign language
was developed. The Indians whose various tribes spoke different
dialects perfected —33— language to a high degree. Today a standard
sign language has also been developed for the use of those unfortunate
persons who by birth or accident cannot —34— or —35—.
36-37-38 « Blue stocking ” means, figuratively, a female pedant, or one
who emphasizes learning unduly. It derives its name from literary
societies of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries whose members
wore —36 37— as a distinguishing mark. In present-day usage
the term is applied to women who make a display of their —38—.
39-40 Chile is a country of great versatility and wonderful natural gifts.
In the mountains are rich mines, and in the lower regions the soil is
fertile and productive. In the sea, rivers, and lakes all kinds of fish
are to be found. This explains why —39— is able to satisfy the most
varied —40—.
41-42-43 Hercules is one of the great heroes of mythology. He per-
formed many wonderful deeds and feats of strength, but at last he
was fatally poisoned by the blood of the Centaur. As his body la> on
his funeral pyre with the —41— rising about him, Apollo, sent by the
gods, came down from the heavens and took —42— up to Olympus,
the home of the —43—.
44-45 Dryden tells us that " Solitude is as needful to the imagination as
society is wholesome for the character.” By this he means that the
art of thinking and contemplation is developed by —44—, but that
good character requires that one live in the —45— of his fellow men.
End of Test 1. Look over your work.
97 1 Greece
3 Aristotle
5 Aristotle
7 Greece
9q 9 instructor^
11 man
Qn 13 handicrafts3 15 knitting
oi 17 weaving3
19 machines
99 21 olden34
23 labor
25 Indian
33 27 speech
29 talk
31 read
or 37 write80 39 hear
o/. 41 blue3b 43 long
o rr 45 pedant3 4 i stockings
oq 49 clothes33
51 legs
on 53 fish3y
56 Chile
57 needs
u
59 people
61 flames
63 people
, 9 65 Olympus^ 67 Centaur
.o 69 dead43
71 gods
2 philosophers
4 Socrates
6 Plato
8 war
10 philosopher
12 person
14 machines
16 labor
18 hands
20 knitting
22 leisure
24 early
26 tribe
28 sign
30 walk
32 write
38 see
40 read
5+
42 silk
44 white
46 clothes
48 shirts
50 society
52 learning
64 nature
56 soil
58 country
60 products
62 blood
64 sun
66 Apollo
68 Hercules
70 kings
72 Centaurs
. . 73 imagination 74 character
44 75 solitude 76 society
AK 77 society 78 imagination43
79 heart 80 thoughts
Stanf
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DIRECTIONS. In each exercise decide which one of the five numbered words will complete the sentence
correctly. Then mark on the answer sheet the space which is numbered the same as the word you
have selected. Study the samples and answer the other questions in the same way.
SAMPLES.
5 A rose is a— 1 box 2 flower 3 home 4 month 5 river
6 A roof is found on a — 6 book 7 person 8 rock 9 house 10 word <
1 An idea is a — 1 sound 2 sight 3 picture 4 laugh 5 thought .( (
,
2 To shine is to be— 6 cool 7 bright 8 dry 9 proud 10 busy
3 A sawmill produces— 1 wire 2 buttons 3 boots 4 needles 5 lumber
4
4 To offer is to try to— 6 love 7 find 8 change 9 give 10 sing
5 A vessel is a— 1 bell 2 village 3 boat 4 wave 5 bridge s
6 To sparkle means to — 6 shine 7 shake 8 smile 9 enjoy 10 strike
.e
7 To pronounce is to— 1 sail 2 watch 3 show 4 stand 5 speak 7
8 A listener is a— 6 buyer 7 giver 8 cardinal 9 treasurer 10 hearer 8
9 To vanish is to— 1 disappear 2 punish 3 witness 4 examine 5 request 9
10 To be content is to be — 6 satisfied 7 angry 8 awake 9 faithful 10 bold 10
6+
11 To furnish means to — 1 finish 2 guard 3 supply 4 prove 5 waste 11
12 To slumber is to — 6 answer 7 work 8 sleep 9 measure 10 rain 12
13 Clever means— 1 monstrous 2 lonely 3 delicious 4 skillful 5 thriving 13
14 To purchase is to — 6 keep 7 buy 8 make 9 play 10 point u
15 To be courageous is to be— 1 clean 2 wrong 3 brave 4 careful 5 strange is
4
16 To stare is to— 6 gaze 7 crush 8 spy 9 tread 10 glance is
17 A treaty is an— 1 interval 2 idiot 3 agreement 4 experiment 5 implement i?
18 To label is to— 6 carry 7 lower 8 mark 9 hold 10 supply »
19 To be correct is to be — 1 graded 2 proper 3 different 4 famous 5 forward is
20 Expert means — 6 haughty 7 harsh 8 reasonable 9 virtuous 10 skillful
^
-
2°
21 To instruct is to — 1 inform 2 admit 3 forbid 4 punish 5 assure. 21
22 A sledge is a— 6 garment 7 saddle 8 frame 9 support 10 hammer 22
23 To have sympathy for is to — 1 rejoice 2 praise 3 refuse 4 pity 5 sha^ne 23
Go right on to the next page.
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24 Gloomy means— 6 heroic 7 fragrant 8 gorgeous 9 dismal 10 majestic 24
25 Disobedient means — 1 clumsy 2 critical 3 credulous 4 grotesque 5 unruly 25
26 Intelligence means— 6 praise 7 justice 8 anger 9 liberty 10 wisdom 20
27 Violence often causes— 1 wisdom 2 respect 3 justice 4 knowledge 5 harm 27
28 Imperial affairs concern— 6 nations 7 cities 8 banks 9 stars 10 streams 28
29 To escort is to — 1 review 2 accompany 3 engage 4 approve 5 rejoice 29
30 A vagabond is a — 6 scholar 7 miracle 8 fable 9 pistol 10 tramp 30
31 An abode is a place where one — 1 earns 2 dwells 3 bakes 4 parks 5 swims 31
32 To magnify is to— 6 inspire 7 decrease 8 insult 9 enlarge 10 ripen 32
33 A stag is a — 1 deer 2 squirrel 3 colt 4 snake 5 dove 33
34 A communication is a— 6 palace 7 message 8 companion 9 struggle 10 memory 34
35 A summit is a— 1 loop 2 peak 3 tract 4 vault 5 patron 35
36 A lens is made of— 6 iron 7 glass 8 wood 9 wheat 10 felt 36
37 To bleach is to — 1 harden 2 darken 3 lighten 4 soften 5 sharpen 37
7*¥
38 Behavior refers to — 6 courage 7 conduct 8 appearance 9 effort 10 features 38
39 Commerce means— 1 weather 2 forests 3 trade 4 speed 5 crowds 39
40 To compose is to— 6 construct 7 condemn 8 propose 9 overcome 10 confess 40
41 A situation refers to a — 1 rival 2 majority 3 capture 4 position 5 strain 41
42 Abashed means— 6 amiable 7 capacious 8 embarrassed 9 unreasonable 10 woeful .... 42
43 A counselor is a — 1 beggar 2 carpenter 3 lawyer 4 dragon 5 chariot 43
44 Renowned means — 6 famous 7 natural 8 strange 9 quiet 10 forward 44
45 To interpret is to— 1 accomplish 2 preserve 3 influence 4 explain 5 vote 45
46 Rapture is— 6 trouble 7 value 8 joy 9 difference 10 business 40
47 Filthy means— 1 capable 2 violent 3 fatal 4 foul 5 fearful 47
48 Minimum means the— 6 largest 7 least 8 most 9 newest 10 oldest 48
49 To sever is to — 1 cut 2 hurt 3 strike 4 unite 5 supply 49
50 Lithe means— 6 eloquent 7 massive 8 somber 9 flexible 10 tremulous so
End of Test 2. Look over your work.
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o§ puB joao ;apjooq aq; iunx
an T*RT S'R Q
5HBM ppOM aq J0qVBJ eq/n, ; SBM ;Bqj, T9
Joqumu ;siy aq; * ou; aqj, 09
saSnejo U8JJ0 \ ua;jo aAeq i w
^ OP XporeOS ^‘
U
pjnoo 9 8H 8fr
^aqap aaij b s;aS aq
J
auioo ; 4ui3D an
^sa^qs Aui^ ^ S13q oq^ 9*
'"25
9
M0U5
l *<
UPIP I s*
r™ g ^°q 0qi 9P^ra ^oqj, w
pjaq <n nnSq x n **
'S:®WOPUBOI 3,
adidujoq aq; aauep pin
p
Q
l
3
n
^ g T^S i*
^AO
nazojj x SBH I0AIJ 0qX o*
0iqni 0qi o,So 9 Su^i q°°q v 6s
DIRECTIONS. In each sentence, decide which of the two
numbered words or phrases is right. Then make a
mark in the space numbered the same as your choice.
Study the samples.
SAMPLES.
7 Apples
l
"
e
good
8 He 3 told
4 tolled me,
7
8
1 1 2 hav.‘
g°* no time t0 Play C(1
3 I borrowed the money
g
Tom 3
4 1 Me and Sally r.«r+v
2 Sally and I naa a P31^ 4
5 I d ™!L* dressed yet 64 am not
6
« Tho^fi cookies are good with milk e
7 1 That apple tree is a young one 72 That there
8 The horses ? fc
re
tired s4 IS
9 Alice is
g ^
her uncle’s house 9
10 She 2 don’t
'
fc know any better 10
8a*
* ’ • •0ra°q J£f g HO 9Aeq Xaqj, 8g
• • •
•daajsu uaaq
eJ° \ noA LZ
•Suimoo
5
psqsu auup 9g
euop *
+1 PIP 8 I
‘S0A ss
«g r«g
U -UI auioo^ <pjM J pun unq ;b paqoo; 1 *g
oqqJBM 3 si aqu; aqx gg
•
-nnq b Suxpuq
J0 g *«
noP 0M ss
08 o; puq j ^ auioa XIPmq peq j Tg
0111 sqm;sip 9 Suiq;oN og
inoqu
l si
J0cM 0qX 63
'P
n
O
0°f x
Xj8A SM9S 0ns S3
iSuiiqgg sXoq aq; 9 oq^ Lz
6tt0q^ l snq oq^ 93
* • •
*o3 o; paaaSu
^pS^SSTS x 93
11 Don’t come \^
s
0
3
ut I send for you,
12 Isn’t
g ^body
7 at home? »
13 Father \ me a pencil last week 13
14
4 You
rSelf
and your sisters should go u
16
e Sh'ugh 1 am ready> 1 won,t 8° “
16 The man \ from the rope ie
17 You have
^
me much pleasure w
18 Who
l SS my milk?
19 The fruit \ ?!°3
ed
on this tree i»
2 grew
20 Where is she ^ soing? jovv ner u
^ g0ing t0;
21 Will you
g
me to cook?
22 Tom is l^
r
p
e
ie
h
r
appier than Fred «
23 We \ going downtown 23
24
6 Let
VS me have the first turn 24
Turn the booklet around and go on to Number 25.
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sqtutiN oj uo o? pin? punojB japjooq ©qj uanj.
•0UIBS ©q* pa^ep oqM
“9q
J
* sbm ql
• q0SS0A pooiq b p^
q ® esjoq ©qx qL
•®W“ °* ‘^0Moq J M
•XbPJ0}S0£ £{H*
2 p0^B|d 0H sz,
•S0qoui Jtnoj p9
0
8
^
8 jbau ©qx ZL
0UI padpqJ * ubui ©qt si siqx u
TPJ U u0^
U
Q3[ojq I P
BlI 0ST3A 0HJj oL
•moq ub ^noqB ©J©qi
J
98 ®
I 69
a,xi9J0M. ^
• •
'auioq IB 4 ‘ |UWA J I PUB J0q^opq 89
•qdBjSouoqd ©q* p£2SSS \ uosTP3 A9
•
P0qsniq
9
si ©snoq aqx 99
**“3 ©j©q s*©3 si siqx S9
'TS?^qSw
paBBinoosip
jj
qooT noA S9
sj©u;iBd ©q qiM I puB 9q| * Z9
•M0IT5T J©A© *S0UITB I J9^Id lS9Cl 9TW Z — 3tt
^ I Jd^sid ^seq sqq. ^souips i •
0H T9
•no^ auq X^'SS S I 09
<L10^ xmojq g 0PSiqM XJOpBJ ©q; SBJJ 69
"^Sep 1 00U0sqB siq ipj 0qs 8s
•qsq ©inos s^oq 9 ©abS ubui ©qx z.9
VW J° ue?ods g U8^° 8ABlt I 93
^iq^jojxuooun z 1T3T aAPTI iqnTII no x
•oiquipojuiooun x +IaJ 0 BH +s ui ^ sg
•XpB©j^B sjb©X moj qnp jno ui U99q 9^q 9 j w
-e* s
puB ltdIBH TO* dn iqBnB© Xaqx sg
aSuBJO u*
\
si siqx zs
77 Tt 3 looks like either tv- .It;
4 either looks like Mary °r Kate 77
78 Isit 6your
r
° turn to pitch?
79 Betty and Jane \ ^
s
re
coming
so James is the * Zl^SLl boy here
78
79
81 It is neither true ~ **°r false.
6 or
82 It ““St be
I~£. . . .
.
80
81
82
83 I read
^ 0^re frost is predicted. . 83
84 Their house is ® 3°“°
what bi£ger than ours 84
85 Please £ that over there to John. . 85
86 A tall and a short boy
^
^
e
required so
87 You
6 hafought t0 save m0ney : 87
88
2 Us children are sleepy 88
89 Watching the deer, * S^SS^SHSL -
9 6*
90 The cat is jj j^fg on the rug.
” They had 1 on ahead.
.
.
J 2 came
. 90
.91
92 We don’t know
^ ^at
he will come.
.
92
93 The boys brought
g
own blankets 93
94 The sun has \ J^
s
e
e
n
already 94
95 They were
^ Really
anxious t° S° 96
96 A group of
g
children will sing 96
97 I
g beheve be must have been there .97
.9899 He is the tallest
jj
“
f
°^
y othor boys
here
99 We
g
®^
>t
get in only after school 99
100 To whom did you ] Sfto? 100
End of Test 3. Look over your work.
10 TEST 4. SPELLING Stanf. Inter. Lang. Arte: Form Di
DIRECTIONS. In each sentence below there is a word spelled in four different ways. Decide which is th<
correct spelling and make a mark on the answer sheet in the space which is numbered the same as youi
choice. Study the samples and mark the other questions in the same way.
•
SAMPLES. 9 A black 3 \ ^ ran across our path ,
10 What is
7 8 hiL ^me? . ..»
1 We are learning a 3 \ gong6 about Christmas .*•*
.
2 A big plant grows from a tiny \
3®
de 3 “jj s
3 My kitten is lost. Have you \ \ it? 5
4 If the wind would ® £J°
W ® the windmill would turn
,
5 Our teacher often makes us J \^ck hard «
6 You need a score of 20 to 7 g this game <
7 We drove l a™"dd \ Conned the block five thnes
8 Show me how well you can 7 ™
a
d° g
™d
d your new book i
9 Xt often snows on 3 winder 4 wSe?" days 5
10 Alice is helping her mother set the
7 g
u
104
n Tins has been a hot J ^er J
12 Going upstairs, I tripped on the first ® jjg 8 stepp.
13 Her voice was so low I couldn’t hear what she 3
3®d
d \ ^
d '
14 Have you 7 g downtown lately?
is The fat clown did \ J tricks
1® We stopped because we had 7 ^d
d
g ^3d
ed
up our thread.
17 What kind of tricks \ d
°
3
*
\ d
“
3S your dog do?
is Her doll fell and 7 £rock g j£°gk on ^be cement walk
19 Joe hauled the groceries home in his 3 4 wagun.
20 Tpn timec! ten is one 5 hunderd 6 hundrad.1 e es 7 hundred 8 hundurd.
21 We store our coal in a wooden *
3
£®d \
3
£
a
dd .
22 My aunt is * 8 us for a few days
23 WiU you tell us true \ gJJJJ \ ^”
e
y
3
s
about animals?
24 Foreigners often seem \ JjJJJJ® §^
a
e
r
to us
. 11
.12
4
.13
.14
1J
16
17
16
IS
21
21
23
24
Go right on to the next page.
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25 A hot iron will \ 4 smouS out yQur <bess
26 The streetcar \^ g
*ay®r
is seven cents
27 She has the 2 that she wants to be a nurse.
28 Joe *535. 8 1* lessons hard
29 The 3 ankel 4 ankul is Part of the foot
30 He 8 S±S l ESS. his mistake at once
31 Steel is 1 lagely 2 largly ironO i IS
3 largley 4 largely
11:011
32 We are \ jj "ertan that n0 one lives on the moon -
33 The railroad will run a \ 4 specai train
34 For what \ 8 purpose d° y0U need thlS to°1?
3a A pohte person speaks J \ ^SSSZ.
36 John 8 j£j|jj g hauled the firewood in his car
37 Food is partly digested in the * \
38 This coat is a 8 8 “ at $8.95
39 He came about noon. The \ “5“’,
2
“S" time was 11 : 55.
.
40 It is a fireman’s * S SET to Put &es
41 January is * g“erSy i a cold month
42 George made two 8 \ in spelling
« In the l£“t 4«c“ everyone ran to and fro
44 We learn many things only by 8"T 8SEE
46 Indians were the
!,
2 people of America
46 He is 8 8“2* his talk with pictures
47 There is no way of * 2 without food
« Do not ‘“6 S So°ci“ee with bad company
49 Doctors and lawyers are ‘ 0^“i 24 JESSS
69 Rodio 8"SSL 8 commvmication *^h faster than mail.
51 A policeman has
J
2
ShorTtej to make
82 Mary is *2“ 8“T to be a great singer
*
25
. 26
.27
.28
. . . .29
... .30
. . . .31
. . .
.32
. . . .33
. . . .34
. . . .35
..... 36
. . . .37
. . . . 38
11 «>
. . . .39
. . . .40
. . .
.41
. . . .42
. . .
.43
. . .
.44
45
46
47
48
49
. 50
<$
. 51
52
Go right on to the next page.
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63 The strong wind helped the progress of the ship
J ”Zri“!y
7
4 ZtZny
7 '
.1
64 Farming states are » 1
! SlSSSil states j
66 Things which last a long time are J JSSS 4SS
EC T) r,.r>vt rv/\MnAMn 1— _ _ . J J 5 SUfUci&Ilt G S llffiC©Tit ___ „ ...Poor persons haven t 7 SUfiCient 8 sufficient money m
67 Mother is
J
““
»SS? a“r C
68 Sleet made the streets ® ™Ziuy 8 uSu’uSy slippery
69 Christmas comes once a year, or 5 *™“l7Uj \ “""Jy
7'
I
60 The tank had sprung a leak and was now
J ‘b.aluMy 8 tbtoluteiy emPty j
End of Test 4. Look over your woi
12 '
i %
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